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Qty Government.
of the city govuliir meeting
last Monday evening,
:IS held
presiding and Alderman
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H.inS„n

H.gg-ns absent.
of last meeting were read
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accounts
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:,„d insurance.
and supplies.

CHURCHES.

There will be

no

I

services at the Uni-

tarian church next Sunday as this church
will join in the union service at the Con-

gregational

church.

Unitarian and Congregational.
Service of the above churches will be
held next Sunday morning at 10.45 in the
church. The service will
be conducted by the Rev. Arthur E. Wilson and the Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne
Both choirs will sing. Come
will preach.

Congregational

The News

!

Belfast.

of

A special meeting of the Waldo County
Association was held in the Court
House last Thursday afternoon to revise
the fee list to conform with those of othwar

er

counties in the State.

The Belfast Board of Registration wil
be in session today,
Thursday, and tomorrow,
to 5 and

Friday, from 9 to
Thursday evening

1 and from 3
from 7 to 9.

They will also be in session election day,

Monday,

March 11th.

Church school at
us.
There were nearly 40 children present
Tonight, Thursday, at 7.30 o’clock at the Story Hour in the Peirce school
the mid-week service of the Congrega- last
Saturday afternoon. Miss Elizabeth
tional church will be held at the home of A. Kelley told them
of Epbminondas and
8a677
Mrs. C. O. Poor, Church street.
His Aunt and Miss Louise Hazeltine read
1«06|
rtmsnt.
3 00
People’s Methodist Episcopal Church, them the Seven Swan story and told an
8? 93
Par- original story of a dog at Camp Green129 91. Kev. Charles W. Martin, pastor.
45 82
leaf. that has been keeping watch on
t' ty Building.
Sun213-11.
street.
Tel.
Court
7
62 50 sonage
'it v tesm.
with Henry Mudgett.a Belfast
401 25 day morning at 10.45 preaching: “The night duty
'.
8 a7
school at man in training there. Mrs. Arthur E.
Stimulus.”
Sunday
quipment...
Unseen
13 10
Wilson and Miss Grace A. Lord will enquipment repairs.
17 60
12, all invited to attend. Sunday eventertain the children next Saturday after788
M..tl Acct.
ing at 7.30 preaching: “Story of the ButWe noon.
$4,695 02 ler Who Remembered His Faults.”
aim to make our church the People’s
appearof
The D. Whiting & Sons Creamery Co.
Searsporl
rt ridge
j
i Church. A cordial welcome to all; estwo boards and made a
are building an ice house, 20x40 feet, on
pecially so to strangers in town. This, the vacant lot near the
mages to his two horses, by
creamery at the
!
Thursday, evening prayer meeting at foot of Main street. They are
lower
in
the
draw
filling it
gh the
At
Love
of
God’s
Measure
7.30:
“The
No action was taken
from the T. S. Thompson ice pond and
r ago.
22
Dorcas
presa meeting of the
Guild,
from the Penobscot Bay Electric Com...ard.
ent, held at the parsonage Tuesday even- pany’s pond in East Belfast. Some of
report of Newton S. Lord,
Guild mother,'
accepted and ing, Mrs. C. B. Swett,
the cakes are 37 inches thick and weigh
.ter was read,
it was voted by the young
presiding,
concurred.
about 1,100 pounds, requiring six men to
Council
ladies to hold a “Liberty Supper” in the
handle and store it. This Company is at
,i report of City Marshal M.
On
future. Look for the date.
was
read, accepted and near
present paying the highest prices for
Wednesday evening, March 13th, the milk
Council concurred.
products in their experience and
Aid Society offer in the church
have a large supply source.
report of Percy S. Edge- Ladies’
Aid
“A Meeting of the Ladies’
0f weights and measures, vestry
Mrs. Lizzie Gray Ellingwood of this
The public is ina little play.
epted and placed on file. Society,”
city was before Judge M. W. Lord of the
vited. See bills. Admission 15 cents.
i. urred.
Municipal Court last Thursday to answer
m Edward Sibley of ChicaFirst Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor
to three warrants for raising checks given
the
thanks to the city for
_.
Richardson, minister; residence No. 1 her for labor
by the local Sardine ComThis
212-3.
ade him on overpaid taxes, Northport ave
telephone
Tho /ihaol/
oocliftj
4
fL
was
the
with
city,
illement
church extends a cordial welcome to
the
Waldo
Trust
and
Company
alleged
Coun- those without a church home to worship
■it and placed on file.
raising was discovered when they were
p(l
with them. The sittings are free both
and returned. A check of $2.75
cancelled
,.t Giles G. Abbott, inspectmorning and evening. Sunday morning
is said to have been raised $20, one of
Minister’s
he years iui 1-10 was icau,
at
10.45.
services
preaching
$7.92 and $5.41 were raised $10 each.
Restorlaced on file. Council con- topic:
“Wandering—Wanted
The $40 loss was borne by the Knowlton
ed.” A story about a father’s affection.
bakery. Mrs. Ellingwood plead not guilty
report of Newton S. Lord, At 12 o’clock m., the Bible school
and disclaimed any knowledge of the
Classes for all
was
read, accepted and begins in the vestry.
raising of these amounts. She was held
Council concurred.
A cordial welcome fcr visitors.
ages.
Lord under $500 bonds for the
rein
J.
the by Judge
,.n of Orrin
Dickey,
At 6.30, Young People’s meeting
April term of the Supreme Judicial Court
r.
asking city to assume vestry. All young people cordially in vited
on each of the two charges for which she
headquarters until organi- to a splendid service. Sunday evening
was
i Maine Company
j preachingserviceat7.30. Minister’s topic: was tried. Mr. and Mrs. George W.
I
Davis are her sureties for $1,000 for her
exceed three dollars “Where the Germans originated—the
appearance before the Grand Jury.
of
aim—the
German
and
.,
read
peti- German instinct—the
prayer

71J
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and worship with
noon.
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Council concurred,
report of Stephen S. L.
engineer’s department
placed on file. Council

ai

.■port of Sanford Howard,
"uddings, was read, accept.in lile.
Council concurred,
report of Charles R.

absolute necessity of smashing the German ambition.” This evening (Thursday)

Dexter T. Clements is in charge of the
repairs and of the rebuilding of the second
at 7.30 the weekly prayer meeting. These story of the Coliseum building owned by
Lancaster of Belfast and
services are open to the public and a cor- Charles W.
dial invitation is extended. Preaching Ralph L. Pitcher of Caribou. The imat the Northport Baptist Church Sunday provements in the Ward bowling alley
at 2.30 p.

will include

m.

At the Baptist church last Sunday
ing the service was devoted to reports of
the Boys Conference, held in Portland
metery trustees, was read,
Feb. 15-17, by live of the boys who atplaced on lile. Council
tended and their leader, George H. Robertson. Three others, who had expected
eport of dames S. Fernald,
to take part, were detained at home by
of Grove Cemetery', was
illness. Mr. Robertson told of the trip
and placed on file. Counover and of the cordial greetings extended to them on their arrival, William
:eport of Orris S. Vickery,
Norris told of the banquet Friday even-

■

II.

h

:

even-

Howes and Charles

■

lie

Board of

aid placed

Health,

on

file.

was

Coun-

report of City Solicitor
Greer was read, received
lile. Council concurred,

rought by the Inhabitants
City of Belfast, for pauper
case of Albert Newcomb,
of 4152.17

.!

was

read and

ilpli Hayford, of the pauper
( hincil concurred,
iry report of City Marshal M.
vingtwo arrests, one for
ne for larceny and food and
■•■ and the
February report,
rests, one for vagrancy and
rly conduct, with food and
lo three was received and

ing at which W. O. Fuller of Rockland
of the address in
was toastmaster and
the evening by Fred B. Smith of New
York on “Fundamental Patriotism. Winfield

Marriner

reported

the

Saturday

w'hen the nominating
committee reported and several line addresses were given, one by Fred B Smith
morning session,

a

hard wood floor.

A

new

front will be placed in the store occupied
by the Home Furnishing Company and a
steel ceiling Will be added.
The
Home Furnishing Company will occupy
new

the second story which is 16 feet high in
the front and 10 feet in the rear and runs
the full

length of the first floor.

This

will give the Company excellent display
space and
storage room. The Home
Furnishing Co. state they will be in a

position to take
customers wants

days.
store

care

of many of their
a week, or ten

within

They have re-leased their former
and

in addition will

occupy

entire second floor, part of which

formerly

occupied

as

a

skating

When their

the
was

rink.

entire repairs have been
made they will have one of the most upto-date house furnishing stores in the

At the meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
Post last Tuesday afternoon Comrades
Gilmore, Bennett and Osborne

There will be a public dance in Red
A Billy Sunday in Business.
Men’s hall, this, Thursday, evening.
Gurney,
The Belfast coal companies have been
Frank J. Raymond of Orange, N. J.,
were reported to be on the sick list and
receiving small lots of coal recently and the “Billy Sunday of Business” who was
each.
to
fruit
send
the Post voted to
feel sure they can take care of their cus- touring Maine on a lecture trip spoke in
Miss Sarah B. Johnson, who was found tomers for the remainder of the season.
the auditorium of Odd Fellows hall
dead in her rooms on High street Tuesthe
Trade has made arrange- Wednesday evening, Feb. 27th, under
The
of
Board
day, Feb. 26th, was seen on the street ments to have the afternoon train leave auspices of the Belfast Board of Trade.
Friday, Feb. 22nd, and was apparently in at
1.30 instead of 2.30, beginning next There was a large attendance particularher usual health. This fact with other
of merchants and clerks. Clement W.
Monday. This will allow passengers to ly
circumstantial evidence would place the
the Board presided,
reach Boston in the evening and also give Wescott, president of
Feb.
23rd.
date of her death Saturday,
introduced the speaker and aUo took ocbetter
mail
service.
Undertaker Charles R. Coombs has used
casion to interest his hearers to become
The chairmen of the local Liberty Loan
this date in his reports for the city and
After urging all
members of the Board.
of Waldo
the
towns
of
all
committees
State vital statistics.
interested in Belfast to trade at home he
County will meet at the Windsor Hotel
It is reported from Boston that, ice persuggested that it was up to the merchants
March 20th for luncheon and discussion
to conduct their business in such a manmitting, the steamers of the Boston-BanState chairman,
of the coming sale.
ner as to make it worth while for the
gor division will begin their spring schedHarry A. Rounds of Portland, will be
custom to remain here.
ule on or about April 15th, the service to
present.
Mr. Raymond acquired his knowledge
be carried on by the steamers City of
H. D. Worth, M. D., district health of
business while employed as a commerRockland and City of Bangor, while the
of the State Department of Health
cial man and also had ample opportunity
Camden and Belfast which formerly cov- odicer
on
visitor
in
this
was a
city
ered the route will be assigned to the Bos- of Maine,
to obtain from real life the defects of
Tuesday calling on the city departments business men and those employed as
ton-New York run.
and spoke very highly of the conditions
clerks, etc. He spoke principally on
The Women’s Alliance of the First Par-*
of Waldo county,which have been among “Know
Yourself, and Knowing Yourself
ish, Unitarian, will meet at the home of
the first in point of health in the State Make the Most of Yourself.”
Truths
C. Durham, Church street,
Mrs. James

Franklin A. Greer reof Robert C. Logan,
$157.22 for damage to land
-e of Water street, that the
liable.
Report accepted
file. Council concurred,
as read and passed in conthe City Treasurer, be and
uthorized and instructed to
the contingent fund to the
the sum of three thou-or

vise

l

[

1

fccir;

dollars.

report of Chief Engineer
1 Shute for February, giving
ills as two, for chimney fires,
1
and placed on file and coun—

l
»

c‘! nun
sirred.

•'] report of Annie L. Barr,
the Belfast Free Library, was
ii and placed on lile. Council

!

ial report of Trustees of the
Library was read, received
n hie
Council concurred.
■' no!
hills were withheld from
\ecounts: Dr. W. L. West,
1111'•> ate) for overseer’s salary;
'11'T t, .«I5.00, employee of City
Charles W. Ayer, $28.72, for
Hoad, for 1017. Adjourned.
Copy Attest:
orrin J. Dickey,
City Clerk.
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Chapter,

D. A. R., met
ay evening at the home of Mrs
I'dcher, with Mrs. Frank H.
tan

>

assistant
lf*.*ss

\

hostess.

It

was

'nd Miss Alice E. Simmons

l

Washington,
i
■

v
Sl

a

iiarty and a social evening
I he hostess, impersonating
received

as

the other

-ames.
At the business hour
date for membership was voted
name presented for
membership

member withdrew. Mrs. Mabel
Miller read “Our
Country,” by J. G.
111
*v’rs- Julia G. Ferguson read a

‘’eerlield, Miss Amy E. Stodda''t‘'"'
Idayed
piano
""

a

r<a(l

H;,'
Tin

1

'"st

e.

Ma-

solo,

oitertaining feature

ltle M>nuet
i'8 ,Ias
asbington.

?
Vfd

Miss Alice E.

My Sweet Pea,” Mrs.
Howker sar>g a soprano solo.
of the

by George and

Refreshments

during

the social hour.

were

—

of Maine.

Tuesday

to attend:'

Miss

Jennie Durgin of The Forks,
arrived last Thursday to spend a
week with Belfast friends.

Maine,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Prehtiss, who
spending the winter in Brewer, are
making a two weeks’ visit at their home
in this city.
are

Bernes O. and Charles B. Norton left
last Friday to attend the auto show in.
Boston in the interest of their local Ford
sales garage.
D. Allen

Webber,

who is employed by

the Pejepscot Pulp and Paper Co. at Pejepscot, arrived recently to spend a few

days at home.
Moore of Swanville ie
few weeks in Belfast at the
home of her nephew, Earle L. Curtis, at
Mrs.

Mattie

spending

a

29 Charles street.

ton and New York
new home in Searsport.

sister, Miss Florence W. Shaw.
Misses

muilljllg)

Edson

of

arrived last Saturday
UJ

Vsa livu

niece, Miss Florence W. Shaw.
Earl E. Chamberlain, who has employin Waterville, was at home last
Saturday called to appear before jthfc
Waldo County Exemption Board
ment

Messrs.

Louis J.

West and Zenas D,

Hartshorn spent last Saturday at their
farms in Swanville and Winterport. At
the latter place Mr. West conducts a
fruit farm.
Miss Lillian Knowlton has returned tc
her studies in the Beverly, Mass., hospital school for nurses. She was called
home by the illness of her mother, Mrs
Fred L. Knowlton.
Miss Katherine L. Keene of Augusta,,
whose engagement to Marthon Doak was
recently announced, arrived Saturday for
short visit with his parents, Mr. and:
a
Mrs. ueorge R. Doak.

Carroll L. Varney of this city, who has.
at Camp Greene, Charlotte, N. C
with the Milliken Regiment, is now at
Camp Wadsworth, in Spartanburg, S,
C., with the 56th Pioneer Infantry.
been

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Durham and
Mrs. Ben Hazeltine were in Monroe last
Friday to attend the funeral of George
Victor Durham, who died Feb. 21st a
Camp Travis, Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Miss Isabel Cooper, who was recentlyoperated on in the King Pr vate hospital,
Portland, arrived here Monday to spend
Later she
with relatives.
a few days
will join Mrs. S. H. Lora, who is visiting'
her father, Charles Forbes of Brooks.
Mr. and

Mrs. Raphnel Leavitt of Kit—

tery will arrive next Saturday
He is
Mr. Leavitt’s vacation.
N.
as clerk at the Portsmouth,
Yard. They will visit Mrs.

to spend
employed
H Navy

Leavitt’s

mother, Mrs. Mattie Moore of Swanville,
also Mr. Leavitt’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
George A. Leavitt of East Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo A. Shute of Hart-

ford,1 Conn.,

are

receiving congratula-

the birth of a son, Fed 21st,
Mr. Shute is the
Malcolm Clyde Shute.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute of
tions

on

Belfast and his wife was formerly Miss
Marie Adelia Gay, daughter of Dr and

who saved the fairy princes and they all
“lived happy ever after?” It’s all here.
With Marguerite Clark, too, in the dain-

if

f’

r>{

Rr/xrilf i vn

form

rl v

rtf

Belfast.
James P. Bartholomay of Dorchester
Mass., the church organ builder, was in

tiest, liveliest, most magnificently staged
story ever written for folks who haven’t

1

and Jennie

Nellie

Haverhill, Mass.,

remember the time you read Anderson
and Grimm and the benevolent witches

lost their make believe.
Saturday, the wonderful Emily Stevens
is offered in the live part Metro Wonder-

now

Miss Marjorie Shaw, a teacher in the
Lynn, Mass., High school, was called toBelfast last Friday by the death of her

Have you lost your make-believe? See
the gorgeous play “The Seven Swans”
Friday, matinee and evening. Do you

—

4

Wm. H. Hall left

the auto show in Boston.

this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock. A
Within the year the Young People’s
paper will be given by Mrs. James H.
Howes, the subject being “Some Famous Improvement Society, of the Baptist
Irish Characters.” The paper by Mrs. S. church who recently gave the five-act
A. Parker announced on the program for drama, Tony the Convict, have paid $150
this date, will be given at the next meet- into the church treasury besides paying
They
their expenses for scenery, etc.
ing.
The Belfast have also decided to give in the near fuBoors for Soldiers.
Half Hour in a SaniFree Library has been asked to collect ture a farce—A
fellow men and believe in your communa one-act comedy—The Bortarium—and
and
ity.”
Belfast
neighboring
from
books
“Be a DOER in the community.”
towns in which there are no public libra- rowed Wife.
“Go to your work every day as if it
There will be a regular meeting of the was the first day on the job and you had
ries to be sent to the libraries of training
The fund of Belfast Board of Trade tomorrow, Friday, to make good.”
camps and naval stations.
“Spend your money in your own town
million and a half dollars evening at the Court House, when it is
more than a
so the business men can pay their taxes,
which was contributed last fall has built, expected that some important matters
which builds roads and improves the
equipped, and is maintaining libraries in will be considered. Already the Board place.”
32 cantonments, and the books collected oi rraae are in curiesponueiice wiui a
ray up so we ower ieuow can pay
very large shipbuilding concern which is up.”
at that time numDerea aooui ouu,uuu.
“Every customer is a guest in your
There is a call now for more books, so looking for a location in this section and
store and should be shown the courtesy
the American Library Association is ask- they are very pleased -with the water due a guest.
Make him so welcome that
ing libraries to make another appeal. conditions in and near Belfast. It is ex- he will want to come again.”
“Don’t stand out at the front door leanMarch 18th to 25th has been designated pected that they will send a man here
against the window, advertising that
ing
several
locations
look
over
to
as Book Week for the training camps.
very soon
‘business is rotten.’
Please bring any books you can spare to with a view to a location.
“People who don’t use their heads stub
the Belfast Free Library.
At the regular meeting of the North their toes.”
“A knocker never wins and a winner
last Monday evening
The Ladies’ Sewing Church Guild held
POOR’S Mills.
never knocks.”
Mrs.
Frank
E.
Bramhall,
“It is well enough to have a family
Circle met this week with Mrs. Lucy at the home of
but don’t go to sleep in the shade of
B.
GilElon
Mrs.
tree,
voted
to
send
it
was
a
Blood....There was quite
large gatherit. Ancestors don’t count. One man is
116
RanNo.
new home,
at
her
christ
ing of friends at the reception given by
as good as another if he is making the
a
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Flood. They re- some avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
best of his opportunities honestly.”
their love
"A person who never hustles forgets
ceived many nice presents consisting of post card shower to express
and good wishes. Mrs. Gilchrest, with how.”
silverware, china, table linen, etc.Mr.
“Are you a clock watcher? Do you
who was recently appointand Mrs. Thomas Wentworth, an aged Mr. Gilchrest,
dodge the customer who comes in when
Infor
the
Travellers
ed
manager
acting
it is within five minutes of your lunch
couple 89 and 88 years old, have their
left here time? Don’t watch the clock.”
children all at home with them the first surance Company for Micnigan,
“Many a live prospect has been killed
but has been visiting
time for 35 years, Albert of Clinton, Wil- several weeks ago,
a dead salesman.”
by
at
C.
C.
Mrs.
Cool,
Madison,
liam of Hartford, Conn., James of San- her sister,
“You can’t tell WHY people are WHAT
Wis. Mrs. F. R. Poor, president of the they are.”
gerville, and Henry, Horace and Oscar
Mrs. Gilchrest’s other per“Get rid of the idea that one bunch of
of Belfast, and one daughter, Mrs. O. A. Guild, invites
town is better than ansonal friends to send cards, which should people in your
in
their
dethem
cares
for
who
Wade,
other.
next
Belfast
Tuesday.
leave
Charles
“Be charitable towards the other felclining years.Mr. and Mrs.
Waterman are receiving congratulations
E.
E.
Roderick, superintendent of low.”
“Everybody is a good fellow until he
on the birth of another son, born March
schools, has canvassed the district and has proved himself otherwise.”
5th.The prevailing colds seem to be organized a Thrift Stamp campaign in
“Do the little things. Begin the day
still prevalent.Mrs. Herbert Stevens’ the schools, reports from which are very with a smiling ‘Good morning,’ and keep
on being pleasant the rest of the day.
mother is at home with her on a visit.
gratifying. All the elementary teachers
He urged a sympathetic interest in the
to
become
agents
made
have
applications
The piano pupils of Miss Amy E. Stod! vital things that concern our friends and
Peirce
The
dard will give the 6th of a series of month- for the sale of the stamps.
and a considerate kindness in
school reports the pupils having bought neighbors
ly recitals at her studio, 68 Church street,
the little things that makes or mars work
school
$210.75
$287.75
grammar
worth,
this afternoon at 3.30 o’clock. The proand pleasure. We generally find the class
worth, McLellan school, $152.50 worth
gram:
of people we are leokingfor.as our choice
a
making
Brick
$41
and
school,
worth,
With Song and Jest (2 pianos)
Flagler
of friendships is always optional.
Mr.
schools.
in
the
total
of
$737
grade
Doris Allen,Beulah Young, Hope Dorman,
The membership committee secured
Ruth Knight
Roderick is making plans for a Visit
Chopin School Week the first of the spring term, thirty-four new members after the lecPapillons Etude,
Marguerite Owen
to ture. The annual dues are $5 and special
Chaminade when all parents and friends are urged
Arl^iuine,
efforts are being made for a large memvisit the various schools.
Ruth Knight
bership. “Join the Board of Trade and
The Evening Star from “Tannhauser,”
Wagner
help push.”
OBITUARY.
Hope Dorman
Ludovic
(2
Serenade
pianos)
Angel’s
PICTURES FOR EVERYBODY
Beulah Young, 1st piano
Florence Winslow, elder daughter of
Miss Stoddard, 2nd piano
Walter C. and Mary A. (Edson) Shaw,
Now Being Shown at the Colonial Theatre.
Heins
Mazurka Brillants,
passed away at 6 a. m., Friday, March
Doris Allen

..

?

PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Banton of
Bangor arrived Monday to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Loren Cross, their summer neighages old took on new meaning in his
bors at Northport.
terse and forceful utterances.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McMahan have re“You can’t do your duty to to the community by proxy. The community needs turned from Haverhill, Mass., where they
You have got to give to get.”
you.
spent the winter with their daughter,
“A down-and-outer always blames the
Mrs. Frank Selden.
community in which he lives.”
“The bump of good nature is a swellMr. and Mrs. Wilbur R. Blodgett have
ing that never causes pain.”
returned from their wedding trip to Bos“Believe in yourself, believe in your
and are
at their

State of Maine. Goods are arriving every
day from the foremost carpet and furniture factories which they visited last
“Tales of Hoffman,”
1st, at their home on Court street. She
winter,and everything that will be shown Barcarolle from
Offenbach had been ill several years with tubernoon was given to sports and sight-seeing,
on their floors this spring will
be the
Bernice Armstrong
She was born in Elmwood,
some of the boys visiting many places of
culosis.
Their New Spring,
very latest and most up-to-date.
Lange
interest about the city. He also gave a
Nov. 15, I860. Her parents movMass.,
Myrtle Simpson
grand opening date will be announced
vivid description of an organ recital by later.
Guy ed to Belfast about 14 years ago, Mr.
Twilight,
C.
MacFarWill
Ada Curtis
the municipal organist,
Shaw coming as superintendent of the
All—u
n.. „f
D„ 1._: 11
a
Pleyel Leonard & Barrows shoe factory. FlorMinuet,
Ira Trundy reported lor Sunday
lane.
Carroll Pottle
n
....l.
i,.
Ford car last Thursday noon while remorning when the delegates attended
j
with
a friend after making
home
turning
adof
the
church with their hosts and
ated from the High schooi in June 1910.
Mahlon Curtis
the trip to Sunset, Deer Isle. They were
Behr In the fall of that year she entered the
dress of Mr. Smith in the afternoon on
Evening Song,
Paul Tuttle
A Strong Man.” Alton Andrews re- olT the Beaver ledges on the eastern shore
Normal Arts School in Boston, but failing
Burrows
of Islesboro, when Mr. Gray attempted to Swinging,
health compelled her to give up the work
ported the pledges signed by the boys to
John Vickery
a seam in the
ice, Tarentelle,
She had unusual
unite with the church and to do other jump his car over
Wilson she greatly enjoyed.
Velma Rogers
He also reported the which he did but landed it on ice about an
Christian service
talent in drawing and skill in coloring, at
Williams
inch thick. The car settled slowly being In The Forest,
farewell service Sunday evening, when
one time doing commercial work in colorIdres Rogers
at least ten minutes sinking.
This gave
Gov. Milliken addressed the boys and
S. Smith ing scenes from Bermuda. She was also
At the Carnival,
The the men time to make fast a rope to the
Ora Wade
an apt pupil on the piano and had taken
was greeted by cheer after cheer.
which finally sank in about 20 feet of America,
John Bull lessons in voice culture. For a time she
pastor, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, gave car,
Doris Wilson
the water. Friday a volunteer crew assisted
assisted at the Belfast Free Library and
a few minutes’ talk on the demands of
Mr.
in
car.
his
Last
Thursa
rumor
Gray
is
raising
There
for
being circulated at did office work as long as she was able at
strong,
present and the near future
Re- day Daniel M. Maher of Orono was here the present time which will no doubt in- the office of Leonard & Barrows shoe facpatriotic, Christian, young men.
to take negatives for moving pictures terfere somewhat with the food producare a
Conference
the
from
Boys’
tory. She was interested in the activiports
of scenes on the ice on Belfast Bay, tion unless promptly contradicted. This
ties of the North church, always attendregular event at this church and is listenwhich manager George C. Thompson will
rumor, very much like all German propo- ed the preaching services, taught in the
ed to with much interest'each year. The
to have at the Coloinal as soon ganda, starts from some source unknown
Sunday school and was a member of its
boys were very enthusiastic in their re- arrange
as they are on the market.
difficult to locate. Christian Endeavor and Guild. ThorThe pictures and is extremely
ports of the meetings, which they ga.e
were taken near the monument and bell
Householders have been told by some- oughly unsellish, considerate of others,
with a deep earnestness of purpose in
and some of them will be at least body that it is the intention of the Federall times,
at
cheerful
bright and
keeping with the present time. One of buoy
the Waldo county boys, Ira Trundy, was amusing. The ice boats were out, auto- al Government to take over all food sup- she had many friends who were anxious
hours in her long invalidelected one of the \ ice-presidents, and ists and bicyclists, skaters and pedes- plies, such as canned vegetables and to bring happy
ism. She is survived by her parents, one
Alton Andrews was one of the committee trians were in evidence everywhere. fruits, in fact everything in the way of
C. Shaw, who called by
Richard
brother,
Waldo county also won Some were “prep red to pose,” while food which in their judgment the repre- her illness arrived from Peking, China,
on resolutions.
honors on their county “yell,” as it was others were out for sport only....The ice- sentatives of the Federal Government just a week before her death, and one
a teacher in
voted the best for the State. One of the breaker Favorite was in the lower bay think are not necessary for immediate sister, Miss Marjorie Shaw,
in the ice as far as use. This rumor has no foundation what- the Lynn, Mass., High school. The fuConference songs, “We are Building” was Monday coming up
neral services were held at her late home
Temple Heights, but she gave up there ever. It is not the intention of the Fed- at 3
sung by Earl Talbot, all the boys joining
p. m. Sunday, Rev. Walter T. Hawand
back
down
went
the
She
found
of
the
bay.
thorne of the North church officiating.
eral Government to do anything
in the chorus. The service closed with
the ice hard and lirni. There is a little kind. You can make your garden as There was a large attendance and the
singing "How Firm a Foundation” and
floral offerings were abundant and very
open water now this side of Lincolnville large as you desire, you can plant it with
“America.”
Mrs. Basil L. Allen sang
beautiful.
and oil Temple Heights. M. L. Slugg, anything you wish to eat or can, and you
“Rest in the Lord” and was accompaniSECRET SOCIETIES.
of
local superintendent
the Coe-Mortimer may rest assured that the Federal Gov- ed by Miss Amy E. Stoddard, pianist.
Co., who is anxious to get several phos- ernment will not interfere with the re- The remains were taken on the Monday
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
train to Elmwood, Mass., for inphate barges here from New York, sent a sults whatever. This rumor is put into morning
will present a very entertaining program
terment.
man down near the monument to measure circulation
by agents of the German Govat their regular meeting Tuesday eventhe depth of the ice. He cut eight places ernment for the sole purpose of reducing
Mrs. Cordelia S. Brown died Feb. 28th
ing, March 12th. All members are urged
and found from 12 to 17 inches of solid the food supply during the season of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred WhitThe special committee in
to be present.
tier of East Belfast with whom she was
ice. Lewis Hubbard of Islesboro came 1918.
They well know that if they succharge will be Mrs. Annie'B. Patterson,
Her age was 76 years and 4
living.
over Tuesday on the mail team landing at ceed that it will aid them very materialmonths. She was born in Warren, the
Miss Florence M. Brown, MissjMildred I.
Cove.
in
He spent the night
Saturday
ly in winning the war. For the public to daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Darby, Miss Clara Belle Marsh, Mrs.
Belfast and left yesterday morning for listen or to be influenced by such rumors Spear. She was the widow of the late
Lynwood B. Thompson.
Brown of Warren. Two daughBath, where he has employment. He means that we are assisting the Ger- Alexander
ters survive her, Mrs. Charles Stevenson
Miss Katherine E. Brier left last Sat- reported that the ice in the vicinity of | mans to win the war. It will be well of Belfast and Mrs. Orrin Condon of Camurday for New York to select her new Saturday Cove is weakening rapidly and for the public to remember that the den. The funeral was held at her late
She he thought it was dangerous to drive over ] chances >are about 9 to 1 that all rumors home Friday at 1 p. m., Rev. Walter T.
summer
millinery.
spring and
Hawthorne of the Congregational church
spent Sunday in Gardiner, the guest of it. Sunday the ice left the eastern bay of this kind are absolutely false.—O. "E. officiating. The remains were placed in
Waldo
the
Cove
on
the
chairman
of
and
will
above
Castine
County
also
and
Ryder’s
Frost,
her father, Russell Brier,
the receiving tomb in Grove cemetery
Public Safety Committee.
east aide of Islesboro is also clear.
visit in Boston and Foxboro, Mass.
and^will be interred later in,Warren. ..*
on “Power” being most impressive. Raymond Y'oung reported for Saturday afterA part of the afternoon and evening.

10

1

Belfast the past week on his 9th annual
trip to look over the various church
He has also been in Searsport.
organs.
In conversation while calling at The
Journal olTice last Saturday he remarked
that he had three sons in the service in
France and that h;s wife had three brothers and nine cousins also in the war

play, “Outwit ed.” Miss Stevens is well !
remembered to theatre goers by her re- |
markable performance asthestar of “The
Slacker.” Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in
The Red Cross.
qomedy will also be shown,
Monday, George Behan in one of his
Twenty ladies who are especially interbest plays, “Jules Strongheart” and the
ested in the Red Cross have been chosen
final episode of “Who is Number One?” solicitors for the 10-cent drive.
Each of
will make

a

Tuesday,
logical

program hard to beat.
the big patriotic feature, the

successor

to

“The

Slacker,”

“Draft 258” with Mabel Taliaferro

as

the

star is the big attraction.
Wednesday, the child

star, “Madge
Evans in her latest world feature, “The
Volunteer” together with the Hearst
Pathe News and Comedy Cartoons will
be offered.
A big show for little money can always
be found at the Colonial, matinee or even-

ing.

Come and enjoy yourself.

[

these ladies are to secure the names of
25 who will f;ve 10 cents weekly for a
Collections may be made by the
year.
each solicitor pays
; week or month and
If the 500 ladies
Miss Ginn monthly.
I
are secured the local chapter will receive
for
supplies. The
; $50 each week to use
I solicitors are Mrs. Virgil 1. Hall, Mrs.
Edgar M. Hall, Mrs. John C. Pillsbury,
Mrs. Ansel M. I.othrop, Mrs. Fred R
Poor, Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs,
Clarence E. Read. Mrs Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs. Mrs. Eugene
L. Stevens, Mrs. Fred N Savory, Mrs.
Frank L. Towle, Miss Elizabeth Clemente.
Miss Marguerite H. Owen, Miss Maud,
E. Mathews, Mss Isabel Nl. Smalley..
Miss Flossie Heal, Mrs. Ralph Guthrie
Mrs. J. Lee Patterson and Misses Katherine Brown and Grace Hazeltine for
The drive is
Mrs. Marion E. Brown.
under the direction of Mrs. William H.
Hall.
1

(

|

Mrs. Lucy Ames Robbins died Feb.
27th at 6 p. m., at the home of her niece,
Mrs. Ethel White Wiley, No. 23 Spring
Her death was caused by a parastreet.
lytic shock. She was the widow of Gilbert Robbins of Hope, who died about
Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V.,.
eight years ago. For about five years have presented the Red Cross with a fine
with
her
niece.
home
made
her
she had
quilt, which they made at their regular
She was born in Rockland in 1849 the sewing club.
daughter of the late Samuel and Emily
Henry A. Watkins died Friday, March
She is survived by an
Ames Boynton.
1st, at the home of his son,L. L. Watkins
adopted daughter, Mrs. Jennie McNaugh- of Northport. He was 76 years of age:
ton of Bucksport who came here to at- and came here from Hopkinton, Mass.
tend the funeral. She is also survived by He was a native of Franklin, Mass., but
three sisters, Mrs. Fannie B. Shute of had made his home in Northport for some
He was a veteran of the Civil
Belfast, Mrs. Nellie B. Shady of Rock- time.
land and Miss Delia Boynton of Newton, War having served in a Massachusetts
Mass., by two brothers, David Boynton regiment. The remains were brought to
of Providence, R. I., and Samuel Boyn- the Coombs undertaking rooms where the
The funeral took, funeral took place at 2.30 p. m. Saturton of Vinalhaven.
place at her late home at 2 p. m. Satur- day, Rev. Charles W. Martin of the
W.
Martin of the Methodist church ofliciating.
The reRev.
Charles
day,
Methodist church officiating. The inter- mains were placed in the tomb at Grove
cemetery.
mentgwill be in Hope in the spring.

--
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Republican Journal Pub.
A. I.

The judge said he regretted that the law
would not allow him to punish the man
It seems, therefore, that
as he deserved.

Co.

BROWN, Editor.

law is needed to enable the government
to deal summarily and effectively with
German agents and disloyal citia

OVER

A

i'SING

For

Terms.

square,

one

one

one week
spies,
lrch leni 'ti in column. 25 centB for
insertion.
If such a law
»nri 25 cents for erch put.sequent
zens of the United States.
a
00
advance.
$2
In
Subscript! in Terms
for three •is needed, Congress cannot be excused
cents
50
months;
(lOfrrsi*
year; II
for any delay in giving the administrauorth.p.
tion the power to suppress the German
and its vicious activity which
State Convention

propaganda
is so dangerous to

Republican

Republican State Convention will be
^teld in Portland, Thursday, March 28,
1918, at ten o’clock a. m., for the purpose
-of electing a State Committee, a District
Committee for each Congressional Dis’trict and a County Committee for each
county.
Also to formulate and adopt a platform
declaring the principles upon which the
the
Republicans of Maine wiii appeal to
elecvoters of Maine for support in the
tion next September.

our

country.

A

BROWNING MACHINE

THE

a
of these guns have been perfected and
beout
tried
were
they
today
week ago
The
fore a large number of Congressmen.
result of the trials seems to show that

SoLD^m^ By

the inventor, has
The
wonderful weapon.

cabinetK

There’s
head.
There’s a
In

....

....

...

....

Troy,.2

WERE

Unity,.3
...

1

....

4

Total for the county

54

recent issue of the Brunswick Record the editor calls attention to
the fact that the births of only 120 out of

clerk.

This man, now known as Trotzky, was
born about 40 years ago in a little Jewish
colony in a small Russian province. He

naturally studious although, as far as
know, he never graduated from any
school of importance. Like many Rus-

be impossible for the town clerk to furnish it.”

He

studied not to make men better by directing them by peaceful paths to a higher
plane of civilization, but to destroy ex-

isting conditions by violent action, and
replace them with his own idealized
and indefinite visions of a social Elysium. j
to

he became

1905

a

176 children born in 1917 were properly
“In years to come more than
a cerone of these 56 children will need
tificate of birth, but unfortunately it will

was

the revolution of

In

recorded.

we

revolutionist.

CHILDREN NAMED?

Fifty-six children born in Brunswick,
Maine, during 1917 have never been
named according to the books of the town

TROTZKY.

was a

1 HE

Brunswick is not alone in the failure of
attend to
many parents and physicians to
the records of birth, says the State Department of Health in its weekly statement.
Everywhere the carelessness is
evident and must be guarded against.
During one year the Philadelphia Bureau
of Vital Statistics received daily an average of forty requests for copies of birth
certificates, the majority of which could

president of the first Council of Workmen’s Delegates in Russia.
After the revolution had failed, he was j
the births were
arrested, tried, convicted and sentenced not be granted because
His jailer was a man never recorded. The birth certificate is
to Siberia for life.
child who may
named Trotzy, who in personal appear- of vital importance to the
Just some time be called upon to prove his
ance closely resembled his prisoner.
Estates have been forfeited, the
how the prisoner disposed of Trotzky and .age.
to
work at a certain age has been
right
unfortunate
that
possessed himself of
of citizenship has
guardian’s passport, we do not know. taken away, all proof
But in some way it was done and, per- often been lost because the simple act of
sonating Trotzky, Leon Braunstein, the recording birth was neglected.
prisoner, escaped and he has been Trotzky
THERE IS HOPE.
We surmise that when Leon
•ever since.
as

Braunstein left his prison the real Mr.
no further use for either his

Trotzky had
After his

name.

escape

he

lived

for some

as

|

a

When revolution broke loose
and the Czar was deposed, Trotzky departed with haste for Itussia, leaving
This is the man
numerous debts unpaid.

speaking.

paid for in results. The discussion
pending the vote on the bill, and the
overhauling the various departments
have had, will scare them into doing the
best they can, and perhaps has reminded
them that in a year from last Monday
there will be a new Congress in Washington and we hope it will not be one

If he is not killed it may not :
Germany
be long before he will again become an I which will cock up its
We do not think England or the President whistles.
exile.

to incite rebellion.

I

It is not expected that there will be any
other Republican candidate.

Yiacked up against a wall and shot at sunA German who had been in this
been arcountry some seven years has
He confessed to
rested in California.

rise.”

German

sympathizer,

that he had

a lumber mill and was intending to burn another, and that German
the purpose of
money was to be had for

set fire to

incendiarism to check

our

preparations

ifor war. We have not seen any account
we supiof this man’s sudden death and
at
Bread
eating
Victory
still
is
pose he
of the
‘the expense of the loyal citizens
United States. Every man who comes
into the sanctum of The Journal agrees
kind
with Mr. Taft that men of this
should be shot, but thinks that the shoottill sunrise,
ing (should not be delayed
a
but that it should immediately follow

death sentence when

pronounced by

a

.,

i-.uuge

assci icu

.1

_i

moi

bution has been interfered with greatly
by the hundreds of orders which have
been issued by the Fuel Administration

MORE MEATS.
Squabs and pigeons nan take the
place of much of our meat that is

|

“contradictory orders, explanatory or-j
ders, new orders, and all supplemented by
through the press.” He read :
those fixing the price of coal, the tirst^on
Aug. 21st, establishing the price at $2 a j
ton and finally the last, making the present price S3.05 per ton, which is live

abroad.
-needed
Rabbits and various game birds in
are
also
season

statements

Squabs
young pigeons

and may be broiled
or served in casserole. Prepared as
one
does
young
broilers, they are delicious.
Pigeon en Compote.—Brown a half
cupful of sweet fat with four pigeons,
browning them all over, then remove
them from the saucepan and replace
with one-half a pound of salt pork
cut into dice and one dozen white
onions. When browned, remove most
of the fat and add a tahlespoonful of

j
|
!

|

|

j

i

;

j

j

|
|

;

i

|
1

gravy poured around the pigeons.
Pigeons With Green Peas.—Brown
four pigeons in a half a cupful of
sweet fat. add one-half cupful of soup
stock, salt, pepper and small bunch of
parsley and four green onions. Cover
and cook for an hour and a half, then
add a pint of shelled peas and cook
thirty minutes longer. Cook until the
peas are tender if it takes longer.
Potted Rabbit.—Cut the rabbit into
five pieces after it has been carefully
Remove the saddle, make
cleaned.
two pieces of the hind quarters and

I

!

*

cents more than the price made last fall
by an agreement of operators which Sec- j
retary of War Baker characterized as un- I
just, exorbitant and oppressive.
The senator characterized as reckless
the order closing down factories and in- |
He
dustries of all sorts for five days.
gave two concrete examples of factories
tif:
in Massachusetts, one factory saved
teen tons of coai a day, but the .loss in
wages to the employees was about -57000
a day and the loss to the company in production and profit was much larger. 1 he ;
second industry experienced a loss of
-5470,000 while the saving of fuel was only
5100,000. Mr. Lodge declared what was ;
needed was not a shutting down of m- j
dustries, with all the enormous losses and
dislocations of business thereby entailed,
but a freight embargo on the railroads. ;
He said that the Administration should
encourage the purchasing and storing of
coal for domestic and industrial use dur- !
ing the coming summer when the demand
is the lowest and transportation the j
easiest.
“Above all,” he continued, “direct every effort to supplying rail and :
water transportation for coal during the
Do not inter- j
summer and at all times.
fere with established methods of distribution and do not make the fatal mis-

j

j

Hour, stirring until well browned. Add
a cupful of bouillon, stir until smooth,
then add the pigeons with the rest of
the fat, salt, pepper, a sprig of
parsley and a bayleaf. Cover and cook
Then add the browned
one hour.
onions, a few mushrooms, and cook
thirty minutes longer. Serve with the

take of destroying the distribution

mi-

chinery.”
CANNhD CiOODS FOR WAR

All canners have been advised by :he
food administration to hold for war purchase until further advice all canned
corn, peas, tomatoes, string beans and
now on hand.
Fry a quar- salmon
two of the fore quarters.
Reports of such holdings must be made
ter of a pound of bacon until the fat
at once, separate from those to be subis well tried out. Put the rabbit in, mitted before March 15th.
Canners who
with
dust
then
turn it until brown,
have no stocks are required to report in- j
Quantities not wantsalt and pepper; cover»with another dicating this fact.
released promptly. Assurance
pan and bake in a quick oven for an ed will be
to householders that the government has
hour.
no intention of commandeering any canRoasted Rabbit.—Lard the hind quarned goods, preserves, home-grown food
in
dish
leave
and
with
deep
ters
pork
or usual stocks of provisions kept for
leaf,
covered with salt, pepper, bay
family use was given on placards which
with
a
the food administration will distribute to
thyme, sliced onion and cloves
cupful each of waiter and vinegar. every post office and public library in the
Turn over several times and leave for country.
The placards were headed:
Then drain and
twenty-four hours.
“Do not be fooled by lies of the ene- j
bake basting with the spiced vinegar.

J

{
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!
2
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2
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CATARRH VANISHES
Here is One Treatment That All Sufferers
Can Rely Upon.
If you want to drive catarrh and all its
disgusting symptoms from your system
in the shortest possible time, go to your
druggist and ask for a Hyomei outfit to-

day.
Breathe Hyomei and it will rid you of
catarrh; it gives such quick relief that all
who use it for the first time are astonish-

•

!•

Hyomei is a pure, pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed into the lungs over the
inflamed membrane; it kills the catarrh
germs; soothes the sore' spots, and heals
all inflammation.
Don’t suffer another day with catarrh;
the disease is dangerous and often ends
in consumption. Start the Hyomei treatNo stomach dosing; no
ment today.
sprays or douches; just breathe it—that’s
Ask A. A. Howes & Co.
all.

II

assets.$l,833.22&%-’j

v

..

We have such a variety of good
things which may lie safely stored for
winter use if conditions
are right that monotony
should never he feared.
Peas, beans and lentils
because they are dried
are
easily cared for.
Lentils contain a great
deal ef nutriment and
should be more widely
known and used. Treat as peas, soak
over night and make purees or add
them to various other dishes as rice,
or, spread over cabbage leaves and
rolled, then cooked, they make a dish
If cooked in
unusual and very good.
broth they will take little extra seasoning to make the dish palatable.
Oyster plant, or salsify is another
much slighted, good and wholesome
vegetable. Scrape the roots, cut them
n small bits and boil in salted water.
Serve in a white sauce as a vegetable
or serve on pieces of buttered toast
as a breakfast or luncheon dish. They
also make most delicious soup or a
chowder when used with codfish, a little pork and potatoes.
Escalloped Turnips.—Boil the turnips in large pieces until tender, tlifn
cut In cubes or if one likes them ex-

attractive,

tra

Make

a

use

a

white sauce

All other assets,..

seasoned with

salt

ami

pepper,

These may be
also cut into balls.
combined in a creamed potato adding
a little onion juice for flavor.
Baked Hubbard squash may he cut
up in pieces, the seeds removed and
Serve each with
baked in the shell.
It
dots of butter, salt and pepper.
may be eaten from the shcdl, saving
dishes in serving.
Onion and Potato Puffs.—Chop fine
several cold, boiled onions, mix with
mashed potato and bind with a beaten
egg. Boll into flat balls, season well
and fry a light brown in bacon fat.
The potato cakes may be made adding a spoonful of onion on top of
each and folding, then fry.
with parsley.

Garnish

New

Now let the administrative officers cultivate friendly relations.
President Wilson cannot be expected
to straighten out every little squabble.
lie has enough to attend to in his own
It is realiv rather tirearduous duties.
some to have McAdoo and Hoover casting slurs upon each other, l.et them
work in co-operation. The people of this
country are thoroughly and unitedly in
earnest. They want the most vigorous
and effective prosecution of the war
against Germany. They are willing to
submit without whining to inconveniences of travel and restrictions as to
All they ask in return is that effifood
ciency be displayed at Washington and
personal jealousy be put in the background.—Brooklyn Standard Union.

HOUSE-CLEANING
OCCUR?
You sort of dread that day of missing rugs, and general upsetness.
And house-cleaning,
But according to tradition, it HAS to occur.
as the old horsedate
out
of
much
recording to old ideas, is just as
and-carriage. If the rugs and carpets never get dust-filled, why shouid
has
they need a lot of ruinous beating. It’s just because the cleaning
hat’s
the
trouble.
1
else!
nowhere
been done on the surface—and
But the

|
j

I
J

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC CLEANER
Comes along, and doesn’t stop at the surface. It goes mining for the
dust. The revolving brush just sets up an agitation in the nap, and
wakes up all the drowsy dust and lint—and the suction draws clear
to stay on the
through the fabric and reaches the dust that’s trying
floor for a season—in anticipation of the customary house-cleaning.

|

Moments’

Use

Each

Day

and the

House

Is

Always Clean.

Electric

Humphreys’ Home op;dhie Ih monies are
designed to mivt t!. n Is of famila s or
invalids something that .mother, father,

Admitted Assets.l
Liabilities

Scottish Union and {National Insurance

Edinburgh,

invalid can take or give to meet
the need of the mom m. Have been in
use lor over Sixty veaks.

|

>

Price
» R
Inflammations.. .23
1. Fevers, c iigustici:
..23
2. Worms, v'\ vi.1 F>v3. Colic, rryuijr. V»'iikc‘iuiip-s of Inhiuts. 25
4. Diarrhea i ( il-lri n a; 1 adults.25
i>. Broach:'is.25
7,(’
6. Toothache, Facvarhe, Ne uralgia. 23
25
9. Headache. Sini H a ACh-\ Yerl.g ».

N#.
I

Company

|

31. 1917,

Real estate. $ 21
Mori gage loans..
1m.
Stocks and bonds. 6 07*
52;
Cash in < ffiee and bank.

Agents’balances.
Interest

and

s4

!

Admitted

.Weal;si. iaach.25
lO. l?v.r>cy;Jo,T:i'lig
13. Oiup. Hoar.-e Cough, laryngitis.... 25
23
I 14. t jr'-ma, L; options..15. Rheurout'sro. Lumbago. 25
23
16. FeveruuJ Atfue, Malaria...
a
25
I 1 7. PlIes.Bhnd.t'.Vefljng.L.n rnaLK-:.25
19. Catarrh, intbi-'n.’a. Cold in Head
25
20. V\ hooping Cough.
21. Asthma. < )ppres>. 1. P'(limit Bmith; g 25
25
I 27, Disorders of the Kidneys25
30. Urinary Incontinence.
25
i 34. Sore Throat, Qi:: m y.
25
77. Grip, Grippe, Lu Grippe

|

37
2.9>24*
20'

3,046

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,850
3w8

London Guarantee and Accident Go.
U. S, Branch, Chicago, 111.
31, 1917.
1
.$
6,38

Assets December

Mortgage loans

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

M<? CALL’S
MAGAZINE

For

assets.$6,86b
31. 1917.

Net unpaid losses
Unearned pr.emiums.
All other liabilities..
Cash deposit.
Surplus over all liabilities

|

Fashion
Authority
Nearly 50

1.02

Liabilities December

■

49

1,982
104.
21:

4^

Cross assets ..$9,186
Deduct items not admilte.d.
617,

LfflL)

ufflfyJ

7,87'

Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitted.

I

10 4

rents.

>

^HSt.

j

Admitted assets.$8,66*
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

}

Net unpaid losses
3.644;
Unearned premiums. 2,47.
Voluntary additional reserve for
500
contingencies
All other liabilities.
66
22.
Special reserve for Federal tax
Statutory deposits. 250
Surplus over all liabilities. 801

|

Total liabilities and surplus..$8,6tS

Yearsl

to
Join the 1,300.000 women who turn
McCALL’S every month for correct fasheconomical
for
buying,
ions, for patterns,
for fancy needlework, for good stories—for
pleasure, for help, for style.

1

u--

...

!

McCALL Patterns fit.

1

3*8

Atlas Assurance Company, Limited

London, England.
December 31, 1917.
60.i*
Real Estate .$
2,874
Assets

!
j
!
FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR
SAMPLE COPY of Me CALI'S; or *10.00 TINMONEY Offer to V-num <>r List of GIFTS given
without cost; or BICYCLE effor to Hoys ami
Girls; or latest PATTERN C.ATAIgOUE; or Big
AGENTS; or $ii>0.00 I’rizo Offer to
Cash Offer
your CHURCH.
Address

The

Republican Journal

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.
Gross Assets.
items not admitted.

27.
520
34
1

$ 3,76>-

Deduct

Liabilities December 31. 1917.
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums..
All other Liabilities
Surplus over all Liabilities.

and the McCall

Total Liabilities and

Magazine lor One Year for $2.25.

Field &

334

Assets.$ 3,433

Admitted

24»

2,040

■

79.

1,072.4

Surplus...$ 3,433

Quimby Agents,

Belfast. Mao

1

3w8

i

Attorney at Law
Practice In all

Courts.

The following clubbing offers are only
v
subscriptions to I he Journal paid oik

Probate', practice

specialty.

The Journal and Farm and Home,

The publications included in ouj
clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

Buy Thrift Stamps

ferent addresses.

saw

Send in your subscription

frames in stock at reasonable prices.
THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,

Port'ard,

S-

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

AND

We have engines, wood saws, and

j

in advance:

2ft

SAW WOOD

j

6

Scottand.

Assets December

nurse or

|

J GEO. t. JOHNSON,
2
$

''o'

surplus.$7,388

<•

| t^ag-g-~Lniii,iiiiiiiiiiiiiin.mm
Z

]

••

3w8

THE McCALL CO., 236-230 West 37th Street, New York, N. Y.

iiMnuMMiMUMMmmwniMitiiM
$

_

Gross Assets...$7 38>
Deduct items not admitted.*

Total Liabilities and

BELFAST. MAINE.

At Our Stores Price $33.50

Penobscot Bay

Assets December

.$7,38'
December 31, 1917.
Net Unpaid Losses.
3,'
| Unearned
Premiums.. 3,16,
|1
All other Liabilities,.
236
! Cash cat itai
1,50b
Surplus over all Liabilities
2,11-

|i

2

#

Fire Insurance Co>

31. 1917
..$ 8
j Mortgage loans..
! Stocks and bonds
6,0:"
Cash in Office and Rank.
4
i Agents’ Balances,
f.T
Rills
Receivable.
|
Interest and rents
5

w

#

1.54

Real Estate

<

A Few

Hampshire

;

£
O

J
A

1.16

1,500

Manchester, N. H.

by druggists, nr sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book mailed free.
HUMPHREYS* ITOMKO. MEDICINE CO..
Corner William and Ann Streets, New York.

JUST WHEN SHOULD

3,29i..i.
5.2b

3w8

Sold

Sensational reports that the govern- ;
ment would take over all foodstuffs have
j
been spread by enemy propagandists.

<

-4

Total liabilities and surplus.$12.7

HUMPHREYS’

repeat until the turnips are all used.
Sprinkle with buttered crumbs and
place in a hot oven long enough to
brown the crumbs. Turnip balls may
be added to potato salad, the potatoes

*

t

-$12,7i

Net

Congress have recently shown a most
praiseworthy disposition to meet and
talk things over and carry on govern| ment harmoniously.

spoonful each of butter and flour with
a
pint of rich milk. Put a layer of
the turnip, then a layer of the sauce
well

Admitted assets.

Liabilities December 31, 1917.
unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
to wage war
effectively against Ger- i All other liabilities
That advice has been heeded. I Cash Capital.
many.
Both the President and the leaders of i Surplus over alb liabilities.

!

i

—

It has been urged strongly by the public that the President and the Congress
stop quarrelling and get together in order

[

ll

9.,\;

Gross assets.$13.31!
Deduct items not admitted.
6t s

GENTLEMEN, SHAKE HANDS.

potato scoop.
using a table-

—

ed.

^

rogg

my.”

(

•

pers

a

time

Governor Milliken has announced that
he will be a candidate for renomination.

In a recent speech, ex-President Taft
said: “Spies, incendiaries, bomb dropand munition tamperers should be

being

ears every

The time for filing income tax returns
has been extended to April 1st.

THE NEED OF THE HOUR.

j!

transportation.”

InsuraJB

followed and obeyed; you, for whom we
Stocks and bonds.$1 424 5;*t:9
have sacrificed ourselves and our dear
203 U. jfl
Cash in office and bank.
ones; you, who have not spared even our Agents’balances.
249,4%
ideals and belief and tradition—we have Interest and rents.
10,6%:,j«
sacrificed all to you and what have we All other aseets.
1,7%^9
in return? Nothing but hunger and cold
Gross assets. 1.889 »*
and nakedness, disease and death, ruin
Deduct items not admitted.
56, ", %
and destitution.
“Never before in the history of the
Admitted
world has there been sacrifice so great or
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Before our heroic
made.
so willingly
295.469
deeds the armies of Napoleon shrivel and Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,.
832,4-'
what have we won by it? Two years
All other liabilities.
27.|
ago the world lay at our feet; strangers Cash capital.
6(m.u« 1
from every land came to our doors; all Surplus over all liabilities.
17.".%
i
over the world the industry of our merTotal liabilities and surplus.$1.8
I
chants was successful. Everywhere the
3w8
German spirit was welcomed and honored. Will it ever be so again?
“All over the world we are despised Maryland Casualty Company, Baltim .3
and hated; on our foreheads rests the
Maryland.
Men shun us in the
Cain.
curse of
Assets December 31, 1917.
streets and our language is forbidden.
Real estate.
--a
$ 1,54b
We have you, Emperor William, to thank
4 4
Mortgage loans.
i\
that the achievements of a century of Collateral
Loans
26.39*
We will
national effort have been lost.
Stocks and bonds. 8.036
no longer follow you.”
Cash in office in bank.
86.
The document ends with a still longer | Agents’ balances.. 2,61
C
|
and
Bills
2
1
receivable.
of
the
vanity
denunciation
ambition,
Interest and rents
58.'!'
the
of
cowardice
emperor.
personal

DENTIST.

was

mho more than any other is responsible
Y'or the delivery of his country, bound
band and foot, into the greedy hands of

France will tolerate his presence and it is
tjuite likely that we shall hear of him in
a few months on the “East Side” once
more trying to promote discontent and

a

the

—

i.wTLilv,

The United States has passed the criti| cal period in our preparedness if not in
; the
The investigations
war itself.

which have laid bare the inefficiency
and blundering which has existed and
and
somnolent
the
torpid commisj
little less than two years ago came to I sions have been aroused to quite vigorNew York city and derived a precarious ous
activity. Of course it has been
Jiving by writing for an East side social- known from the first that the Chamberistic newspaper for a salary of $12 a lain bill to provide a war council and a
week. He obtained considerable prestige director of munitions could not be passed,
as a
lecturer on revolutionary themes, it was doomed to defeat and its author
being of a somewhat magnetic personal- probably was aware of that fact when he
ity and having a convincing manner of offered the bill. The effort to pass it
revolutionary outcast in the
various capital cities of Europe, and a
years

over-

budding of leaf, there’s
stirring of life
the heart of the hyacinth bed.

are

...

his

skies

....

...

or

the

available.

....

passport

in

....

....

prominent

haze

mi.

....

In

a

a

of

I

lines

28.—(Correspondence of

....

digestive
True‘TL F.” ATWOOD’S Medicinein the market more than 60 years—
It
offers relief you will appreciate.
puts a stop to biliousness, constipation,
and the
unset stomach, sick headache,
the joy
like and enables you to realize
I-arge bottle, small dose.
of living.
and
Popular price. Your druggistrecomand
general storekeeper sell The
L. f.
SO cents.
mend it.
Medicine Co., Portland, Maine. (12171

ok

_

a glinting of blue, there’s
sprinkle of gold,

However, many of us are so busy
or both,
to make money or love,
of Nature,
we overstep the rules
the
follow,
disorders

trying
that

Coward.

Associated Press.)—Some
Mutual
Indiana Lumbermen’s
pamphlets which were secretly circulated
Company, Indianapolis. Indiana 39
in Berlin prior to the recent strikes conAssets December 81, 1917.
sisted of savage attacks on the German Real estate.$ 36$ 9
emperor, a fact which was admitted and Mortgage loans. 365,^91
i
Stocks and Bonds. 392
deprecated recently by the German news- Cash in Office and Bank. 27 1,9
j^9\
One of these pamphlets, smug- Agents' Balances.
24 9^9
papers.
and Rents..
gled out of Germany, has reached the I Interest
Liverpool Daily Post which gives a literal
Gross Assets,.$847 =£j9
translation, in part as follows:
“When will peace come? It will come
Admitted assets..
when Germany is ready for it, and the
Liabilities December 31, 1917. $
time is approaching.
“It will come when Germany has learned Net Unpaid Losses.
2U.:%j^B
the lesson of the war, when it has found, Unearned Premiums.,. 262 ^ 9
All other Liabilities.
17.^9
as every other nation has had to learn,
that the voice of Europe cannot be de- Surplus overall Liabilities. 5.6 9
M
nied with impunity.
Trtal Liabilities and Surplus.$64
“The hour of peace will strike when
3w8
Germans no longer lead the makers of
war; when they despise and hiss the
apostles of militarism and jingoism. Massachusetts hire and Marine Insun,.9
Peace will come when the Germans say
Company, Boston, Mass.
to their emperor: You, whom we have
Assets December 31, 1917.

as you did
can, simply by doing
then—plenty of exercise; wholesome
food, eaten regularly; the sleep you

and

Feb.

a

the

You

need.

the Kaiser

London,

fcKircnm

the rn
KITCHEN
There's

Calls

Do You Enjoy Eating
As You Did When
A Boy?

About Coal.

from the mine to the consumer had been Masonic Temple.
Belfast, Me.
slowly built up into a great and intricate
by
country
whole
the
system, covering
the experience of nearly seventy-live
the
The channels through which
years.
coal flowed had been during this long
time established. In a moment, by the
action of the Fuel Administration, this
vast network of distribution was suddenly thrown out of gear so that it either
Ttie world Is wide and the world Is
did not work at all or worked very badly
Old.
and clumsily.
With a single blow they
Its mysteries past onr ken.
crippled-and partially paralyzed all the
And only to God are the secrets told,
machinery of distribution and deprived
Which live in the hearts of men.
themselves and the country of the great j
never
driving power of private interest
LET US USE MORE VEGETABLES.
so valuable as in a period of disturbed

Owen Bros.

...

sian students he

P. Palmer

Dwight

Mr. Browning who is

developed a
and
“light Browning” weighs 15 pounds
will
discharges 20 bullets at one time or
and
discharge 20 continuous shots in two
votes an additional delegate.
can
the
magazine
in
session
and
be
will
one-half seconds,
The State Committee
conIt
at eight o'clock on the day of the
be refilled in an equally short time.
vention for the purpose of receiving creor from
shoulder
the
from
fired
be
can
Delegates in order
dentials of delegates.
as
the con- the hip, and uses the same ammunition
to be eligible to participate in
rifles.
vention must be elected subsequent to the Springfield or the new Enfield
and
the date of the call for this convention.
One “man” can operate this gun
Per order Republican State Committee.
will carry 120 rounds of ammuniusually
Secretary.
R.
Frederick
Dyer,
will have
tion. In going into battle he
FRANK J. Ham, Chairman.
rounds
400
1918.
one
carrying
1,
February
two assistants
Augusta,
and one carrying 240 rounds, or enough
Following is a list showing the number ammunition to fire contiguously for about
of delegates from Waldo county;
The “heavy Browning” weighs
an hour.
Belfast,.9
34 pounds- and is mounted on a tripod.
1
Belmont,
in 48
One of these guns fired 20,000 shots
Brooks,.3
1
From another
Burnham,
minutes and 16 seconds.
1
Frankfort,
oeiore iuc
gun 39,300 shots were lirea
1
Freedom,
One
important
very
gear gave way.
1
Islesboro,
the
1
thing in the make up of these guns is
.Jackson,
The
.2
Knox,
simplicity of their construction.
Liberty,.1
“light Browning” has only about 20 sepa1
Lincolnville,
rate parts and only one wrench is needed
Monroe,.3
to take them apart for repair or for cleanMontville.3
Morrill,.1
ing. Every part of these guns is stand1
Northport,
ardized
making it possible to manufacture
2
Falermo,
the guns or parts of them in many dif1
Prospect,
If these guns prove
2
ferent factories.
Searsmont,
3
Searsport,
themselves to be what the trials give us a
3
Stockton Springs,
right to expect them to be in battle they
1
Swanville,
will certainly aid in winning the war.
2
Thorndike,
Waldo,
Winterport,

I

GUN.

Several days ago, Secretary Baker announced that three factories were making
Browning guns and that 100 had been deThis seemed to be rather a
livered.
from 8 months effort in the
result
scanty
face of urgent need of guns. Two types

Also to transact any other business
that may properly come before the Convention.
The basis of representation will be as
follows: Each city, town and plantation
will be entitled to one delegate, and for
■each seventv-live votes cast for the Rein 1916
publican candidate for Governor
for a fraction
an additional delegate, and
of fifty votes in excess of seventy-live

fLAMSONl
IhdbbardI

I HATS

Lodge Talks

In a recent speech, Senator Henry.
Cabot Lodge analysed the testimony,
taken by the Reed committee which not j
coal.
long ago investigated the shortage of of ,
Senator Lodge advocated the abolition
the Federal Fuel administration, declared
that there was no reason why the Fuel,
and
Administration should exist as such,
j
that “its powers have been employed in j
such a way as to make a bad situation j
worse and do nothing but harm.
J;
in what I,
know,” said the senator, “that
the
suggesto
j
have just said I am open
tion that my criticism is purely destruc- j
tive. So it is, but it is the destruction
which is intended to precede construction.”
Chaos of Priority Orders.
his
The senator pointed out early in
situaargument that although the railroad
tion was the vital point in the whole coal
problem the Fuel Administration came
into being with no power whatever to
deal with the transportation systems. Dr.
Harry A. Garfield and his associates, tne
senator said, could only issue Pnonty
tne
ders, divert coal shipments and add to
Not
tangle which those orders created.
to
content with this, they set to work
change the whole system of distribution.
“No more reckless experiment could have
been attempted. The distribution of coal

prisoner had been guilty of an -offense
somewhat similar to that which we have
mentioned as occurring in California.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Senator

Not long a go a judge in
one of our States senten ced an offender
to 18 months* in prison and a fine. The

court martial.

The Republican Journal

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. O’
“

Maine.
i
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s===SEARSPORT.

SERIOUS KIDNEY
TROUBLE

°n WednesdaJ->
'Oth, Eudavilla, daughter of Mr.
town and
f rank Cleaves of this

sTER-CLEAVES'

Febr^

of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Foster, son
were united in
F oster of Addison
the Cong’l Parsonage in Bei-

8

;

T. Hawthorne, pasRev. Walter
The single
he North church.
The bride
used.
was

pv

f2
r'“*

'•

tatoes that bsve been forced through a

fine strainer, which makes them more
easily blended with the other ingredients
than mashed or riced potatoes although
the ;e may be used. Cold left-over potatoes may be used but they cannot be mixed with the other ingredients so thoroughly, nor is the flavor so pleasing as when

eremony

bouquet and wore a rose
veiled in brown Georgette.
green velour and a
was of
of green straw completed the

freshly cooked potatoes

arm

ail
wn

f

A.ral,

1

In the following recipes the best results
are obtained by use of freshly cooked po-

Government Inspector In Rochester
Prai.ee “FRUIT-A-TIVES"

at

“

i, .1

Biscuit

cupful.
Sift the dry ingredients. Add these to
the potatoes, mixing with a knife. Work
the fat into this mixture lightly.
Add
gradually enough milk to make a soft
dough. Toss the dough onto a floured
board, pat and roll it lightly to one-half
inch in thickness. Cut it into shapes with
a biscuit cutter.
Place the biscuits on
greased pans and bake from twelve to

few years she has made her
!„ r ^parents while conducting
Mr. Fos,ud art craft shop.

,si

MR. R. B. O'FLYNN

de friends in town while on
from steamers Kanawah and
for

a

year

on

carrying

idough

S.

S9 North Union St., Rochester, N.YJ
“For five long years, I was afflicted
with Stomach, Liver and Kidney
Trouble, which developed into serious
Bladder Trouble. During that time,
I am safe in saying I tried over 50
different remedies without relief.
I saw a testimonial of, i think, a
Montreal man about ‘Fruit-a-tives*
and concluded to make one more
trial. By the time the sample box
was finished I found quite an improvement ; and when I had finished
a 50c. box, there was a grand improve-

S.

supplies

id to France and is now ldt
ngineer on the J. H. Devereux
Boston to Norfolk, Va.
m
will remain with her parents

present.

..

of the death of Fitz Howard
received with sincere re-

...

,\,is

Mosman has made his summer
arsport for many years occutage formerly owmed by his

,f

thoroughly.

powder,

box,

a

6 for

or

Rolls.
2 cupfuls potatoes, 1 egg, 1 tablespoonful fat, 1 cupful milk, 1 tablespoonful
sugar, yeast, flour.
To the hot potatoes add the lard, the
When the mixture
sugar, and the salt.
is

size 25c.

the mixture

: on Mt. Ephraim Road were
by Mr. Mosman. Born in
vears ago, he was the son of

cussed.

The

Blue

Birds

then mix in enough

seft dough.
Put the
dough to rise in a greased bowl. When
light, turn it out on a floured board and

of chest and trunk muscles.

over

the rolls

like Parker House rolls.

Place

greased pan; let them rise;
and bake them in a quick oven.
on a

Blanche Morse recited, Why Do I Love
My Flag and the National Anthem was
SWANV1LLK.
business, making daily trips sung. Then came the awarding of honor
F c e years ago he was obliged beads and feathers. Orilla Whitcomb reMrs. Nancy Nickerson is improving.
lie amputation of a limb ceived a Blue Bird ring and the spread
Scribner has returned home.
Mrs.
for
the
Girls
the
little
made by
girls
me retired from active duBlue Birds,
was exhibited.
Home
Busy
Miss
Gladys Trundy is visiting her
his
recovered
never fully
a
motion song was sung. A paper read aunt, Mrs. Leon Trundy in Frankfort.
r the death of her mother
by Christine Eames told of the delightMr. and Mrs. Irving Howe of Boston
r Miss Clarabelle became his
!
to Deer Isle enjoyed last July.
have been visiting at W. S. Nickerson’s.
mpanion. One ether daugh- ful trip

adopted:
ISt,
: Resolved that Camp Fire training brings
in Camp Fire Celebrates
happiness and fits for service. 2nd, ReThe council solved that the best services given duranniversary.
’ll’ kanetota Camp Fire Girls
ing the year were Red Cross work and

i.

>.

Four resolutions

Smith, survives.

! iry

nme

of Miss Isabel

Frame

were

the renovation of the

room

at

the Girls’

Harold Harriman of the Steamship Mt.
Vernon is ill with mumps in a New York

t

was an

If the animals are freed of
the fall they will remain so durwinter unless infestation takes
through the introduction of new

weather.

Remedies: Comparatively weak solutions of any of the standard sheep dips
are all effective in killing the lice. Those
that carry arsenic must be handled and
used carefully to prevent poisoning.
Kerosene emulsion is a valuable insecticide for cattle lice. The ingredients are
kerosene (coal oil), soap and water. By
means of the soap the oil is broken up
into extremely fine particles, or, in other
words, is “emulsified,” so that in effect it
maybe applied diluted greatly as required
for different purposes.
Kerosene Emulsion.
Hard soap
Hot water (soft)
Kerosene (coal oil)
Dilute as directed.

1-2 pound
1 gallon
2 gallons

To prepare, shave up 1-2 pound of launsoap in 1 gallon of soft water. Have
the water boiling hot. As soon as the
Boap is all dissolved remove the solution
from the lire and add 2 gallons of kerosene.
At once agitate the material violently. This is best accomplished by the
use of a bucket pump, turning the nozzle
back into the bucket, so that the material
is constantly passing through the pump.
In a few minutes a smooth, creamy emulsion is formed, without any free oil. This
will become thicker as it cools, but if it
is properly made, no oil will separate out.
This is the stock emulsion, and will keep
well, if sealed from air. When ready to
use dilute this stock emulsion with 10
parts of water.
CHAS. D. WOODS, Director.

dry

j

Mr. William Clements, an aged citizen
and veteran of the Civil War, died Saturday, Feb. 23d, at his late home after be-

■

New York of Miss Frances Marie Lougee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Lougee, Winterport, to Leroy Henry
Smith, M. D., also of Winterport, but
The ceremony
late of Columbia, S. C.
was performed by Archdeacon Davis of
Rochester, N. Y., diocese, at the home
of the bride’s brother, Mr. Earle S. Lougee. The bride was graduated from the
University of Maine in the class of 1916,
with highest honors, completing the four
years' course in three years, \ as elected
to Phi Kappa Phi, the honorary society
for superiority in general scholarship
through the entire college course, and
further distinguished herself by teaching
in the German department, at the University, during her Junior-Senior year.
She is affiliated with Alpha Omricon Pi
sorority, is a member of Deutscher Verein
and Cercle Francaise societies and was
Since
leader of the Glee Club in 1916.
graduation she has been engaged by the
Educational Department, State of New
York, as a teacher of German in one of
its High schools. The groom is a graduate of the University of Maryland, medical college, whose record shows a student
of excellent ability and close application
to business.
A memher of Nu Sigma
Nu fraternity and other surgical and
medical societies.
He has since graduating and until enlisting in the service for
his country, been employed in community work by the State Board of Health,
South Carolina, lately passing examinations and receiving his commission as
First Lieutenant in the United States
Medical Reserve. The wedding of this
young couple is said to be the consummation of well laid plans back in the romantic High school days and a host of friends
bespeak for them a continuance of fulfilled aspirations.
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troubled with
sometimes sufy to get rid of the trouble

tablets, worm lozenges or
They fail to get the quick
be obtained with Dr.
the family laxative and

an

!|.

X1'eller;I rue’s

i

[jj'

: !c who are
::'*bc children

Elixir, a liquid meditively better than any worm
"
lozenges or worm candy,

OAK

MLS On IHt KIDN

ment.
Mr. Warren Seekins

has returned to

Skowhegan after spending
with his parents.

a

few days

Miss Edna Bent of Beverly, Mass., was
called home by the sudden death of her

remedy that can compare
Wm. Clements.
frue's Elixir for quickly ex- uncle,
Messrs. Leon and Douglas Webster were
whether they are stomach
()IIi worms.
guests of Mr. Arthur Thompson and famu‘li vour stomach is toned up
ily in Poor’s Mills recently.

How to Make Hair Grow Strong, 't hick
and Lustrous on Thin Spots.
If your hair is falling out don’t wait
another day but get from A. A. Howes
& Co. a package of Parisian Sage, the
really efficient hair invigorator. Don’t

say—‘‘It’s

the same old

heard it before,” but try

story—I
a

have

bottle with-

risking a penny. Parisian Sage is
guaranteed to grow hair, to stop falling
hair, cure dandruff and scalp itch or
It’s a scientific prepmoney refunded.

out

that supplies all hair needs,—
nothing better.
,,,r s
Par'sian Sage is in great demand by
preparation, originated by
am‘ on the market
more than 60 F. O. Holmes and other relatives.
discriminating women because it is delinot sticky or greasy,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Seekins and Mr. cately perfumed,
Elixir, the Family Laxative
r-xpeller, pleasantly, easily Luville Seekins and family have moved and makes the hair soft, lustrous, and
If
Xl>e's worms and makes you
seem twice as heavy and attractive.
1better.
to Belfast, where they have employment.
Remember this when
you want to save your hair and beautify
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson of Ban- it by all means use Parisian you—aSag
i!,ur, children are troubled with
"Oil i lake
will not be disappointed.
those worm lozenges,
gor have been guests of his parents, Mr.
1
action of the bowels is reou take Dr. True’s Elixir.

Mrs. Sidney Evans of Wiscasset, has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

aration

there is

i,.

f"

l,
C

Iritis

andy that may upset you, but
^hxir that tones and
oniat'h and bowels and
expels

[tut
lllhm

°P'e have worms and don’t
M,>s1 a11 Phil-

Ethes

and Mrs.

E. W.

Thompson for several

days.
The many friends of Mr. F. J. webb
are glad to see him out again after being

confined to the bouse several weeks by
illness.

Wf

cases.

Con-

vincing proof of their worth in a Belfast
citizen’s statement.
Mrs. C. C. Cunningham,3 7 Court St.,
Belfast, says: “Last winter I was taken
with grip and after I recovered l noticed
My back
my kidneys were disordered.
ached and I got so bad I couldn’t even
dress myself and many days I had to let
Dizzy spells
my housework go undone.
came over me and I was obliged to lie
down, as it seemed to blind me for the
I was very miserable and
time being.
went to the Old Corner Drug Store and
got Doan’s Kidney Pills. Three weeks’
use of this medicine rid me of kidney
trouble entirely and I am now in the best
of health.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Cunningham had. Foster-Milburn Co.,Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Air Mail Service to Start

April 15th.

Seth W. Norwood,
Attomev at
BROOKS,

Law,
MAINE

Washington, Feb. 27. Airplane mail
service between Washington and New
York will begin April 15th, the postoffice
department announcesWednesday. Eight
machines will be furnished by the War
department. By arrangement between
Postmaster General Burleson and Sec.
Baker the aerial postal service will be
conducted for one year as part of the
aviation training system of the army.
The machines will be piloted by army
fliers.

Sorlc,

JJ

than the pig’s head if preferred.
Chopped Steak.—Put two pounds
of round steak twice through the
meat chopper, season with pepper and
onion juice, form into a flat cake and
er

place in

greased baking pan

a

hot fire. Brown and then salt well
the browned side and quickly brown
the other. Set in a hot oven to finish
cooking and serve with a brown sauce
made from the liquor In the pan.

Leg of Mutton Cooked in Cider.—
Buy the leg of mutton several days
before using it.
Wipe and rub with
the following mixture of spices: A
half teaspoonful of cinnamon, the
same of allspice and cloves, pepper,
nutmeg and ginger. Rub these into
the meat well, making pockets to hold
Let
them under the skin in plnces.
When wanted to
stand two days.
roast place in a large pan with four
chopped onions and a cupful of seedless raisins. Pour over it two quarts
of sweet cider and cover with oiled
paper or another pan. Put into a hot
and when the meat is well
oven
browned reduce the heat, basting and
cooking slowly for two hours. Add
salt a teaspoonful to the pound as it
Be sure
goes Into the pan to roast.
it is well rubbed in. Serve with the
boiled down until thick. Strain,
remove the fat and turn into a sauce-

sauce

boat.

/Uxtilc

Ihe mom
Eggs and "they says"

are

brittle; be-

ware

egg

an

say”
Will

never,

broken, and
spoken.

once

once

no never,

a

“they

become whole

%

r

by

repair.
AN ONION A DAY.

For Over 30 Years

Use

In

THt

CSWThun

NEW

eOMgftWV.

Insurance Minis.
American Central Insurance

For Sale

Company,

Assets

ONE STEAM

December 31, 1917.

Real estate.$
None
25,000 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
79,600 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,448,061 74
Cash in office and bank.
604,111 53
583,534 20
Agents* balance.
Bills receivaale, certificates of de160.000 00
posit
Interests and rents.
42,400 31
All other assets.
14,957 13
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

4 H. P.

AND^STEAM

Admitted assets.$ 4,264,809 11
Liabilities December 31§ 1917.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.
Cash capital..
Surplus over all liabilities.

in some form) on
The
tables.
our
onion contains a
richness of mineral matter and acids
most healthful in
the body
in condition. Steak
smothered in onions is a dish well
Slice the onions and
liked by most.

keeping

in cold water and dry
cloth, then drop them into
a frying pan with a little hot suet;
put in the steak and cover it after
both sides are well browned with the
Cover and let cook a few
onions.
minutes and serve piping hot with the

crisp them

quickly

in

a

onions.
Onions on Toast.—Chop six onions
fine, then boil them 20 minutes in a little salted water. Drain and add a tablespoonful qf butter and serve on
buttered toast in tiny mounds, the top
of each garnished with a sprig of parsuujjcciru,

uiiu-iu

of coals, covered and allowed to roast
until tender, may be peeled without
loss, seasoned with salt, pepper, cream
or butter, and served, making a dish
Deviled Onions.—Mince six boiled
onions and add to a thick white sauce,
using a tablespoonful each of butter
and flour with three-fourths of a cupful of milk; to this add the minced
onion, the finely mashed yolks of two
hard-cooked eggs, one tablespoonful of
minced parsley and a seasoning of salt
and pepper. A little lemon juice may
Butter scallop shells
also he added.
or small ramekins, fill with the mixture, sprinkle with buttered crumbs,
and brown.
Onions With Cheese.—This is n dish
which will take the place of meat, as
it is highly nutritious, riace a layer
of cheese, finely minced, and a layer
of rich white sauce in a baking dish;
repeat until the dish is full, and cover
with a thick layer of buttered crumbs.
A rich
Bake until thoroughly hot.
cheese should be used, as the heating
will often make an inferior cheese

stringy.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL OFFICE
BELFAST, MAINE.

TRUCKING

3w9
I

Granite State Fire Insurance Company,
Portsmouth, N. H.

am

prepared

December 31, 1917.

Acme

18.274 03
RealeBtate.$
35,600 00
Mortgage loans.
0 00
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds. 1,171,273 75
104,176 08
Casb in office and bank.
169,661 24
Agents' balances.
0 00
Bills receivable.
17,369 48
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
3,788 72

Admitted assets.$1,454,907
Liabilities December 31, 1617.
76,565
Net unpaid losses.
809,668
Unearned premiums.
36,631
All other liabilities.
200,000
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 333.041

cern.

auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner o5

Main and Cross streets, and they will
prompt attention.

Telephone

■

connection.
W. W. BLAZO.
126

Avenue, Belfast

Waldo

16

Wanted

20
38

75
00
83

dry cord
wood; also birch, maple

and oak logs not Ess than
18 inches in diameter at

Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, YV interport, Me.
Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance Com-

market

pay

;

length

any

from 8 foot and up.

Liabilities December 31, 1917,
estate.$ 2,770 52
Mortgage loans. Iu5,002 00
800 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 160.938 51
26,196 62
Cash in office and bank.
24,830 83
Agents' balances
3,053 55
Interest and rents.....
1,381 46
All other assets.
Real

Will

price, spot

cash.
MATHEWS EROS.

324,973 49
6,846 90

Gross assets.
Deduct jtems not admitted.

Liabilities

end,

small

pany of Andover, Mass.

Admitted assets.

carloads

Ten

Cows for Sale

$318,116 59

December 31. 1917.

/ have

9,527 67
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 226.723 74
6.496 18
A I! other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.„ 76 379 00

in

Total liabilities and surplus.$318.12619
Janies Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

cous.

some

Bet

bargains

txceilent
er

to >k them

over

bifore purchasing.
HERBERT F. HANSON,

3w9
I

I Quincy

Belfast, Maine.

Company

Fire Insurance

Mutual

Quincy, Massachusetts.
Assets

MALE HELP WANTED

December 31, 1917.

SEAMEN

Mortgage loans. * 75,152 27
155,000 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 828,781 00
37
37.787
bank.
and
in
office
Cash
Ageuts’s balances. 16.093 10
9,781 85
Interest.

Chance for Advancement—FREE.
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
Bridge. Two years' sea experience required.
Native or natural’'zud citizens only. Course
Gross assets. 9ri9.595 59
59
Admitted assets. $979,595
| six weeks Military exemption. Apply at
i school. Federal Building. Rockland.
4*2
Liabilities December 81, 1917.

Net unpaid los .. ^10.886 69
Unearned premiums. 321.'501 70
3.803 80
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 643.303 40

CHICHESTER

S PILLS

a
THE DIAMOND BttA.V1
Ladle*! Ask your Drug*.-! -t «
\\
C’hl-chew-ter’H Diamond 'It-iind/V \
Fills in lit d and Hold n.;
/
V /
boxes, sealed with blue l.i
Toke no other liny oT y««wc

Total liabilities and surplus. $979,595 59

•.

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me-

k for «IIl-« III-N-TI YUS
Dragalnt.
DIAMOND IEKAND FILLS
e
years knowrnas Best,Safest, Always 1.
a

3*9

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Notice of foreclosure

WANTED

J. E. Stoddard of Hallowell, in
of Kennebec and Stale of

WHEREAS,
the County

Maine, on the seventh day of September, A.
D. 1914, made, executed and deliveted to the
undersigned, E. M. Coleman of Lincolnville, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, a
of
mortgage deed of a certain lot or parcel
land, .with th* buildings thereon, situate in
deed
which
mortgage
Lincolnville, aforesaid,
is recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds.
Book 318, Page 315, reference to said record
being had for a more particular description of
said mortgage deed and the premises therein
conveyed, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and now remains

a

HAND GOODS of

every descrip.
SECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves.,
If

etc. Antique fun iture a specialty.
you*
have any thing to sell drop n.e a postcard and}
you will receive a prompt call.
W AITER H .COOMBS.
Main Street, Belfast.
64
249-3

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist

foreclosure of said mortgage.

Lincolnville, Maine, February 25, 1918
E. M. COLEMAN.
3w9

44

That fine old residence and lots
at 4 Court

street, Belfast, Maine,
occupied by the late

cwned and

Charles A. Pilsbury,
ten

rooms.

containing

Choice location and

good drainage.
premises.

Apply

at

OF

THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,

FOR SALE

•*

re

ceive

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,454,907 16
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

claims

I
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam-.*
■nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkh&m Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, |
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical. I
Hu extraonftufy demons and genniddal pojur. )

all kinds of trucking.

Gross assets. 1,620,143 30
Deduct items not admitted.
65,236 14

broken:

__I

to do

Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton

Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, the said E. M. Coleman

!

PUMP

INQUIRE AT THE

270,767 96
1,84?,246 98
64,801 95
1,000,000 00
1.097,002 23

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 4,264,tU9 li
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
14
44
Field & Quimby,

Assets

Engine

IN GOOD CONDITION

4,847.564 91
582,755 80

3w9

hulb
odoriferous
old
The good
when it is digested and enjoyed should
(at
appear often
least twice a week

VOWS CITY.

St. Louis, Missouri.

over

a

For

Infants and Children.

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareDrops and Soothing Syrups. It contains neither
•plum, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. For
more than thirty years It has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom,
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

jfc

especially tasty.

11

1

for

A dish which will take the place of
meat and Is most nourishing is Philadelphia scrapple. Take
^
a cleaned pig’s head and
boil until the flesh slips
easily from the bones.
Remove all the bones
and chop the meat. Set
yr
aside the liquor in which
the head was cooked until cold, then take off the
Return the liquor to the heat
fat.
and boil, add cornmeal to make a
mush and cook until well done, then
stir in the chopped meat and any seaSome like a little
sonings desired.
sage with the pepper and salt. Pour
the mush into a mold which will form
nice-shaped slices and set away to
Slice and fry for any
become firm.
This makes a very popular
meal.
Southern breakfast dish. One may use
any bits of chopped meat, or pork
scraps left from trying out pork rath-

Ulliuua

Belfast Peeple Have Found This To Be
True.

merit in thousands of such

DON’T BE BALD

HILL, Swanville.

Mr. Perley Wentworth has moved his
family to Belfast, where he has employ-

WAYS WITH MEAT.

ley.

The strain of overwork tells on weakened kidneys. The hurry and worry of
business men, the heavy lifting and stoop11
ing of workmen, the women’s household
cares, tend to wear, weaken and injure the
kidneys until they can no longer filter the
tributions from their small stores of sugar. States for the transportation of mails.
poison from the blood and the whole body
mservation quiz followed,
The satisfied expression of guests of all It exceeds by $100,000,000 all of the gold suffers from the waste matter that accu'vs of using left over bread
need quick
ages proved that relaxation from stern that was in circulation in the United mulates. Weakened kidneys
assistance. Doan’s Kidney Pills are prewar diet was a delightful ending of a
States at the end of 1916.
pared especially for weakened kidneys;
BfTTHR THAN
pleasant evening.
tired, worn-out backs—have proven their

WORM TABLETS’'

From the maple a voice from the willow a sign.
From the marshes soft odors that
bring
To the eyes that can see, to the earn
that can hear
The news *of the coming of spring.

WEDDING BELLS.

SMITH-LOUGEE. Because of former
associations, many people will be interested to learn of the recent wedding in

*

Hkitchen
Ie3 CABINET

hospital.

important event Home. 3d, Resolved that the four days
ing sick only two days.
f the group and one of its spent at Deer Isle were the happiest of
Mrs. William Stevens of Beverly, Mass.,
In keeping the season.
Me gatherings.
4th, Resolved that regular
who has spent several summers in town,
arfriendwas
,i patriotic program
attendance at meetings, sincere
died recently at her home of acute indiof the past year ship and obedience to the Law will
.11 tivities
gestion. Sympathy is extended to the
memFire.
the
Kanetota
to
!
Camp
April
strengthen loyalty
bereaved husband who is blind.
allegiance to the war proThree awards for efficiency offered at
The remains of Benjamin Larrabee, son
by Dr. Gulick, President the beginning of the year were as folof Stephen Larrabee, who died in a Bosl ire organization and en- lows: Annie
Rogers, champion farmer,
ton hospital where he was employed
I es. Wilson, Ex-Presidents
$1, in addition to prize money received;
were brought to Swanville Tuesday p. m.
Red Cross work,
Taft.
Valma Webber, winner of standard read1
and interred in Green Lawn Cemetery.
irst Aid, care of children
ing contest, illustrated copy of House of
nt of physical endurance
Edna May, youngest daughter of Mr.
“mother”
Isabel
Seven Gables;
Frame,
he usual requirements has of best Blue Bird (Gladys Rose) a leather
and Mrs. G. T. Nickerson, is very sick
lis a strenuous training and bound
threatened with pneumonia. Saturday she
Camp Fire Count.
|
ranked as “Minute Girls.”
had a serious ill turn but at this writing
Singing of the Minute Girl Song closed
Muon ceremonial program ;
is more comfortable. Mrs. T. D. Nickerwere
the program. The accompanists
iih the entrance march and
son is helping care for her and Dr. F. C.
Miss Virginia Hogan, piano and Mrs.
in
her
the
Small is the attending physician.
Leaving
guardian
to
the
In
addition
flute.
John Frame,
retired, re-entering in the
members
mentioned, Marjorie
group
THE MOTOR BUSINESS.
Orilla Whitcomb with
Absent members
Towers was present.
Rose
uinie Morse, Gladys
of
Worcester,Mass.,
were, Lucile Havener
In the manufacture of cars and acceslowers as Song, Work and
Valma Webber of Augusta, Edith Parse, sories 830,000 people, considerably more
ne Croce with the National
New York City.
than the entire population of Boston, are
Ay to country was pledged
The ceremony was witnessed by Mrs. employed.
Of that total 280,000 are emig saluted.
Then came the
Antonio Croce, Mrs. F. E. Whitcomb, ployed in the motor vehicle factories,
.11 h
a
candle
symlighting
Mrs. Henry Partridge, Mrs. James Morse, 320,000 in parts and accessories producuf the seven points of the
Mrs. Henrietta Young, Mrs. Albert Clos- tion, and 230,000 earn their livelihood in
aw, The Law, Fire Makers
son, Mrs. Ralph Sargent, Mrs. Charles selling and
caring for cars, in sale
and
were
prayer
repeated
Eames, Mrs. Charles Rogers, Mr. John agencies and in garages. The total num:iue
lies,
nances
sung.
Frame, little Miss Ellen Frame and John, ber of employees in the motor vehicle
led over a brief business
Jr.
trade is twelve per cent of all the people
is voted that each member
Mrs. Frame and daughters Isabel and engaged in mechanical and manufacturmake a patch work quilt for
Ellen were assisted by Frances Rogers ing industries in the United States.
|
and Gladys Rose in serving ice cream,
The wages and salaries annually paid
citation by the Blue Birds
crackers, candies and a beautiful birth- tnese n<su,uuu workers in tne motor vesinging of America. After j
day cake bearing a flag in honor of George hicle industry amount to $747,000,000, of
lion of the War Program
Washington and two pink candles and which the car and truck factories pay
lean, Annie Rogers told of
the letters K. C. F. for the second birth- $275,000,000, the parts and accessories
I canning work accomplishday of the Kanetota Group. Ginger factories pay $288,000,000, and the dealers
ne University of Maine ExCooky Camp Fire Girls and Blue Birds and garages $184,000,000. What this
1 si
Frances Rogers told of
with their beads and feathers in colored huge payroll means may be understood,
iss which included clipping,
icing completed the feast which had been when it is stated that it is more than
>k urn, knitting, folding gauze,
made possible by the generosity of friends, twice as large as the entire annual revestamps, tickets and memwho feeling that the party would not be nue of the United States Post Office, and
,|,e amount of $120.
complete without its bit of festivity had seven times as great as the amount paid
mles First Aid quiz covered
presented the young hostess with con- the railroads of the country by the United
‘Hers in the Red Cross text
,:nd

Nearly all animals are subject to attack
by both sucking and biting lice. Judging from the letters of inquiry received
by the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station within the past few weeks they
this winter than
are more prevalent
usual. These small but injurious litile
parasites spend their entire existence on
their hosts so that control measures must
include treatment of the infested animal.
There are 2 species of sucking lice
which commonly attack cattle, the shortnose ox louse and the long-nose ox louse.
Stockmen soon learn that where these
pests become numerous, cattle get poor
and do not stand the winter well. Thousands of these pests, present on a single
cow, cause considerable loss of blood, and
due to this and the attendant irritation
the condition of the animal and the milk
supply is affected. The biting lice may
be distinguished from the 2 pests just
mentioned by the broad round head and
biting mouth parts.
The same remedies apply to both the
sucking and biting lice, as they are easily
destroyed by application of insecticides
to the infested animal. The eggs, however, are more resistant, and it is advisable to spray cattle a second time after
an interval of 10 days or 2 weeks. Where
only a few of the stock are infested the
greasing of the animal with a mixture of
kerosene, lard, and sulphur is sufficient.
On account of the long winters in
Maine it is advisable for stock owners to
make a practice of spraying their cattle
in the fall, so that there will be no need
of wetting the stock during the coldest

place
stock.

THE

j£S

a

Cut it into shapes with a biscuit cutter,
brush them with melted fat, and fold

demonstrated

CATTLE.

How to Get Rid of Them.

roll it into a sheet one-half inch thick.

calisthenic exercises for the development them

In
Nancy Crockett Mosman.
.„,J he established a home in
ling where he was engaged in

well;

flour to make

and twelve ways to prepare left over
meat and the making of soap were dis-

water front.

cool,

add the egg and the milk in which
the yeast cake has been dissolved. Beat

from FRUIT-A-TIVES

ON

flour, the baking pests ir
together, and add ing the

pans from twenty-five to thirty minutes.

expectations.

f2.50, trial

Sift the

and the salt

thetn and the milk to the mixture alternately. Bake the muffins in greased gem

Limited. OGDENSBURO. N. Y.

Ping in almost unbroken lines
the

Cream the fat and the sugar; add the
egg which has been well beaten, then the
potatoes; and mix these ingredients

R. B. O’FLYNN,
Government Concrete inspector.

50c.

hot oven.

4 tablespoonfuls fat, 1 cupful flour, 4
tabiespoonfuls sugar, 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder, 1 egg, salt, 1 cupful potatoes,
1 cupful milk.

produced”.

At dealers

a

Muffins.

make a long story short, I
believe “Fruit-a-tives” or Fruit Liver
Tablets the best Stomach, Liver and
Bladder Medicine the world has ever

Howard and Mosman, Dear
t he kindly owner of the
street to

my

fifteen minutes in

To

milling shrubs and fine view of
A large field
ne beauty spot.
been used as ball ground.
s,

beyond

ment far

generosity the
been open to the public
ve
and picnic parties have been
In a town owning
e shore.
nt this privilege has meant
lie park with its sheltering
his

litough

used.

potatoes, 1-2 teaspoonful salt,
1 cupful flour, 2 tablespoonfuls fat, 4 teaspoonfuls baking powder, milk, about 1-2

teaching successfully for a
derided to make nursing her
riid fitted herself for the work,

was

are

1 cupful

Mrs. Foster is one of SearsSt active and efficient young
\fter attending Castine Normal

i

LICE

Recipes.

Potato Bread

South Main Street. Winternort, Maine
OFFICE DAYS,

MONDAYS AND

TUESDAYS

For Sale

A 27-foot ice boat in
the dition. Apply to

good con.

ELMER A. SHERMAN.

■

school (applies, $15; Public Safety
mittee, $43; street lights, $150.

town, 9260; State aid road, 9636; total,

appropriated: Common schools,
(l,000;highways and bridges, *4,350; sup- 96,333.
other purposes,
MONROE. The annual town meeting port of the poor* *400;
NORTHPORT. The annual town meetOld friends and neighbors of Annie W.
■Was held in the town hall on Monday, *1,452.
will
ing of Northport took place March 4th.
widow of Henry A. Pierce,
Pierce,
March 4th, and was well attended.
The annual town meet- The officers elected were: Moderator, be
which
Montville.
death
her
of
learn
grieved to
Bert R. McIntyre; town clerk, Harvard
George Clements was elected Moderator
was held March 4th. Officers elected:
Robie F. Ames, Bf occurred at New Haven, Conn., after an
and Fred F. Palmer, Town Clerk. The ing
C. B. Cushman; Clerk, M, M. W. Elwell; selectmen,
Moderator,
the
colwas
Cheater
Sheldon;
Selectmen
re-elected,
and
| illness of several months’ duration. Mrs.
hoard of
Wentworth; Selectmen, Assessors and R. McIntyre
members being O. B. Dow, F. E. Sargent
of taxes and treasurer, Henry G. |
of Thomas
Overseers of Poor.E. B. Bean, J. H. Bart- ! lector
i Pierce was the only daughter
T.
Freeman
and E. T. Gilbert. A motion was carried
road
commissioner.
lett and O. W. Ripley; Treasurer, C. B. Hills;
E. Witham, and was bom
H.
and
Donald
Sarah
committee,
school
to discontinue the High school and pay
Cushman; Collector and Constable, J. J. Crockett; Bert J.
the tuition of the Monroe students elseand
Bird; sexton, Elmer S. ! at Islesboro in 1841. When a small child
Clement; School Committee for 3 years, Dodge
fence viewers: Henry G. her
and it
e
where.
parents moved to Lincolnville,
P. W. Jaquith; Sealer of Weights and Drinkwater;
I. Beach and Fred Curtis, j
P. Sanford of Liberty; Audi- Hills, Frank
J.
Pierce was married
was
Mrs.
meetMeasures,
town
that
there
annual
The
town debts, 9800;,
SEARSMONT.
P. C. Allen; Fire Warden, J. W. Money appropriated:
and lived until about 28 years ago, when
ing was held March 4th Officers elected: tor,
Schools, $1,000; support of poor, 93,000; schools, 91,400;
Moderator, C. S. Adams; Town Clerk, A. Nutter. Appropriations:
school tuition, 9150; repairs on j the family moved to Fort Payne, Ala.,
High
officers
town
bills,
of
$300;
poor,
T. Maddocks; Selectmen, J. G. Packard, support
text books, 940; high- i and
thence to New Haven, Conn., where
and bridges, $2,000; snow school houses, 950;
removal of I
F. H. Cooper, C. S. Adams; Treasurer, E. $400; highways
on school- ways and bridges, 91,600;
repairs
bills
L.
A.
1917-18,
$1,500;
they have made their home for many
A. Dinslow; Collector of Taxes,
improveaid
j
State
highways
$150; Incidental snow, 9300;
aid highways, 945; J years. Mrs. Pierce was pre-deceased by
Wentworth; School Committee, T. P. house and school supplies,
tuition of scholars out of ments, 9533; State
Moodv, A. P. French, W. S. Poland. expenses, $200;
TOWN MEETINGS.

Money

1

OF

STATE

■

1

M. Coombs, who
She leaves to mourn
their loss, one daughter, Mrs. Alva G.
Provost of New Haven, Conn., and four
grandchildren,Geo. P., John C., Douglass
R. and Mildred J. Coombs, all of West

daughter,

Mrs.

Geo.

j died six years ago.

!
I

and two great grandchilMrs. Pierce was a faithful and untiring member of the First Universalist
church of New Haven and leaves a large

Haven, Conn.,

dren.

circle of friends and fellow workers. The
funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Theo. A. Fisher, pastor of the First Universalist church, who spoke feelingly of
the deceased. The many beautiful flow-

■

--

-.-.

her hueband three year* ago; by a son,
Wilfred Thomas 26 years ago, and a

com-

G. W. Knowlton of Belfast was a
Vi|
on Feb. 21st at the big exhibit
California
Southern
products maintai(
the tomb in Grove Cemetery, Belfast, and free to the public in the Los An^
interment will be made at a later date in Chamber of Commerce. He also atte,
ed the lectures and moving pictures il
the family lot at Lincolnville.
are a part of the daily program,
j
Miss Lena May Weaver celebrated her exhibit is the largest of any in the
eg,
sixteenth birthday last Monday after- try maintained by a commercial orj>,
noon at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Rose zation.
Before returning home, u
Davis on Cedar street. The guests pres- Knowlton expects to visit several of,,
ent were Misses Vivian Howard, Dorothy many other places of interest in Sous
and Marguerite Ingalls. Cake, cookies ern California.
and cocoa were served.
Miss Marguerite H. Owen went to Bj.
Edward Evans, Waldo County Register gor Tuesday to visit her aunt, Miss tfj
of Deeds, was in Boston the past week to garet Owen, and to attend Oh, Bov,
attend the Milk Producers’ Association. the Bijou.
e^a which banked thetaaket gave mute
testimony as to the regard in which she
was held.
The remains were brought to

J

MAINE.

wards in the City of Belfast, March 11»I®
List of candidates nominated, to be voted for, in the several
FIVF TO ONF
HNE
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS HNE.
or
destroying a list of candidates of specimen ballot-FIVE
Penalty for willtully defacing, tearing down, removing
q

„„

make

qlrnsaht Ticket

an

X within the Square above the Partu name.
a, ,H, rM<
M.

mjZZfZSkan7p^an A.
„

If the voter desires to vote for any person

SPECIMEN

or

whose

or persons

ORRIN J. DIuKfcX City Uerk.

name or names are

not

printed

as

Candidates, he

may erase any
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I
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»

Mayor

I

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT, Ward 1

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT, Ward 1

I

I

I
For

Alderman

For

For Alderman

Alderman

For

CITIZENS.

DEMOCRAT.

REPUBLICAN.

CITIZENS.

DEMOCRAT.

REPUBLICAN.

For Alderman

Alderman

For

Alderman

i

V. A. SIMMONS, Ward 2

RALPH L. COOPER, Ward 1
■

For

For Councilmen

Councilmen

Councilmen

For

|

For

I

For Councilmen

Councilmen

Councilmen

For

—

VIRGIL L. HALL, Ward 2

RALPH H. HOWES, Ward 1
_____

-1-

For School Committee

School Committee

For

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

Ward

LYNWOOD B. THOMPSON,

j

JAMES C. DURHAM, Ward 1

For

2

School Committee

___.

L
For

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

Warden

GILES G. ABBOTT, Ward 2

CHARLES S. BICKFORD, Wartl 1

For Warden
*_
G. O. LORD, Ward 2

JOHN W. FERGUSON, Ward 1
I

___

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

Ward Clerk

For Constable

L. E, McMAHAN, Ward 2

For Constable

For Constable

For Constable

For Constable
_,

_^

i
*

WALTER J.

CLIFFORD, Ward 1

Ward Clerk

For

W. A. NICHOLS, Ward 1

For Constable

E

FRED E. ELLIS, Ward 2

j

I

WARD FOUR

WARD THREE
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T

X
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REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.
For Mayor

For Mayor

For

For Alderman

For

CITIZENS.

_as

For Mayor

For Mayor

Mayor

For Mayor

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT, Ward 1

j

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT, Ward 1

For Alderman

DEMOCRAT.

REPUBLICAN.

CITIZENS.

—

—

For

For Alderman

Alderman

Alderman

For

Alderman

m

I

DEXTER T. CLEMENTS, Ward 3

For Counctlmen

For Councilmen

For

For

For Counctlmen

Councilmen

Councilmen

WALTER G. HATCH. Ward 4

|

|

For Councilmen

LESLIE A. PAYSON, Ward 4

HERBERT T. FIELD, Ward 3

-_1
For

School Committee

JOHN P.

RALPH H. MOSHER, Ward 4

SYLVESTER, Ward 3

..

For

For School Committee

For

School Committee

School Committee

For School Committee

->».---iENOCH C. DOW, Ward 4

ORRIS S. VICKERY, Ward 3

For Warden
_

For Ward Clerk

*

For Warden

_I_

—

CALVIN H. MONROE, Ward 4

-L-

__

For Ward Clerk

For Warden
____

HENRY D. CLARK, Ward 3

i

_>

For Warden

For Warden

|

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

j
GEORGE F. MATHEW, Ward 4

ROBERT C. LOGAN, Ward 3

For Constable

For Constable

RUFUS J. MAYO, Ward 3

For Constable

For Constable

For Constable

ALBERT L. WOOD, Ward 4

I

1

Mrs. John fi. net ley, who was recent-

ly operated

[people

returned to
Main street.

on

have ;
WILL ffet married and
Folks WILL 1
anniversaries.
have friends who like to be
remembered. We were all ]
all have !
m,w babies once and
still—
<
birthdays
BUT CHEER UP

<

|

I

j

WE SELL

j QUALITY

CARDS

j

4

k>R all occasions.

s

■

ome

j

in and look them over,

Fred D. Jones,
harles E. Rhoades

was

son, John M., are visiting relatives in
Bath and Brunswick. They’ have closed
their candy store in Hayford block.

at the

Tapley Hoapital,has
her home in the Wiggin house

on

j

operated

The Woman’s Club will meet next Monday evening at the home of Mrs. James
S. Harriman. The business session will
be followed by a Red Cross social. A
silver collection will be taken.

There will be a special meeting of the
Belfast Oity Government next Monday
evening to receive the report of the city
treasurer, canvas the election returns
and attend to any other buusiness of the
closing year.

day for ice boating and fishing. After
the first try in each sport they were glad
to give up as the wind blew a gale from

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
hold a poverty ball Wednesday evening,
March 13th, in Red Men’s hall. Prizes
will be given the couple wearing the
most appropriate costumes. Music will
be furnished by Carter’s orchestra.

tions of

remain in Belfast and will later engage in

other line of business.

At the March meeting of the directors j
of the Home for Aged Women a vote of j

as

they have adjourned

to

Republicans

of Belfast will hold

a

the court house on Friday,
15th, at 7.30 p. m. to elect 9 deleand 9 alternates to the State conat

"

in Portland March 28th and to
members of the city committee.

travellers’ Club will meet TuesNlarch 12th, with Mrs. Fred W.
Following is the program: Pailome Life in China, Mrs. E. S.
or
reading, Wit and Humor in
Mrs. dames H. Howes; reading,

tractions. Refreshments of coffee Jand
doughnuts will be served.

The fire
calling for further help.
caught from the cooper shop and had
there been
a

serious

a

wind there would have been

conflagration,

ly

no

as

there

are sev-

and practicalwater available.Station Agent

eral houses and stores

near

F. M. Bailey informs us that 50 car-loads
of pulp wood, lumber and hay were ship-

ped from this station during February.
There are still immense piles of pulp
wood ready for shipment and many loads

Anyone picking up a child’s blue blouse
requested to leave same at Masonic
Temple, Room 5.

is

are hauled in daily.Miss Ella Gardner,
who has been confined to the house dur-

The boys’ and girls’ teams of the Waterville High school were guests of the
two teams of the Belfast High in the

ing the winter is able to be out again.
Miss Mildred Ward is ill at home with a
bad cold.

ercial Life, Mrs. R. F. Dunton.

Opera House last Friday evening. Although the home teams lost; the former
with a score of 30 to 15, and the latter 19
to 10, they played their best games of the

NEW

Wall

season

field
were

i

The

other

players
In the

The New Belfast Fair. At a recent meeting of the New Belfast Fair
Association the dates of September 10th
and 11th were taken for their second anLast year’s
unusual success and the interest taken
by farmers in the near-by towns have
nual cattle show and

Special Order Book for Special Papers |
i

old cattle sheds will be torn down and
up-to-date stalls built and painted like

i

over.

fair.

encouraged the management to begin
many improvements as soon as condiAll the
tions in the spring will permit.

ALL NEW 1918 GOODS.

samples

substituting.

Una and Vera Greenlaw.

boys’ team were Pattershall, Pendleton,
Vaughan, Lothrop and Marriner.

IN STOCK

Come in and look the

Two of their

and creditable ones.

most experienced players, Cathleen Colcord and Margaret Nickerson, were absent with Lillian Dexter and Julia Little-

Papers

8c., 10c. 12!c., to 50c.

Yours truly,

buildings on the grounds.
An early effort will also be made to se-

the other

FRED D. JONES

!

with

member of the Senior class of the
Belfast High school in the cast, will be

new

many new members to the Association. Two of Belfast’s prosperous farmers have already promised 60 head each

cure

I

of thoroughbred stock.

courage the B. H. S.

“BLOOD AND IRON”
A Combination That Makes for Better
Health This Spring.
Every man and woman who would
enjoy good health this Spring, and
would have such life and strength as
not to be a slacker, but equal
to anything, must have an abundance
of iron in the blood.
The new iron tonic, Peptiron,
combines this valuable metal in
medicinal form so that it is easily
absorbed and readily assimilated.
Peptiron also includes pepsin, nux,
celery, gentian and other tonics,—
nerve helps, digestives and carminatives—a health-giving medicine in the
form of chocolate-coated pills, convenient and pleasant to take. It has
given entire satisfaction in the treatment of anemia or thin blood, paleness, neurasthenia, nerve debility,
brain-fag. One or two Peptiron after
each meal will quickly tell a story of

marvellous results.
Peptiron is prepared by its originators, C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.,
in one of the best-equipped laboratories in the world. Get it today.

limit.—Austin W.
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Keating,

THEATRE|
FRIDAY

MARGUERITE CLARK

P. M.

IN

are

East Belfast.

“THE SEVEN SWANS”
LIVE IN THE LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE. If you were a “kid”
—we’ll bet you were—there’s a warm corner in your heart for Marguerite
Clark and her seven princes who were turned to swans.
A story that’ll
make your veins tingle; fairy princes and scenery that warm the cockles
of your heart—a picture you can’t afford to miss.

|

Mr. and Mrs. Albert

moved Monday

McKeen

jjjj

$jfs
g jjj
Jjji
Uffj

0.~N0RT0N,

COLONIAL

negotiating with the
Government for a large contract of Army
coats and pants and if they are successful in securing the contract Ralph L. I
Cooper will build for them on his land
adjoining the Charles E. Knowlton building they now occupy, an addition connected by a runway. They will require
an additional building, 30 by 70 feet, with
two floors and wood ceiling.
Pierce-Billings

to

SATURDAY

Emily Stevens in “Outwitted”

Roxbury,

On her way there Mrs. McKeen
visited in Augusta with Mrs. Warren
Pierce and family.......Donald Ellis has
Mass.

moved his family to

Northport,

has employment.Mr.

and

Miss Stevens will be remembered

the star of “The

Fox Film Two-Reel

where he

Mrs.

as

Slacker.^’

Comedy

____

Wil-

liam Jacobs are rejoicing on the birth of
son, March 1st, Oscar Richard....Loren

a

Small and family have moved into the
C. M. Knowlton house recently vacated
by Rev. David Brackett....Ernest Gross
came home Saturday from Bath for a
few days’ visit with his family on Searsport avenue.Mary, the young daughter of Fred A. Robbins, met with a painful accident last Saturday when she upset a kettle of hot lard, scalding one leg
badly.Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Flanders
spent Sunday with relatives in Sears-

GEORGE BE6AN IN "JULES ffiONGIEART”
j

episode

“Who is‘Number One’?”

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

“The

“DRAFT

Volunteer”

258”

mont.

good attendance at the
regular meeting Tuesday evening of the
Boy Scouts. Several candidates were
There

WARD FIVE
i-1

B.

given in the Colonial Theatre this,
Thursday, evening. It is a manuscript
play by Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of
Somerville, Mass., and the three acts are
laid in a Massachusetts town. It is a
comedy, the text is unusually bright, and
there is opportunity for entertaining
Beginning March 15, 1918, the weight
specialties. The story is founded on the
limit on parcel post will be increased
when
the
Bachelor
rivalry of two clubs,
from 50 pounds in first and second zones
Girls attempt to outdo their friends by
to 70 pounds in first, second and third
man and his daugha
hurdy-gurdy
hiring
and from 20 pounds in all other
ter to perform. The man appears with- zones,
zones to 50 pounds, size limited 84 inches
out his daughter, making it necessary
in length and girth combined. This does
for the club to find a girl. This they do,
not apply to parcels for Expeditionary
but a number of college friends arrive
Forces in Europe, where 7 pounds is the
who have seen the real girl and recognize the substitute. A pleasant evening
is promised and your presence will en-

bfjj
I if

ing into the manufacture of our cars, but also to the curtailment of our factory
-v
and assembly plant production.
In past years it has always been our policy to permit the buying public to benefit by increased production through corresponding reductions in the list prices of
our cars, so it is only reasonable to expect proportionate increases nowin prices
when our production is cut down.
We anticipate very few cancellation of orders due to the exceptional value of
FORD MOTOR COMPANY.”
our.cars evegi at the new prices.

3IN|

every

out

Hill

“Boston, Feb. 25, 1918.
Supplementing our general letter of Feb. 22nd advising of increase in prices of
Chassis, Runabout and T uring Cars, so that the public may be properlv informed
as to our reasons for these price increases, wish to say the increases were absolutely
necessary, not only on account of the steadily advancing costs of materials enter-

■

Miss Sabra Dyer of Belfast will Jgive a
reading. There will also be other |at-

|1|
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for the benefit of the Red Cross Society.
Music will be furnished by Young’s orchestra of Liberty. At intermission.

Remember the Hurdy-Uuray <jirl,

TOURING CAR

a

pj

1 jfi
J jjjj f

#400
#435
#450

No change in prices of other models. The new prices will apply on all unsold cars
in dealers’ hands, as well as those en route.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY.”

| |jf |
|1 IffHI\

Dirigo hall,
Searsmont, Saturday evening,March 9th,

ClTYPOINT.

RUNABOUT

Mill!»

|||
1 j

on

CHASSIS

(If
Ijl 1

dance in

a

prices

P|

sre.

There will be

I

iiij 1

elsewhere. This week, owing to the advertising of the ballot, we are again
obliged to defer considerable correspondIt is a case of necessity not ofjdeence.

Returning from Belfast
Liberty Bell Bird Club Will meet last
Monday afternoon, when near CityMuniin
the
rrow, Friday, evening
point bridge Fletcher Whitcomb discoverRev. Arthur E. Wilp.,1 Court room.
ed the roof of the carriage house back of
illustrating
on
talk
a
birds,
vill give
the Peavey store to be on fire. Fortuare urged
alls, etc. All members
nately there was no wind and he was able
in- present.
to give the alarm in time to prevent a
of bad fire. John and
v ast Commandery, United Order
Percy Peavey, Basil
,Iden Cross, will hold a regular Newell and Mr. Whitcomb with two coopin Red ers from Murphy's cooper shop succeeded
g this, Thursday, evening,
hall. This is their first meeting in putting the fire out with buckets withfuel.

III

Last

compelled for lack
Last week
of space to defer publication of matters
of interest to our friends in Searsport and

,

ive

the food situation.

new

following

two letters received from the Ford Motor Company give the
Ford cars and explain the necessity for same:
“Boston, Feb. 22, 1918.
The following list prices will become effective immediately:

The

11|| I

we were

..

January

war on

I HI I

year they paid 3 cents. This means something to the farmers of Waldo county.

:
;

Monday at the Tapley Hospital thanks was extended to Lester L. Morse
replication of troubles and is now of san Francisco, Calif., for a gift of $50
which was prompted by the very kind
omfortable condition.
and thoughtful attention that has been
krtised Letters. The following accorded his
s
great aunt, Mrs. Copeland. :
for in the Bel: rmained uncalled
A vote of thanks was also extended Miss
week ending March
,,osi oflice for the
Emily F. Miller of Searsmont for the
J. Bangs, HatHUN. Ladies—Mrs. N.
gift of $J.
j
si Bradley, Josey Woods.

■

ANNOUNCEMENT

Canning Co. have
notified their field agent, S. A. Parker,
that they will pay 5 cents for corn this
season on account of the unusual condiThe Saco Valley

j

III

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

];

the northwest.

Ralph L. Cooper has bought the Belfast Fuel & Hay Company’s business and
will take possession May ldt. Mr. Cooper
will carry it on in connection v ith his
timber business. Mr. Simmons plans to
some

I

A party of Belfast cottage owners at
Quantabacook were on the lake last Sun-

was

a

Scout Rudolph Cassens gave
short talk to the members, as he is
leaving this week for Atlanta, Georgia,
where he expects to make his home, but
he will still hold his membership with

initiated.
a

CENTRAL MAINE POWER

the local organization. The story telling
was by Scouts Pendergast, Smith and
Knowlton and those who are to appear
on
^he program at the next meeting will
be Scouts Orchard, Colcord and Ellis.
Scout Bowen was not present and will ap-

First Mortgage 5s

pear on the program at the next meeting. One new name of a former Scout
was

to the

I
I

For

Mayor

We offer these bonds at 88 and

for membership. A letter
was read from Harry

purchase. These bonds Jsold
last year as high as 99, and they are worth
It is only due
as much more now as then.
that
the
conditions
to war
price is 83.

former Scout in this city,
who is now located in the town of Sanford, where he has moved from Portland.

DEMOCRAT.

For Mayor

For Mayor

a

He reports that the new Superintendent
of Schools in Sanford and Sptingvale is
Prof. Ralph C. Mitchell of the University of Maine, who has been so active in

CITIZENS.

Ihe City National Bank of Belfast

the Boys’ Clubs of Waldo County in the

past years.
CLEMENT W. WESCOTT, Ward 1

New

Advertisements.

Fred

D.

new 1918 wall papers in stock.
Price 8, 10, 12 1-2 to 50 cents. Special
order books for special papers. He also I
carries quality cards for all occasions.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Jones has
For Alderman

For

For Alderman

Alderman

T.

For Councilmen

For

Councilmen

By wearing the famous Ground Gripper
shoes you can correct the many faults of
modern shoe construction and get your
feet back to a normal condition. For sale
only at the Dinsmore store....See list of

S. THOMPSON, Ward 5

For

Councilmen

>

fees for the lawyers of the Waldo county
bar.Wear the W. B. Nuform corsets

IRVING L. PERRY, Ward 5

For School Committee

For School Committee

!

with list of candidates to be voted

For School Committee

»

H. FAIR HOLMES, Ward 5

For Warden

*

For Warden

For Warden

WM. VAUGHAN, Jr., Ward 6
For Ward Clerk

For

Ward'

;

Clerk
1

For Ward Clerk

GEORGE A. LEAVITT, Ward

M,l»'1

For Constable

For Constable

V

For Constable

JESSE L. STAPLES, Ward 5

6.

!I

and possess the much-desired slenderness
i
For sale at Miss Hilton’s waist
of youth.
and specialty shop.See sample ballot

NORMAN M. STAPLES, Ward 5

on

BUSINESS CHANGE
'i

We wish to inform

at

the municipal election March 11th.Use
an Eclipse Electric cleaner and don’t subject your rugs to the hard usage of a
broom. For sale by Penobscot Bay Electric Co....See notice of Belfast Savings
Bank book No. 13,606 lost.Lost, a
black and white shepherd dog. Owner,
J. W. Chase, Waldo....Rufus Mayo, 205
High street, advertises a black and white
hound lost.Attendants wanted at the
insane department at the State Farm,
Mass. Address, Edward L. Benner, 221
High street, Belfast.... 100 shares of Bay
State Film, Common Stock for sale by
Malcolm S. Winslow, 820 Stevens avenue,
Portland.Fresh eastern halibut at
Bramhall’s market.See letters from
the Ford Motor Co. to B. O Norton,
their Waldo County agent, in regard to
prices of Ford cars.

recom-

mend their

Scouts

Rumney,

~

REPUBLICAN.

presented

patrons that
in

i

our

we

our customers

shall make

business in the

near

a

and

change

future and

would request all parties having any
claims, either for or against us, to present

same

at the earliest convenience.

We shall from this date—Feb. 28th—
sell all merchandise for cash.

we

Thanking you for your patronage,
remain very truly,

BBLFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

6__

At

The

MAINE ITEMS.

KITCHEN
CABINET

Killed Under Train.
The crown sheet of engine 141 hauling
of
a freight train northbound, in charge
F.
Conductor P. N. Clark., Engineer L.
five
Bishop, blew out when within about
miles ofVanBuren at 10 o’clock, Monday
evening, Feb. 25th, slightly burning Engineer Bishop and Fireman J. H. Corey.
Brakeman Harry H. Tidd, who was riding in the engine, jumped off into a snow
bank, rolled under the train and was killed. His home was in Island Falls, where
his parents reside. He was unmarried.

They

10c. and 15c.

Who

iyNO WAITING TO SEND.

[Correspondence

Stitchery,

Materials.

Panels and Sashes.

of The

Journal,]

good looking they
style, and if both
will carry almost anywhere these days.
Now that all hats are designed for lines,
there is less difference between dressy
affairs and plain ones. In fact many of
these that pose as "sport” models are so
elaborately made of ribbon that their trig
shapes are all that relegate them to the
sport class. With a judiciously selected
tailored hat one can really go anywhere,
and knitting bags make their appearance
are

at the opera this year.

Vogue

the Bowdoin men in the
military sevice of the country, Dean Kenneth C. M. Sills, acting president of Bowdoin College, stated that of all Bowdoin
men, alumni, non-graduates and undergraduates, one in five is in the service of
the country.

speaking of

of Ribbon.

used than now,
Ribbon
In row after row overlapping like straw
was never more

brims,

or

it builds crowns

facings

or

shape
bindings of hats,
is covered with it, and for gowns it is
or often the whole

I

Lewiston folks have received letters j
from Col. Roosevelt, dated Feb. 21st,
showing that his health is steadily improving. “If I possibly can,” he writes, \
“IJshall attend the Portland convention !
on

He Deserved.

|

Here is one of the best ones of the
season, told by the Portland Sunday
Press:
!
That regarding 'he war from a selfish
!
the
standpoint doesn’t pay is undoubtedly
opinion now entertained by a certain
Portland business man who was a passenIt was a
ger on a suburban-car recently.
small feminine hand that administered
the two smart slaps on the face which
constituted his rebuke, and perhaps that
fact will intensify his chagrin.
The man in question, a prosperous
looking individual, was heard to remark
to a friend, “I hope the war will last five
years. If it does I’ll be a millionaire.”
Hardly were the words out of his mouth
when a startling interruption came in the
form of two smart slaps on the speaker’s
face.
A small woman, modishly but
quietly garbed, rose from her seat, her

■

eyes

“I’ve two

sons

over

Black Soy Bean Soup.—This soup is
prepared as above, using onion, celery,
and
a lemon rind and juice, mustard
water. The
pepper, with two quarts of
lemon may be cut in slices and used as
a

A New Oil Steamer.

The Boys’ and Girls’ Agricultural Club
of Hancock county was not only the first
in the State, but it was the only club last
year to do winter work. The club season
for the coming year has already made a
good start, being organized in five towns.
They have taken up Junior Red Cross
work and rug making. Last year they
made baskets. During the last club season, the boys and girls raised $5000 worth
of products. They have set as their mark
this year, $25,000. One member, Dorothy
Shackford of Ellsworth Falls, canned
1077 pints of fruits and vegetables. Howard Burns of North Ellsworth has a bank
account of $45 72 as the proceeds of his
potato raising, and he is planning to increase the sum and buy a Liberty bond.

ttfL

McCall Design
are

Know you the wonderland that smiling

Sashes of elaborately
graduated
designed ribbon constitute the most important trimming feature of a gown, and

lies
Jusi on beyond the turning of the
way,
Where every mead is blossom-pied and
skies
Are bluer than the depths where salt

hardly

less

trimmed

used.

elaborately

even

Frocks of net
with ribbon often in

coats show this form of garniture.
Cross Stitch

Embroidery.

Cross stitch embroidery is the last fad
Paris, where spite of war’s havoc

the industries

waves

are

Green

well

as

to their elders.
Materials.

Silk is the material par excellence for
the new modes shown here in such lavish

display, but cottons will follow as plentifully and woolens are to be used sparingly
as
trimmings and for odd coats and
wraps, especially for sleeveless jumpers
a suit.
the distinguishing feature of
new modes.
They are all lengths from
short aprons to long Redingote effects.

that turn
Panels

a

frock into

are

They swing out front

or

Often

back,

or

at the

short one on
long one on the
a

side balanced by a
other, and they offer a favorite place for
elaborate braidings of narrow soutache,
one

or

other popular form of trimming.
Lucy Carter.

A letter from a regular army officer in
France, printed in the Army and Navy
Journal, gives this refreshing view of our
progress:
“The United States is certainly doing
more things over here in getting ready to
deal the Kaiser and his dastardly hordes
war

such

as

spinach,

cress

should

appear as often as
possible upon our
tables.
is
that
Meat
tough may be made

palatable by
stewing in water
more

with the addition
of a tablespoonful
of vinegar, which
softens the fibers of the meat.
A Salt Cod Dinner.—Take a third
of a pound of salt codfish, cut in
pieces two inches square and one-half
inch thick, and then scald in three
Boil two large beets until
waters.

tender, cook four medium-sized potatoes until mealy and dry, and dice
two slices of salt pork and fry until
the little cubes are brown with plenty
of drippings. Have everything ready
The true salt
at the same instant.
cod devotee will first mash the potato
with a fork, then shred the fish and
mix it with the potato; over this a
slice or two of hot beet. Dice the beet
and mix with the other two, then add

pork dice and drippings and

cover

generous spoonful of thin
This is most truly a
cream sauce.
dish in which the "proof of the pudding is in the eating." This recipe
may be doubled or increased to fit the
with

A VOICE FROM THE FRONT.

vegetables,

chard, lettuce and water

smartness of effect and on children’s
clothes little figures in this kind of work
make fascinating appeal to the children
as

play?

GOOD THINGS FOR THE FAMILY.

from

side of the skirt.
A Oood Record.

Years. PERUNA
I MADE ME WELL J Its My

Of all the names suggested in connection with the new nation-wide campaign
for the furthur conservation of wheat
this was by far

D. C., writes:
“I endorse Peruna as a splendid
medicine for catarrh and stomach
a
trouble, from which I suffered sevI took it for several
eral years.
months, found my health was restored and have felt splendidly ever
since. I now take it when I conThose who object to liquid meditract a cold, and it soon rids the syscines can procure Peruna Tablets.
tem of any catarrhal tendencies.’’

erty of the United States Food Administration by reason of a formal assignment
just received by Mr. Hoover.

a

size of the family served.
Orange Salad.—An orange salad is
refreshing and not expensive for a
Peel and let the orwinter salad.
anges stand awhile to dry. when the

white part may be easily peeled off,
and then they may he sliced. Grate a
little of the rind, if liked, to add to
Season with salt and
the dressing.
pepper with a little fresh tarragon
finely minced, a few shredded chives
Squeeze the
or finely chopped onion.
juice of an orange over the salad or

clean knockout blow than most Ameriat home have any idea of. I wish I
was at liberty to state what wonderful
A Mild Protest.
progress in the midst of heart-breaking
obstacles has already been accomplished,
“Breddern and sisters,” said Parson
the political calamity-howlers
!
Absolom Jonsing, as he surveyed the despiteI
see, are already in full cry at
scant covering of the bottom of the con- who,
like a pack of wolves.
tribution basket, “Ah wouldn’t say a Washington,
I can only state in a general way that i serve with Freneh dressing.
wuhd to ’sinuate that one of yoh was
Carrots cooked in a little water, then
our engineers have done great things in :
stingy, but Ah has got to admit that yoh the way of railroads, wagon roads, etc.
with butter, salt and a dash
seasoned
to
to
is
all
get
mighty thrifty, tryin’
Our lines of communication are already
of lemon juice is a dish good for a
heaven foh about one ten-billionth of a
immensely .advanced. The artillerymen, change.
cent a mile.”
both light and heavy, are on the job pre| Try adding cream to season rutaparing proper doses for the boche, and
bagas instead of butter, as the former
you can bet he won’t like the taste of
seems to remove the strong flavor,
them. We have a large number of heavy
which is objectionable to many palcalibre guns from the United States,
which the railroad artillery are to use, ates.
but the light pieces we use at present are
the French 75mm., which our men cannot praise too highly.
“Our infantry, signalmen, aviation
section, medical men, etc., are equally
WILL
alive, and so are our Q. M. corps, Ord- GIRL’S
It matters not whether you have had nance Department, and other elements.
HELP
BELFAST
make
would
most
interesting
for
20
It
from
rheumatism
assuredly
agonizing pains
years or distressing twitching for 20 reading if I could go into details, but the
the girl’s own story: “For
Here
iB
weeks, Rheuma is strong enough and rules forbid.’’
And so it goes—the same old story, years I had dyspepsia, sour stomach and
mighty and powerful enough to drive
rheumatic poisons from your body and familiar to the British but new to us. constipation. I drank hot water and olive
The doubt, discouragement, division and
abolish all misery or money back.
oil by the gallon. Nothing helped until I
A. A. Howes & Co. and all druggists bickering are found only at home. The
tried buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as
more
the
the
basis.
nearer you get to
front,
sell Rheuma on a no-cure-no-pay
A large bottle is inexpensive, and after cheerful is the atmosphere, the more in- mixed in Adler-i-ka. ONE SPOONFUL
you take the small dose as directed once spiring the morale, the more obvious the
helped me INSTANTLY.” Because Adresults attained.
a day for two days you should know that
ler-i-ka flushes the ENTIRE alimentary
at last you have obtained a remedy that
tract it relieves ANY CASE constipawill conquer rheumatism.
For over five years throughout America
tion, sour stomach or gas and prevents
Rheuma has been prescribed by broadappendicitis. It has QUICKEST action
FOR FLETCHER’S
of anything we ever sold. Old Corner
minded physicians and has released thousands from agony, pain and despair.
Drug Store Co.
a

cans

ONLY POWEKEUL
MEDICINE WILL END

"yVLf^ntJtfL

RHEUMATISM

STATEMENT

Children

Cry

CASTORI A

Mrs. Elizabeth Reuther, tf>02 11th

mark of the National Biscuit Company,
duly registered in the United States Patent Office, and in use since 1901, and
therefore its property.
President R. E. Tomlinson of the National Biscuit Company was appealed to
and promptly responded by saying it
would be a pleasure to transfer to the
Food Administration all rights in this
trade mark. The formal assignment has
now been received and the thanks of the
United States Food Administration extended to the Company for its patriotic
contribution, as well as for the publicity
assistance being rendered it in the Food
Conservation Campaign.

for

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

House for Sale
and bath, hardwood floors,
cemented cellar, barn, and hall acre land.
K. B. CKAIG,

Eight

Cold.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of February, A, D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting io be the
last will and testament of John Strattard, late
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,

At

having been presented for probate with petition praying that said will be allowed and that
letters

testamentary issue

Strattard,

to Frederick
the executor named therein.

Ordered. Tnat notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within sod for said County, on the second Tuesday
of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.

rooms

66 Cedar Street, Belfast.

3w8p

H,

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A, D. 1918.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
will and testament of Augustus H- Bagley, late of Montville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will may be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
Cyrus E, Tibbetts, the executor named there- J
in, without bond, said will so providing.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persona j
interested by causing a copy of this order,
to be published three weeks successively in |
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishedat Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate j
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for j
said County, on the second Tuesday of March
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed and pelast

Notices.

Probate

At a Probate L-ourt held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
February, A. D. 1918.

JOHN H. MONTGOMERY, administrator of
the estate'of Helen R. Houston, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav-

ing ^presented a petition praying that the
Judge of Probate may determine who are entitled to said estate and their respective

shares therein and order the same to be distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
this order .to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may apat Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court, to be held
within and fir said County, on the 12th day of
March, A, L), 1918, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
prayer of said

the

granted*

petitioner

should not be

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson

Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Ccunty of Waldo, on the 12th day of

February, A, D. 1918,
HENRY E. BABCOCK of Belfast, in said
County, conservator of the estate of Helen A.
Carter of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
that he
the fol-

lowing real estate, viz:

certain lot or parcel of land, with the
thereon standing, situated in Belfast,
Maine, and bounded and descri. ed as follows,
to wit: Beginning on the northerly side of
Jearl street at an iron bolt forty feet westerly
from the southwest corner of land of Mary A.
Maxcy; thence easterly by the northerly side
of said street forty feet to said Mary A. Maxcy’s southwesterly, corner; thence northerly
by said Maxcy's westerly line eighty feet to an
iron bolt; thence same course twenty feet to
an iron bolt; thence in a westerly direction
twenty-seven feet to an iron bolt at a point
just one hundred feet from the place begun
at; thence southerly one hundred feet to the
place of beginning.
0“dered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 12th day of
March, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
A

buildings

granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
('has. E.

Johnson, Register.

At a Prebate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1918
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Busan B. Cunningham late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Blanche
day, tne executrix named therein, without
bond, it being so provided in said will.
That not'ce be given to all persons
a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and sdow cause,if any they have,why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.

Ordered,

interested

by causing

A true copy.

tition

granted.

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
Chas E.

At a Probate Couri nelu t»v Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
February, A, D. 1918.

RALPH I. MORSE of Belfast, administrator of the estate of Albert M. Cummings, late
of Prospect, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that
he may be licensed to sell and convey at public or private sale the real estate described in
located in the town of Prospect
said

petition
belonging to

said

published

this order to be

three weeks

suc-

cessively in The Republican Journal, a newssaid County,
paper published at Belfast, in
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 12th day of March, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon.and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A

true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E

Johnson, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
«5
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
February, A. D 1918
t a

C. EDWARD BRITTO of Stockton Springs,
guardian of Artnur W. Moore of Stockton
having preSprings, in Baid County of Waldo, he
may be
sented a petition praying that
sale cerat
and
sell
to
convey
private
licensed
tain rights of said ward in real estate situated
in Stockton Springs, described in said petition,
said

ward’s interest in said real estate being

rights by descent.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to Ail persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in Ti e Republican Journal, a newsin Baid County, that
paper published at Belfast,
to be held
they may appear at a Probate Court,
the
at Belfast, within and for said County, on
ten of
at
A.
1918,
D.
12th day of March,
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
they
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy.

(

Attest:
has. h.

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court neiu at Belfasi, within and
fi r the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
February, A. D. 1918.
LILLIAN D, DURNING of \ interport, in
said County of Waldo, having presented a
petition praying that she or some other suitable person be appointed adminislratiix of the
estate of William H. Whidden, late of Winter-

port, deceased.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively id the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
to be held at
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
D. 1918, at ten of the
12th day of March, A
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should

Attest:

not be

granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of James H. Clark,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de-

ceased. having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Ralph
I. Morse of Belfast, in said County, the executor named therein.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order, to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Belfast,
within and for said County on the Becond Tuesday of March next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed and petition granted,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E.

Attest:
Chas E. Johnson.

LIZZIE A. WEED of Unity, guardian of
Frederick A. Hall of Unity, in said County of
Waldo, having presented a petition praying
that she may be licensed to sell and convey at
public or private sale certain real estate situated in Unity and described in said petition,
belonging to said ward, and invest the proceeds in certain other real estate.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively iD The Republican Journal, a newspaper
that they
published at Belfast, in said County,be
to
held at
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
the
clock
at
ten
of
A.D.
1918,
12th day of March,
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
of said petitioner should not

whyAthe prayer
granted.

be

A

presented

Sherman, the executrix named therein.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
at
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at Belfast, within
a Probate Court, to be held
of
and for said County, on the second Tuesday
March next, at ten of the clock before
noon,and show cause, if any they have,why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

true

copy.

Springs,
the ’County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlement,
are desired to present the same
make
and all indebted thereto are requested to
payment immediately.
ALBERT M. AMES.
Stockton Springs, Me., Feb, 12.1918—9

ELLERY BOWDEN Judge,
Attest:
Thar. E.

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witbin and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of John Sanborn, late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate, with petition praying that said will be allowed and that
letters testamentary issue to James L, James,
the executor named therein, without bond,
said will so providing.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
in and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,if any they have.why
the san^ should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy.

The sub
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
estate of
the
of
duly appointed administrator
TRYPHOSA E: ERSKINE. late of Stockton

Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
February, A. D. 1918.

Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court, new at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
F. Sherman
last will and testament of William
late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, defor
probate,
ceased, having been
with petition praying that said will be allowed
Ella V.
and that letters testamentary issue to

in

deceased.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give nonce
to all persona interested by causing a copy of

A true copy.

A true copy.

Johnson, Register.

Attest:

Chas, E. Johnson. Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ANNIE E. FELTMAN, late of Belfast,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased,
for settlea-e desired to present the same
meat, and all indebted thereto are requeated
to make P
payment immediately.
MARY STEWART WHITMORE.
Belfaat, Me,. Feb. 12. 1918.-9

Court held

at

to all persons interest* d

by causing

9:
S
I
9
9

thereof be given, three
|
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said M
County, that all persons interested may attend 1
at a Probate Court, to be held at Beliast.on 1
the 12th day of March
next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account |
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge

Ordered, that notice

j

|

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of February, 1918.
John R. Dunton, administrator on the estate
jf Lewis O. Fernald, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
Belfast, in said
a newspaper published in
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 12th day of March next, and show cau*r.
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register

copy of

a

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of February, 19lr
Mary H. Whitney, administratrix on the estate
)f James L Smith, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first
and final account of administration of said estate for allowance, together with her private
account

against

estate.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
ihe 12th day of March next, and sbowtause
if any they have, why the said account shou I
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

published three weeks succesRepublican J >urnal, a newspaper
Belfast, in said County, that they

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the ;
A true copy. Attest:
clock before neon, and show cause, if any they :
Thas E. Johnson. Register
have, why the some should not be proved, apand
and
allowed
granted.
petition
proved
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
ELLERY BOWDEN,Judge.
Belfast, on the 12th day of February, 1918.
A true copy. Attest:
Alice May Maddocks, administratrix on the esChas. E. Johnson, Register.
tate of Joel C. Maddocks, late of Lincolnvilie,
in said County, deceased, having presented hie
Brst and final account of administration of said
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
estate for allowance.
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Tuesday of February, A. D, 1918
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
be
the
to
certain
A
instrument, purporting
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
last will ana testament of Sarah E. Mahoney,
County, that all persons interested may atlate of Northport, in said County of Waldo.de- tend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast.
for
been
ceased, having
probate >n the 12th day of March next, and show
presented
with petition praying that said will be allowed
cause, if any they have, why the said account
and that administration of said estate, with should not be allowed.
the will annexed, be granted to Harry N. MaELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
honey, he being a son of the said deceased,
Atruecipy. Attest:
the executor named in said will having deChas. E. Johnson, Register.
clined to act as such and that said appointment
be made without bond.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons Belfast, on the 12th day of r ibruary, 191&
interested bv causing a copy of this order to A'aldo trust
Company, executor in the Stau
be published three weeks successively, in The
if Maine of the will of Maitland B. Smith, late
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at if Hartford, Connecticut, deceased, having
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate presented ihe first account of adminiBtratioi
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ani for ! if said estate for allowance.
said County, on the second Tuesday of March
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
weeks successively, in The Republican Jourshow cause, if any they nave, why the same
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
should not be proved, approved and allowed
County, that all persons interested may attend
and petition granted.
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
show
of March next, and
:he
12th day
A true copy. Attest:
: use, if any they have, why the said accoun
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
jhouid not he allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
At a Probate y>ourt neia at Belfast, within and
of
the
12th
on
day
Chas. E. Johnson, Register
for the County of Waldo,
D.1918.
A.
February,
The subscribe:
MARGARET A NILES, executrix of the es- j EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
tate of Jane M. Chick, late of V\ interport, in
Hereby gives notice that he has been duly aj
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre
pointed executor of the last will and testa
sened ta petition praying that the actual marnent of
ket value of the property of said deceased
JOSEPHINE F. W IGHT, late of Belfast,
of
now in her hands, subject to the payment
inthe
inheritance
tax,
persons
n
the
collateral
County of Waldo, deceased. All persorn
the
having demands against the estate cf said deterested in the succession thereto, and the
be
determined
ceased are desired to present the same for set
amount of the tax thereon, may
tlement, and all indebted thereto are request
by the Judge of Probate.
make payment immediately.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice ;d to
WILLIAM G. PRESTON.
of
to all persons interested by causing a copy
Maine, Feb. 12, 1918.
succesBelfast,
this order to be published three weeks
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
in said county, that they
published at Belfast,
du
to be held at
hereby gives notice that he has been
may appear at a Probate Court,
the
appointed executor of the la.it wiil and testa
Belfast, within and for said County, on
of the
nent ot
12th day of March. A. D., 1918. at ten
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
JULIA M. GlLKfc Y. late of Searsport,
should
of
said
petitioner
the
prayer
have, why
n the County of Waldo, deceased. All personnot be granted.
said delaving demands against the estate of
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
based are desired to present the same for set
A true copy. Attest:
are requestethereto
indebted
and
all
ilement,
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
to make payment immediately.
CHARLES H.GILKEY.
within
and
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast,
Searsport, Maino, Feb. 12, 1918.
12th
the
on
day
of
Waldo,
for the County
of February, A. D, 1918.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
WALDO TRUST COMPANY of Belfast, by
Hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap
of the
testa
T Frank Parker, its treasurer, executor
pointed executrix of the last will and
in the State of Maine of Maitland B.

nent of

deceasSmith, late of Hartford, Connecticut,

having presented

a

actual market valu

MELVIN M. WHITTUM, late of Searsport,

praying that
of the property of

petition
e

n the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
All persons having
londs as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased
to present the same for settle
ire desired
nent. and all indebted thereto are requested

in ita possession, subject to
the collateral inheritance tax.
there
the persona interested in the succession
be
to and the amount of the tax thereon, may
Probate.
the Judge of
determined

said deceaaed
the

now

payment of

by
t.' make payment immediately.
not ca
NETTIE GRACE WHITTUM.
Ordered, That the Baid petitioner give
I
a copy of
Searsport, Maine, 12, Feb, 1918.
to all persona interested by causing
sueweeks
three
|
this order to be published
Journal, a newsThe subscribe
ce sively in The Republican
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
in said County, that
paper published at Belfast,
lereby gives notice that he has been duly sp
be
held
to
Court,
Probate
a
they may appear at
pointed executor of the last will and testa
on the
at Belfast, within and for said County,
nent of
at ten of the
12th day of March. A. D, 1918,
WILLIAM FRANKLIN COLLEMER,
if any they
clock before noon, and show cause,
late oi Lincolnville,
should
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
not be granted,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
B
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Paving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for setA true copy. Attest:
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
to make payment immediately.
GEORGE W. COLLEMER.
within and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
Lincolnville, Maine, Feb. 12. 1918.
on
the
12th
day
for the County of Waldo,
__

j

February, A. D. 1918.
The subscriber
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
ANNA J. McCAMbKlDUE of Frankfort, hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap
McCambridge
Robert
and testa
of
Alexander
will
guardian
pointed executrix of the last
V\ aldo, having
of Frankfort, in said County of
nent of
be
she
that
may
presented a petition praying
J. L. SLEEPER, late of Belfast,
sale cer- ;
licensed to sell ami convey at private
and deAM pertain real estate situated in Frankfort
in
the
County of Waldo, deceased.
to said
estate ot
scribed in Baid petition, belonging
sons having demands against the
sanu
the
to
ward and place the proceeds at interest.
present
said deceased are desired
of

are
notice
for settlement, ana all indebted thereto
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
a copy ut | requested to make payment immediately.
to all persons interested by causing
SLEEPER.
A.
ELLA
succesthis order tu be published three Weeks
a
Belfast. Maine, Feb. 12, 1918.
sively inTh Republican Journal, newspaper
may appear at a
published in Belfast, that they
within
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subProbate Court, to' be held at Belfast,
of March,
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
and for Btid County, on the 12th day
of the estate of
before noon,
luly appointed administratrix
A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock
the
and show cause, if «' y they hsv«, why
M ARDEN GRANT, late of Winterport
MARY
Draver
of said petitioner ahould not be granted.
and given
y
V
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
deceased
A true copy. Attest:
said
of
estate
the
demands against
chas E. Johnson, Register.
the same for settlement,
are desired to present
to make
and all indebted thereto are requested
at
WALDO SS. In Court of ProbBte. held
payment
m bqlan
1918.
Belfast, on the 12th day of February,
on the estate
Winterport. Maine, Feb. 12, 1918.
Harry M, Lanfeat, administrator
in said
of
late
Palermo,
Turner,
of Hollis
his first
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE. The subCounty, deceased, having presented
and final account of administration of said es- scriber hereby giveB notice that he has been
with the will
allowance.
tate for
duly appointed adminiatrator,.
that notice thereof be given, three annexed, of the estate of

immediately^^

_

Ordered,
weeks aucceseively. in The Republican Jourin said
nal. a newspaper published in Belfast,
attend
County, that all persons interested may
on
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfaat,
show
end
March
of
next,
the 12th day
the eeid account
cause, if any they have, why
Bhouid not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, E. Johnson, Register
p

|

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of February, A, D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to .be the
last will and teatament of Hartford Shute,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters of administration of said estate, with the will annexed, be granted to Albert M. Ames of Stockton Springs, the executrix named in will being deceased.
Ordered, that notice be given to all perthis
sons interested by causing a copy of

ed
the

1

weeks

for

estate

I
|
-1
J
I
j

allowance

this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 12th day of March, A. D. 1918, at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, E. Johnson, Register.

order to be
sively in the
published at

f|1

|
||

A certain instrument purported to be an authenticated c» py of the last will and testament and the probate thereof, of Olivia T.
Butman, late of t ynn, Massachusetts, in the
County of Essex, deceased, having been presented for probate with a } etition praying
that the copy of said will may be allowed, filed
ana recorded in the Probate Court of said
County of Waldo, and that et'ers of administration, with the will annexed, of the estate of
said deceased in tbe State of Maine, be issued
to James H. Howes, he having been appointed
administrator, with the will ani*x<d, <1 said
estate in said County of Ess* x and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
a

Ballast, within a0(J
on tha I2th day of

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 12th day of February, 191&, m
Etta Marriner, executrix of the will of Jamer
L. Marriner. late'of'Searsmont, in said Couni;
deceased, having presented her first and final |
account of administration of said estate for §

Ai a Probate Court held at iieiih»i. who in and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12ch day of
February, A. D. 1918.

At

Probata

JULIA E. ROBERTS of Brooks, in
County of Waldo, having presented a petition
praying that Charles H. Roberts of Brooks, or
some other suitable person, be appointed ad.
ministrstor of the estate of Edith Murch,
late of Brooks.
Ordered, That the said petitijner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy 0j
this order to be published three weeks succes.
sively in The Republican Journal, s newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that the;
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 12th
day of March, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock
before noon, and. show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Standby

St., N. W., Washington,

flour, being inaugurated
the most popular. Investigation developed, however, that “Victory" was a trade

may

feKfrcnm

reviving and sending
In the northern part of the State the
specimens of their handiwork abroad.
fall has been 95 inches.
A very simple blouse with a touch of
cross
stitchery assumes considerable
The new coast distributing steamer of
the Standard Oil Co., the Thuban, is on
its first trip along the coast. The Thuban, which is to do the work of supplying oil to the many coast towns and
islands, will get its supplies in Portland
and at Rockland, and will move along
the coast stopping in at the many and
various stations where oil and gasolene
are distributed.
The Thuban looks not
unlike the old Enterprise in some ways,
a
although it,is strictly modern and up-todate craft, propelled by the Deisel engine
and has all the modern appointments. It
is painted a battleship gray and looks
much like some kind of a government
boat.
The Thuban carries a crew of 11
men and has every appearance of being
one of the best vessels that has ever been
in Portland harbor.

conservation progtam “Food will win the
war” may now be summed up in the one
word “Victory" whhh is now the prop-

having presented a petition praying
be granted a license to mortgage

garnish if preferred.

jicJLolc

rows.

A gardener of one of the summer estates at Bar Harbor has kept a record of
the snow fall for the winter.
He reports
that, including the storm of Saturday,
the snow fall has been 70 inches. In
normal winters 40 or 50 inches for an entire season would be considered a heavy
fall for that locality.

tablespoonfuis

in its

serve.

are

ments.

them more palatable.
Baked Soy Beans.—Take one and
one-half cupfuls of yellow soy beans*,
soak twelve hours, then put into u
baking dish with a small onion, a piece
of pork weighing a fourth of a pound,
a fourth of a teaspoonfui of mustard
of molasses.
and two
Cover with cold water mixed with two
tablespoonfuls of flour, put on the lid
of the bean pot and place in the oven
Add more water if
to bake all day.
needed. A half a cupful of navy beans
with the soy beans; if so,
may be

minutes,

there.” she choked

other mothers in
Portland who have as many, or more.
And then you say you hope the war will
last five years.
You ingrate!”
The man's face redened, he seized his
hat and turned aside to escape the curious glances of the other people
in the
car, and it is safe to venture the prediction that he will not be speedily guilty
again of such sellish and cruel state-

The starch may be supplied
by flour or cornstarch, making them
more nearly like the ordinary navy
bean.
Soy beans are of several colors,
black, green, brown or yellow. They
are good cooked in many ways, but
must be soaked twelve hours before
cooking, then simmer until tender.
When baking them the addition of a
little flour to supply the starch makes
diabetics.

ter. to the bean pulp; add a teaspoonful of salt, a dash of cayenne and an
eighth of a teaspoonful of pepper, with
Let simmer for ten
a quart of milk.
stirring occasionally, and

blazing.

out, “and there

The soy bean gontalns
nearly twice as much
protein as meat and
fflay be used as a substitute for it, as
well as for other beans.
They are unlike the navy bean as to
starchy content, containing very little
which makes them a valuable food for

omit the flour.
Cream Soy Bean Soup.—Take a cupful of green soy beans, soak twelve
hours, then cook in water four hours,
Hub through a sieve.
or until tender.
Brown a chopped onion in a little butof flour
ter, add two tablespoonfuls
mixed with two tablespoonfuls of but-

1

Just What

family.

ujed

I

March 28th.”

out the value of the bean
as a food for the human

—

Match
NEW YORK, March 4, 1918.
for smart
bag
and
knitting
hat
your sport

even

fear to die.

The soy benn has, up to a recant
time, been grown in America only fof
the
purpose of stock
food, but the scarcity ol
other beans has brought

Hats.

Sport

Cross

of Ribbons.

Vogue

to induce all such offenders to
and settle.

—-

and

Knitting Bags

The government will have a job to do
in Lubec as a result of the big ice embargo
When the
that existed there last week.
broken-up floes were passing out through
end of
the
swift
the Narrows in the
tide,
cake struck the granite breaka huge
water, and upset the heavy anchoring
stone, together with several others of the
top layer of squared blocks, each weighing more than a ton. This is the first
time that damage by the ice has been
done to this useful piece of masonry,
which is all that has stood between the
water-front and destruction by tide and
ice. Immediate steps will probably be
taken to repair the damage.
In

has all the

no

BEANS OF VARIOUS KINDS.

;

patterns all the time.

Are After the Slackers.

measures

up

by special arrangement

me

No trace of age,

[

BELFAST BY

IN

BALE

ESSIE P. CARLE

The inspectors connected with the Automobile Registration Bureau, department of State, are already rounding up
numerous parties who have neglected—
doubtless on account of the deep snow
and severe weather—to register their autos for 1918 and are using their 1917 plates
and numbers. The bureau officials hope
it will not be necessary but will take

step

FOR

ARE

“Victory” is Uncle Sam's.
slogan of the Government

mous

your mood O patient stare
climb each night the ancient
Fky,
Leaving no space, no shade, no ecara,.
Teach
Who

|

Suffered Several

The fa-

a

for tha County of Waldo,
February, A. D. 1918.

Sam.

| Victory Assured Uncle

BENJAMIN.B.TOOTHAKER, late of

Belfast,

and given
County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
deceased
said
of
estate,
demands against the
same for settlement
are desired to present the
make
and all indebted thereto are requested to

in the

payment

immediately^

^ T00THAKER.
Belfast, Maine, Feb. 12,1918.

^

1

|!

Potato

[

Supply Plentiful

The potato supply in New
is plentiful and conbe greatly increased in
n must
s“n!
if last year’s crop
xt three months
saved from going to waste, ac5!
the Massa(0 announcements by
■'jr"
{yod administration in its bulleThe
‘fair prices for foodstuffs.
in
f potatoes, which has been high
diffis because of transportation
has peen reduced somewhat durn

„n,s

'i,n,l markets

thj “J,,

(

!

Canton, Ohio.—“I suffered from a
female trouble which caused me much
suffering, and two
doctors decided
that I would have
to go through an
operation before I

few days.
may be a straight tip and it
speculator’s camouflage, but we
mt

could get well.

e

farmers to keep

a

“My mother, who
had been helped by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, advised me
to try it before sub-

close watch

market.
C

ontrol of Fertilizers.

mitting to an opera-

unent control of the fertilizer
has been ordered by President

proclamation requiring

tion. It relieved me
from my troubles
so I can do my house work without any
I advise any woman who is
difficulty.
afflicted with female troubles to give
E.
Pinkham’s
Vegetable ComLydia
pound a trial and it will do as much for
them.”—Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 6th
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious condi- I
tions where a hospital operation is the \
only alternative, but on the other hand
so many women have been cured
by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
necessary
every woman who wants
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to sucb a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. PinkhamMedicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years

man-

and distributors to obtain lion the Secretary of Agriculture
,.
March 20th. Authority for
contained in the food control

s

must be obtained not only by
iporters, storers and sellers of
.tself, but of its ingredients as
Applications for licenses will be
ilie food administration, but
be issued by Secretary Houscharged in the proclamation
nforcement of the regulations
.. ied.

—

Celestials to the Front.
il dispatch from Peking states
rmsportation of Chinese troops
has begun, the number being
It will be
r military reasons.

■

if world-wide interest to obexperience is at your service.
the Celestials withstand the
! modern warfare.
Military ex“First Citizen,”
s great war agree that so far
white race has evinced the
endure the sufferings and hellA Former Waldo County Boy
war as waged
todav. The
i: a I s from North Africa, with
The Brooklyn, N. Y.t Citizen of a recent
for blood-thirstiness, have
::
a
page account of the HOlh
particularly reliable at the date gave
is war, and other tasks have
birthday celebration of Hon. David A. !
ncd them
France has already i Boody, a native of Jackson and a brother
100,000 Chinese employed on of Mrs. ft. W. Johnson of this city. The
If
works behind the lines.
also dignifies the occasion with
>ps crumple up before the at- ! Citizen
Huns they can still perform the following editorial tribute:
It is gory
ice
as laborers.
At the dinner given last night by the
all. There is glory enough Prospect Heights Association at the Montauk Club to David A. Boody, in celebration of his entrance upon the ninth decade :
Still Plotting.
of his life, the former Mayor was bailed
first citizen,” a title
as “Brooklyn’s
\h. ORE., Feb. 27. Documents
before him was worthily borne by
tilted States marshal’s of- ; which
tbe late J. S. T. Stranahan. In wh.it conii iast Saturday in the Portsists this pre-eminence of “first citizen”
irters of I he Industrial Work-in a community numbering two million
World, according to officials, i souls? 1 here are in Brooklyn m a of
plot of destruction throughdiversified business interests man
'iiwest.
The proof was made more
Mr. Boody; there are men who measure
•si I a y at the pidiminary trial in j
their wealth by millions more than the
pal court of the 20 men arresthe possesses; there
for investigation, j modest competence
were held
are men who have held higher public ofsent to jail for 10 to 20 days, j
none of these men is so clearlyreleased.
Letters re- fice, yet
; ! were
j entitled to the designation of “first citi!<> disorganize and damage
•an
zen” as he, whose life has been devoted
ps viiere spruce is being turn- |
to the finer threads, as Dr. Boynton said
\ri; \ and Navy airplanes. ‘‘A j
in his splendid address, in the body polpiign of walkouts is the :
itic.
bring results,” reads one of
In the field ol education, as typilied by
our schools and libraries, Mr. Boody’s actin ii time to strike the sixth !
tivities were glowingly praised by Presi: internment and make it indent Somers of the Board of Education,
who received his first appointment as a
member of the Brooklyn board from
Mayor Boody twenty-eight years ago,
1 rrmg at Low Priceand by Mr. Hill, head of the great library
York
27.
New
Feb
City
tv,
system of which the honored guest of the
tish business when# 440,000
evening was the actual founder and the
ait herring, the entire cargo of
first and only president. In the domain
n schooner from Newfoundof civics Mr. Boody made his mark both
,’laced on sale in public maras a member of Congress during the trya price less than one-half the
ing years when his party was rent by the
Jonathan C. Day, commisfree silver agitation and as Mayor of
marhe department of public
Brooklyn at that transition period when
the sale was the beginning of
the city was emerging from its rural comnutritious
supply wholesome,
munal life into the magnificent metropolusewives at a substantial reitan borough of today.
j

Brooklyn’s

f

e

I

\
[

f

j
j

\

j

l
5

I

\
\
I

\
i

j

I

|

i
j.
i

[

j
\

_

|
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stop
ing, States, municipalities or

j

must

vernment will not put

as

g

many

do it.

If it

can

a

be done

the above proves, why

other things?

Made to Kiss the Flag.
Given their choice
allegiance to the American
lving a ducking in a nearby
ibeth and Margaret Paine, sisthe former and kissed the
local pottery where they were
N.

f.
f
I
i

.1

J.

lplinary action wras enforced
low workers, mostly women,

r

\

I
\

\

had been heard to make
remarks about a contingent
1 Army
men who
marched
The sisters
Flip from Trenton.
an born, of German parents.

i

Ship

-tcrs

f

\
|
;

j

\
:

[;
!

j
|
!

Timber Scarce.

On this topic Almet F Jenks, who was
the right-hand man of the Mayor, serving as his Corporation Counsel, spoke illuminatingly and with deep feeling. He
gave to Mr. Boody the credit at the Saratoga conference of determining the course
of the Democratic party in this State in
favor of sound money, and from intimate
personal knowledge and daily association
he was able to testify to the purity, the
loftiness, the wholly unselfish motives
which guided his chief’s every action during two trying years.

From financial and educational institutions with which he has been connected,
the People’s Trust Company, the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, the
Berkeley Institute, tributes of affection
and admiration were laid at the feet of
the “first citizen.” And when it came
his time to speak, he stood erect in all
the majesty of his eighty fruitful years,
tall and straight as an Indian, scarcely a
wrinkle showing on his clean-shaven
face, his hair still retaining its natural
dark color, his voice vibrant and strong,
a perpetual marvel to younger
men, of
one who has defied time and who hasdis-

nplish more rapid delivery of
pine timber for shipbuilding ....--1 .ntornol rnnth virllioli
the Emergency Fleet Corpoin the en.;
'ting logging experts into the Ponce de Leon sought in vain
assist in locating trees for the chantedl and of Florida.
umber.
That secret Mr. Boody disclosed for the
v
lias been the delivery of the benefit of his hearers. It was a simple
Dbers that the corporation is recipe: Live to be useful to your fellowfrom the Pacific coast 3000 cars man. All his life he had exemplified this
iii.fr for use in eastern andsouthteaching, and now that the shadows were
The wooden building program lengthening, the great tribute of affection
hree months behind the sched- and respect poured out so copiously last j
tie hope of catching up.
night by his fellow-citizens and neighbors constituted an inspiration to him to
try to do even better. In placing the
atarrhal Deafne- s Cannot Be Cured civic
A.
crown upon the head of David
triplications, as they cannot Boody, the hosts of last evening placed
Brooklyn
diseased portion of the ear. it upon no unworthy brow.
nly one way to cure catarrhal has once more a “first citizen,’’ the vaand that is by a constitutional lidity of whose title will go unchallenged.
atarrhal Deafness is caused by
i condition of the mucous lining
AIRPLANES
dachian Tube. When this tube GERMANY’S
NOT AS GOOD AS OURS.
1 you have rumbling sound or
tearing, and when it is entirely
l> afness is the result. Unless the
Captured German airplanes brought to
it ion can be reduced and this tube
for study by aviation exits normal condition, hearing this country
troyed forever. Many cases of perts, reveals that the Germans are using
ore caused by catarrh, which is
materials very inferior to the standards
! condition of the mucous surset for American planes and apparently
--

■

(
1

i

iii’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru
in the mucous surfaces of the

j

!

l

short of spruce and linen.
The wing beams of the captured Ger;! give One Hundred Dollars for man
planes were made of thin pieces,
|
t of Catarrhal Deafness that canof them less than an inch in thickired by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. some
■i-rs free.
ness, which had been put together with
75c.
All

Druggists,
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

Save 9‘Ac.

|

By Buying
Ever Reliable
£

r^CARAM OUININE

;
1

advance in price for this 20-year
r~medy 25c for 24 tablets -Some
1 tablets now 30c for 21 tablets—
'rl on proportionate cost per
't, you save 9%c when you buy
Hill’s—Cures Cold
* in
24 hours—grip
in 3 days -Money
back if it fails.
24 Tablets for 25c.
At any Drug Store
!

;

\

A

words fFree Today” on a sign and hung
A Dead Stomach
the sign on a mop, which he piaoed juat
outside the door of the grocery. Shortly
Of What Use It It?
after doing so, one customer inquired of
Not Necessary.
“Going to dinner, Jones? Come in the youth how she could obtain a mop
free.
Thousands? yes hundreds of thousands
first and have an appetizer.”
“Why,” he said, “today we are selling of people throughout America are taking
“Great Scott, man! Hoover won’t Jet
a
of
and
40
cent
cents
coffee
for
60
pound
me satisfy the appetite I have now.”—
the slow death treatment daily.
giving the mop with the purchase.
Boston Transcript.
“Isn’t that nice?” the customer said.
They are murdering their own stomach,
“I’ll just do that.”—Minneapolis Journal. the best friend they have, and in their
Never Abused Papa.
sublime ignorance they think they are
The iittle tot was “losted.” At the
IN THE PRINTING OFFICE.
putting aside the laws of nature.
station the officer tried all sorts of quesThis is no sensational statement, it is a
tions to ascertain who she was. Finally
he said, “What name does your mother “I can not read it, father—father, see!
startling
fact, the truth of which any
I can not read it; spell it out for me.
i call your father?”
I thought that surely I my letters knew, honorable physician will not deny.
rehim
“She doesn’t call
any name,”
These thousands of people are swallowBut this I find I really can not do.”
plied the child; “she likes him.”—Boston
So spake a child who, at his father’s side, | ing daily huge quantities of pepsin and
Transcript.
I
Walked through a printing room, and
other strong digesters, made especially to
vainly tried
Not on the Job.
To read the type. The printer, smiling, digest the food in the stomach without
laid
One broiling August day an aged “cullud
any aid at all from the digestive memgemman” who was pushing a barrow of Upon the press a sheet, and kindly said: brane of the stomach.
i bricks paused to dash the sweat from his “Come, little one, and try to read once
Mi-o-na stomach tablets relieve dismore
dusky brow; then, shaking his fist at the
tresed stomach in five minutes; they do
i These letters; for they were reversed besun, he apostrophized it thus:
more.
Taken regularly for a few weeks
fore.
j “Fo’ the Lawd’s sake, war wuz yuh | But now
build up the run down stomach and
they
The
clouds
they’re
plain.”
last Janooary?”—Everybody’s Magazine.
make it strong enough to digest its own
from that fair brow
air,
Then indigestion, belching, sour
Soon passed away, for he can read it food.
Had to do It.

Nonsense.

low MIS. BOYD
AVOIDED AN
OPEMTION

all sorts

are

very

Encampment
wayfarer

of Nomad Tent Dwellera.

wh(
turns south to Anglicized Hongkong, multitudinous Canton 01
that vivid hybrid of East and
West, Shanghai, falls even to brush
the strangest and most ancient mystery of the (Jrngon kingdom.
That
mystery lies in North China, an Immemorial mystery that wraps Peking
like an imperial mantle, a
somber
northern inscrutability that enfolds
the great wall as impenetrably as
the mists obscuring its turrets, writes
Olive Gilbreath in Asia. It Is a mystery so invincible that, once in a
man’s blood, there is little choice left
him but to follow Its lure on and on,
seeking tts source in that hinterland
still farther to the north. From thc
Great Wall one cnn gaze far over this
unknown land rushing swiftly away
to the north, not days but months by
caravan—the great plain of Mongolia.

THE

in

China

For the man gripped by this mystery
of the northland, Kalgan, the border
city between China and Inner Mongolia—five hours to the north of
Peking as the Chinese train crawls—
offers a convenient point of departure
into Mongolia.
Kalgan, lying at the
foot of the pass, marks the end of the
ancient caravan route between Siberia
and China.
Here all the wool and
skins from the North are unloaded.
Here is quartered a Chinese garrison
Here
against a Mongolian uprising.
the Russian tea trader pitches his
blue tent. From here go the Russian
overland mails. Here also are reloaded the strings of camels for their reIII II

III

III

111
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ll.

tl.tl^.ltl
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Will

J II O

collect itself between a river and
the pass, hut for dust it might he the
Small Chinese shops
desert itself.
crowding the main street, worn into
incredible ruts hv generations of cartwheels, complete the suffocation—that
is, if the wayfarer he abroad in July.
Kalgnn offers no inns and the foreigner must beg friends among the scattering missionaries or claim the hospitality of the Rritish-American tobacRut roof-trees are wide
co “mess.”
and high in those far corners, and the
hospitality is of a heart-warming
quality, such as lingers In the memory
with a rare deliciousness.
to

Put some of your earnings into the U.
interest-bearing stamps
S.
Treasury
(paying 4 per cent interest compounded
the
best
security in the world.
quarterly)
Help win the War. Ask your Postmaster.

great Mongolian plain.
To the Top of the World.
The ascent of the next morning was
delayed by the appearance of a caravan of two-wheeled ox-carts piled with
wool, there where the pass notched
the sky.
But it was worth the delay. Whatever else slips from me
through memory’s net, It will not be

A Tommy, lying in a hospital, had beside him a watch of curious and foreign
design. The attending doctor was inter- j
ested.
“Where did your watch come from?” j
he asked.
“A German gave it tome,” he answer- j
I
ed.
!
A little piqued, the doctor inquired how
the foe had come to convey this token of
esteem and affection.
*•
*E had to," was the laconic reply.—
I Toronto Globe.
—

Business Acumen.

those carts, for one supreme moment

dominating the world, and then, like
all things mortal, each losing the supreme moment at the crest of things
and plunging down the pass, lost in
the dust below, while we ourselves
took the uptrail to the top of the

houses,

no

villages, only

an

strewn

highway, in rainy months the

which rushes down
between the bluffs, carrying men and
luckless caravans before it. The ascent is gradual, almost imperceptible.
Mud villages cling limpet-wise to the
bluffs, the doors leading into only burof desert
rows in the hillside. It is a
coloring as is the desert sun.white hot.
But there is a charm in that flickering
monotonous road, like the charm of a
peasant melody, and the call of the
trail is in the air—“over the world and
bed ol

a

torrent

under the world.”
At “tiffin” we came upon one of those
charming little "genres” to be seen often on Eastern roadways. In the scene
were an inn, mud-walled, and a court,
also mud-walled, the entrance shaded
by a wide-spreading plane tree. From
the lower branches of the plane tree
hung a bird-cage; beneath it, carters
and coolies and hawkers of thrushes,
peddlers and camel-drivers sprawled
and smoked,
or lounged or squatted
the blue of Chinese garments lying
exquisitely cool against the bronze of

Chinese skins in the chiaroscuro of
shadow sharply demarked from the
glare of the road. It stirred a strange
emotion in me; perhaps an early racememory, an ancient nostalgia for this
But
first home of the human race.
there was no water for our beasts, and
two li farther—twowe must travel
thirds of an English mile. There, in
the shadow of a doorway, we ate our
first trail tiffin surrounded by halfclothed men and not in the least
clothed children, who followed us en-

expected that the first $100,000,000 will
be recorded in the third week in March,
in a little more than three months after the first offerings of the stamps by
the treasury.
or

Two young Irishmen in a Canadian
were going into the trenches
for the first time, and their captain promised them five shillings for every German
they killed.
Pat lay down to rest, while Mike performed the duty of watching. Pat had
not lain long when he was awakened by
Mike’s shouting:

regiment

CASTOR IA

“They’re coming! They’re coming!’’
“Who’s coming?’’ shouted Pat.
“The Germans,” replies Mike.

In Use For Over 30 Years

“How many are there?”
“About fifty thousand.”
“Begorra,” shouts Pat, jumping up and
grabbing his rifle, "our fortune’s ma'de.”
—London Opinion.
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coming campaign, we are quite sure that
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$2.00 Per Year, $1.00 for Six Months,
50c. for Three Months.

The price
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Send your
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that forms every bride’s
One Mongol woman pointed
dowry.
out to me three beads in her dowry
which she said cost a horse each. The

Kg

in Waldo

Every Voter

M

headdress

,

As this will be the

M

mering out the barbarically beautiful

also have an inside occupation—
smoking and taking snuff. One tent
suffices for a family, unless it be a rich
one, and on cold nights it shelters all
the calves and lambs, “little brothers

day
We try to read, and puzzled turn away.
We do not understand; we can not see
Why this was done, or that allowed to be.
But in the world to come, through his
clear light,
We, too, shall read the mystery aright.
—Herald & Presbyter.

I To The Voters of Waldo County |

world.
The top of the world!
Beyond a
vision of sky and plain, magnificent
open country rushing away gloriously
to the horizon and beyond.
That is
the feel of Mongolia—beyond; vast,
silent beyond.
Something of desert
beauty lay in its unbroken spaces,
peace and healing and desert inscrutability. It was of the desert and yet
Its tawny monoif was not desert.
chrome was tinged with green, softened by short, sparse grass through
which a summer wind rustled, inviting one to pleasant wanderings.
The Tent Dwellers.
AA’e were now well up in fresh, untrammelcd land. There were no fields,
no

stomach and headache will go.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold by
druggists everywhere and by A. A. Howes
ft Co., who guarantee them.

now.

So with our Father’s dealings; day by

For Infants and Children

A grocer in the outlying districts of
this city was sorely perplexed, as he had
been unable to sell a large quantity of
mops, for which he asked 20 cents apiece.
Finally in desperation he told one of his
clerks to get rid of them at any price.
The youth
immediately printed the

sional encampment of black Mongol
True
tents wilh its guard of dogs.
nomad’s land.
The black Mongol tents are made of
layers of felt stretched on a collapsible wicket of wood about four feet
high, from which spokes of wood extend to meet above at the top, the
whole corded with stout ropes. There
are no windows and the entrance consists of one low door.
Against the
walls of the tent stand bright chests
You may ride into Mongolia as a
of clothing, brass cooking vessels,
free lance on horseback if you are not
rows of cheeses, a barrel of intoxiBut |
a pampered child of civilization.
cant made from sour milk, and a small
if you have degenerated through the
Felt and fur rugs
Buddhist shrine.
roof—
of
life
under
a
complexities
cover the earth floor and the low dais
unable to live on strings of oatmeal,
at the back which adds a Turkish look.
cheese and meat, and* unwilling to
On a center brazier tea simmers from
sleep in a Mongol tent—you must be morning till night, tea dcunk copiousconsigned to a caravan or a litter. ly with butter and salt and a handful
Our equipages were least picturesque
of millet. The whole Is overhung with
of all the choices—a small caravan of
an indescribable odor, Siberian but
drawn
not
carts
camels,
by
Peking
more so; skins, cheese, smoke, horses,
which are among the possibilities, but
dogs, sheep, cows, tobacco, sour milk,
with
a
mules
donkey incense to the
by horses and
gods and unwashed huthrown in on the side for good measmanity, a combination into which the
The carts, larger than the usual
ure.
odors of Cairo might be carried as a
blue Peking carts and padded with j
perfume.
sacks ot grain and “rutnos” of bedding
The Mongol mother prepares the
covered with heavy mats, had been I
family meal in a pot on the brazier or
drawn up within the mud walls of tin1 j
sews cloth shoes with a long needle.
compound long bttore th^tlrst streak
In one of the tents a wedding was in
ot the July dawn
prospect—a wedding which consists of
On the Road tc Urga.
the bridegroom’s dashing up with a
We are out of the city now on that
group of friends on the swiftest horses
obtainable and carrying off the bride
white road which crosses the plain for
before dawn—and in the corner of the
30 days to Urga and for 60 days to
tent sat a Chinese silversmith hamIrkutsk—in dry months a howlder-

glue and nails. Specifications for American planes require a solid beam of the
thusiastically.
finest and toughest spruce. Wings of the
Past a little gray wayside shrine,
German planes are covered with fibre
past tall mastlike poles with their
cloth, instead of approved linen.
In order to hasten the government’s
aircraft program, authority has been
given to commandeering spruce in the
Receipts from the sale of war savings
The
northwest wherever it is found.
in this country already are exstamps
:
so
trees are being split where they lie,
in
that delivery to the government cut-up I ceeding those from the same source
mill, near Vancouver Barracks, may be Great Britian. For the past four weeks
facilitated. Recently, one tree of spruce total receipts at the treasury from this
was
felled, which was 260 feet long, ! source were
$40,000,000 as against $37,15 feet in diameter at 20 feet from the
ground and 160 feet in the length to the 000,000 in Great Britain.
first limb. The tree was split and hauled
As the total American war savings
15 miles over a mountain range to the now are in excess of $70,000,000 and are
railroad.
averaging nearly $2,000,000 a day, it is
f>

me sun
prayer flags drooping in
the road led, striking suddenly a trail
that emerged onto a small plateau.
The sheer thrill of that little plateau,
like a sharp upturning Chinese mirror! At the foot of the ascent lay a
Bethlehem village. The mellow afternoon sunshine reflected In a small
pool—the whole a study in quietude.
And beyond, rushing swiftly away to
the North, our Promised Land, the

®
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The Mongol Is darker In color than
his Chinese neighbor, high-cheeked,
squat, weather-beaten, almost protective In coloring. Rarely, If ever, on a
Mongol face Is seen that fine Intelligence which stamps the Chinese; the
fact that he has produced no arts, no
crafts, that he Is a worker In no medium, Is writ large in the crudity of his
expression. As a Buddhist, he refuses to till the soil lest he take life—kill
a beetle, for Instance.
Sheep he may
kill, however, since that may be accom-

bay

rum.

__#_

Boschee's
Why

use

German

_

Syrup.

ordinary cough remedies,

when Boschee's German Syrup has beer
used so successfully for fif y-two years
in all parts of the United States foi

PRESTON’S

Mainetenirai R. R.

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

BELFAST AND BURNHAM
On and after Jan. 20, 1918, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folFROM

PM

AM

Belfast

depart.

TO

PALERMO.

BELFAST

7 00
t7 05
t7 15
7 27
17 39
7 46
7 63
»8 03
8 15
12 05
8 34
c8 44
8 49
11 45
3 30

35
40
50
02
t3 14
3 20
3 33
i3 40
3 60
5 35
5 38
5 49
5 56
1 05 a,
4 45

AM

9(0

Portland......

12 40

PM

AM

Citypoint.

and

Herbert Howard of Somerville,
Mass., spent Feb. 23d and 24th with his

? 0^

t9 45
9 60

for Summer Hotels

Dr.

m.

3 CO

Winnecook. |8 45
Unity. 8 64
Tl orndike. 9 02
Knox. t9 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. 19 35

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

Mrs. A. B. Tyler recently visited her
brother-in-law, Fred McLellan of China.

Boston.

7 31
8 85

Locations

10 10

1017
10 27
10 60

til 00
1130
11 45

til 66
12 36’
tl2 60
tl 15
1 30

3 33
1 45
*3 40
3 63
4 10
4 20
4 29
4 37
*4 45
6 00
»6 10

t6 20

!—-*-

Advertising Pays

Eugene Hopkins have j
been quite sick with the grip but are improving.
and

Mr.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Howard who are
in poor health, are attended by Dr. C. B.
Hoit of Liberty.

George Glidden has been sick and attended by Dr. Brimigion of North WhiteHe is convalescing.

field.

Mrs. R. J. Turner took
let by mistake
24th. Dr. Hoit

a

bichloride tab-

Sunday morning, Feb.

was called and gave
emetic and it is thought that she will

an
re-

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OK THE

parents.
AM

Clinton.
Burnham, leave.

C.

Mrs. S. E. Bowler has an infection in
Dr. Howard lanced it.
one of her lingers.

BELFAST

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 6 50
t airfield. 7 21

yuarries,
Factory

Bowler, Jr., spent Sunday recently with his family in Gardiner.
W. B. Howard lost his old family horse,
Laura, last week of pneumonia.
E.

2
t 2
t 2
3

6 25
Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
leave
to
passengers.
c—Stops
tickets for Boston are now sold at
soughs, brcnchitis, colds settled in the I Unlimited
I $5.86 from Belfast.
M. L HARRIS.
throat, especially lu g troubles. It gives
General Passenger Ageu..
the patient a good night’s rest, free fronr
D. C. DOUGLASS,
coughing, with easy expectoration in ths
General Manager, Portland Maine.
morning, gives nature a chance to sooths

the inflamed parts, throw off the disease
helping he patient to regain his health
Sold byW. O. Poor & Son.

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
if desired
I have single and douole hitches, buekboards, etc. Careful drivers
Your patronage is solicited. Telephone—stable, 18 2; house, 18-3.
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor,

lows:

point.
plished without Buddha's cognizance, City
Waldo.
back of the tent. Flocks have another
Brooks.
advantage, too, over fields; flocks he Knox.
may carry with him. And the Mongol I Thorndike.
Unity.
knows no shades of a prison house!
Winnecook.....
Give a Mongol a sheep and a horse
Burnham, arrive.
himself
house
Bangor...
and he will feed, clothe,
Clinton.
a
cow and
and roam the plain. Add
Fairfield.
he can get drunk. Life has nothing
Waterville.
Portland.
more to offer.
Boston, pm.
Small Island's Specialty.
St. John, the smallest of the three
Danish West India islands acquired
by the United States, is only eight
miles wide in its broadest part. It is
noted especially for the bay tree, the
leaves of which are used in making

—
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! MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

Undeveloped Water*
j

Unlimited Raw Material

j
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cover.
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Try it Today "I

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
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are
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Power
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when

and

addressed
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regarding locations
attentions

will receive

to any agent
or to
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The funeral services of Lieut. George
Victor Durham were held last Friday at
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert F. Durham in Monroe. Rev. Fr.
Timothy J. O’Mahony of St. Francis
church, Belfast, officiated. This was the
first soldier’s fun rai in Waldo county
since the outbreak of the war. The casket was draped with the American flag.

1

1,716,000,000

Pounds of Flour Saved
22,000,000 families
if each of
bread.
white
of
instead
our

|

|

use

this

Lieut. Durham was in his 24th year, en-.|
lifting in the regular army when 19 years j
old. He was for a time at Fort Slocum, i

recipe

then was sent south and was for some
time at Vera Cruz and was in Galveston
He had a
at the time of the great flood.

a
One loaf saves 11,000,000 pounds; three loaves
1
week for a year means 1,716,000,000 poundssaved

Enough

Corn Bread with
1
1
2
5

corn meal
rye flour
tablespoons sugar
teaspoon. Royal Baking Powder

cup

cup

Rye

Flour

teaspoon .alt

J
\*

eOT

2

tablespoon, shortening

ra,lk

Onr
°

new

j

recipes

William St, New York
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., Dept. H, 135

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
SEARSPORT.
Miss Virginia Hogan spent Thursday
in Bangor.
A full rehearsal of the Red Cross benefit farce was put on the stage Monday
evening. The affair promises well.

The Third Maine

Mr. John Sophia left by train Satura short business trip to Boston.

ily.

day for

Miss Rebecca Ross returned Fridayafter spending the winter with her parents in Tampa, Florida. Miss Ross is
the guest of Mrs. A. J. Nickerson.

Mr. Alvah C. Treat was a business
caller in Belfast on Monday, the weather
being fine, but crisp and sharp.
Miss Gladys Heath of Sandypoini has
been assisting her maternal aunt, Mrs.
Maria B. Howes during the illness of her
husband, Mr. J. H. Howes.

and Mrs. George P. Carter anthat their little grandson has
been named George Nathan. The baby
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dexter
(Edna Carter) of Boston.
Mr.

nounce

Although enlisting

as

a

pri-

soon

promoted

after

Regiment. j

bravery by Admiral Farragut.

X

BORN

ment in the Belfast Company will take

In Castine, Feb. 4, to Mr.
CONNER.
and Mrs. Arthur Conner, a daughter.
CUNNINGHAM In Bucksport, Feb. 12,
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Cunningham,
a daughter, Marjorie Beatrice.
Gray.
I^i Castine, Feb. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Gray, a daughter.
In East Belfast, March 1, to
Jacobs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jacobs, a son, Oscar
Richard.
PEASE. In Hope, Feb. 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jethro D. Pease, a son.
In Castine, Feb. 17, to Mr.
Sawyer.
and Mrs. Charles L. Sawyer, a son.
In Belfast, March 5, to
Waterman.
Mr. and Mrs. [Charles H. Waterman, a

fluffy

£

|

a

j
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The CORRECT TREATMENT FOR COLDS
lung trouble,

inflammation easily develops

grippe

lowered

strength

contracted

The National Strength-Builder

nourishment

by carrying

which'first builds
blood

body

physicians

NUFORM

corset-making,

satisfy

Fashion,

youth

figure outlined;
vouth.
slendQness

From'$i.00

hips,

much-de.

$3.50 |

Miss Hilton's Waist and

During

youth

Specialty Shop

bot4i|hands

Belfast Savings Brnk

I

j'>
|

Eclipse

an

Your

1

j

2

ft
ft

f

!

Strength—Save Your Rugs, With the Eclipse

j

PRICE $33.50

I
j

:

Electric

j

Company

Fee Bill of Waldo County Bar Associaton

'.100
less than
less
For drafting Notice to Quit, not
100
than..

l or drafting Statement of Mechanic
or! Material Man’s lien, not less

than.300
For drafting Assignment of Wages,
......
not less than
For drafting Assignment of Mort-

No division of collection fees to be
made except with regular members of the

Fcr draft;i:g F<
less than

Bar.

For drawing and liling Objection
for Discharge, in no case less
than
.y

LOO

than.200
For drafting Notice of Foreclosure
of Mortgage of Real Estate, not

IN SUPREME JUDICIAL COl R I

action is settled before

entry, writ and consultation fee.

25.00

COLLECTIONS.

trial,

Removal of action

to

securing

drawing Citations

or

■

in

no

ci»e

3-00

not

IN PROBATE COURT.
For preparing and tiling any petition not less than
For preparing Bond, not less than

ers

IN BANKRUPTCY

5.0(1

not

number of personal friends sent llowers but none of her friends here were able
a

to

attend the services

train

connection.

on

Her

account of poor
remains were

the

person
at

account ol the
middle

aged

war

in
LOO

demands for young
the management

Mr. Blair she had lived in

Beverly, Mass.,

Madison, Old Town and Caribou,
Maine, before coming to Belfast, where
they had lived for six years. In June,
1917, they went to Livermore Falls. Mrs.
in

Blair

was

interested in the work of the

Universalist church in all of its branches.
She taught in the Sunday school, was a
member of the Ladies Circle and the SoShe left many friends here who

cial Aid.
were

grieved to learn of her death.

Mrs. George A. Gilchrest of Knox was
the guest the past week of her niece,
Miss Gladys Marshall.
*

j

have raised the maximum age limit to 55, I
perhaps 2 or 3 years more. $35 per month j
first 6 months, then $40, including board,
washing ami mending: 60 hours

room,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
GEORGE W. Df. SILVER, late of Prospect,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
ADDIE E Dk SILVER.
Prospect, Me., Feb. 12, 1918—10

this

of that side of

an

action

previously answered
not reguiarlv admitted to

or some

to
pro

other Bar in this Sta'

Ellery Bowden
Walter A. Cow
Ralph 1. Morse
John R. l)unto
Charles S. Tayi
Robert F. Dunt
Reuel W Roger
James Libby,
Carlelon Doak

HORSES

men,

Confer by letter with undersigned,
taken to Manchester, where services were \ weekly.
who will arrange for personal conference.
held at her home church Tuesday afterEDWARD L. BENNER,
noon.
Her life-long friend, Miss Mary Andress
221
Street, Belfast, Maine.
High
Walker of Manchester, was at the Blair
3w20p
home for several weeks and with Mr.
Blair accompanied the remains to her
home city. During her married life with

or ni

or

Arthur Ritchie.
Fred W. Brown,
H. C. Buzzell,
Seth W. Norwood,
B. F. Foster,
Eben F. Littlefield,
Franklin A. Greer,
Geo. E. Johnson,
J. S. Harriman,

ATTENDANTS INSANE DEPl\, STAIE j
FARM, MASS.
On

care

menced

WANTED
and

of difficulty

No member of this Bar shall upon
under any circumstances, ass

.10.00

drafting Proof of Claim
Bankruptcy, not less than

For

case

terms or

rupt Laws, before the Referee,

received last Friday by

The Belfast Universalist church and

m.

larger fees in
tude.

50.00
than.
For attendance at any Disclosure
or examination under the Bank-

Belfast friends announcing the death of
Annie S., wife of Rev. Arthur A. Blair
of Livermore Falls. She was 53 years

native of Manchester, N. H. The funeral
was held at her late home Sunday at 2 p.

These rules are intended to establish
lowest compensation and not to res
gentlemen of the Bar from rece

5.00

clusive of disbursements, not less

not less than

....

3.00

For consultation and preparing petition and conducting the case in
ex-

less than

All moneys paid out by Counsel
will be charged in addition to the
above fees.

PROCEEDINGS.

to be in all cases,

old and had been in ill health lor some
time with Bright’s disease. She was a

ex

No charge for any service in Supreme Judicial Court to he less
than.

>00

less than

voluntary proceedings, when

were

and

pense, not less than
For drawing Petition for Review.

Applica-

tions not less than
Services as Counsel in proportion
to labor and time expended, but

contested,

per cent.

a case

....

...

Minimum Fee for collection of, or securing claims, whether payment be made
to client or attorney, Fifteen Per Cent on

Minimum fee.5.00
But when claim is less than $10, 50

not less than

cuting Divorce, exclusive of

IN POOR DEBTOR’S DISCLOSURE.

claims.

the first $300.
Eight Per Cent on the exFour Per Cent on
cess of $300 to $1000.
all amounts in excess of $1000.

...

For drawing Libel for Divorce, payable in advance, not less than
For subsequent services in Prose-

5.00

S. J. Court

....

For drafting petition for Partition,
not less than.

5.00

Telegrams

Dismiss,

less than

For services in Municipal Court
where the claim is less than
Twenty Dollars, the same as be-

of Insolvency, not less than.

or

...

Term fee, not less
f or services in preparing

5.00

to proper officer and receiving the
from him, or from the debtor
and paying the same over to the creditor,
in all cases the same charge shall be

not less

Writ, not less than
For Replevin Writ and Bond, no*
less than.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

No charge for any services in Probate Court to be less than
For a hearing before Commission-

money

Replication,

a

For

3.00

fore entry, not less than

ment with the debtor before judgment,
and obtaining the money due; or for obtaining execution and committing the
same

drawing

than.

Appearance for Defendant or Trustee not less than .3.00 For
liling Demurrer, Plea of AbateSettlement fee in Appeal Cases bement or Motion to

For preparing, -tiling and proving
any account, not less than

for collections of

For

than.5.00

For attention and responsibility of the
Attorney or Counsel in effecting a settle-

as

an Answer, not less
than.

Trial, in proportion to services, not

For

3.00

not less than.5.00
For any charge investigating title at
Registry of Deeds, not less than 3.00
Forming Corporations, exclusive

made

For drawing

not less than.3.50
Replevin Writ and Bond, not less
3.50
than.

Court.

not less than.5,00
For drafting Notices of Foreclosnre

of disbursements, not less than..

an

not

...

For drawing a Bill in Equity, not
less than.

fore Trial Justice. If over Twenty Dollars the same as in S. J.

less than.
For drafting Articles of Dissolution
of Co-Partnership and Notices,

of Personal Property where the
amount is under $30, not less than
Wnere the amount is over $30,

IN COURT.

IN JUSTICES COURT.
Where

Attorney

prosecuting same, exclusive of
disbursements, not less than

lection.

SERVICES

cf

For taking Appeal to any other
Court, not less than ....:•
For drafting Creditor’s Petition and

attorney, he shall be charged and required to pay the Same fee or commission
colas though the attorney had made the

an

FOR

w t r

....

If the plaintiff sees lit. to collect the
demand, claim or execution himself after
the same has been left for collection with

less

gage not less than.LOO
For drafting Partnership Articles,
°0
not less than.s
less
not
Contract,
ansi
drafting
For

pneumonia frequently

J

|

I

Penobscot Bay

immediate

SCOTT’S MULSION\

||
I

surface.

__

I

{

Eclipse Electric Cleaner, Notice
how smoothly it glides—no brushing ot the rug at all—just a
suction of air catching every particle of dust and dirt and
loose threads and putting them into the bag.

9

|

|

How different with the

S

Mr. John Howes who has been suffer- j
a severe cold, threatening pneuThe offering next Sunday morning at ing from
I
is at this writing, Monday’, suffithe Cong’l church is for the running ex- monia
At least cientlyr improved to be about the house, j
penses of the Sunday school.
ten dollars must be received to meet bills
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Unidue and purchase supplies for the quar- versalist parish will meet this, Thursday,
ter.
afternoon with Mrs. George H. Hopkins, j
hostess desires a goodly at- j
Mr. and Mrs Raleigh Gilford w mttier The cordial
tendance.
of
a
birth
the
announce
of Pittsfield
daughter, Priscilla Spaulding. Mr. Whit- !
Mr. Wilbur Magoon, being in town on |
tier is the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. a
visit last week, wired Mr. Elmer :
James M. Whittier and and is well re- Thompson’s house throughout for elecmembered in Searsport.
tric lights, a convenience now common
in our village.
*
as
resigned
Whittier
Annie
Miss
has^
assistant operator in the New England
The Current Events Club will he enTelephone office and will leave toda\, tertained Wednesdav afternoon, March
accellence of their work.
Thursday, for Hampton, Virginia, to
13th, by Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, the topic
In Belfast, Feb. 28, Mrs.
BROWN.
Regular Friday evening drills at the Cordelia S. Brown, formerly of Warren,
cept a position as assistant in the Post for reading, selected by the hostess, being
Institute.
Office Department at Hampton
Current Events.
Belfast Opera House at seven-thirty in aged 76 years and 4 months.
CONANT. In Camden, Feb. 22, Sumner
Mr. and Mis. George S. Wardwell left the evening will begin this week, and
Miss Annie Gilkey acted as substitute
78 years.
teacher in the Primary room three days Monday afternoon for Bangor, en route until the Company is formed and the T. Cona'nt, aged
CASEY. In Bangor, March 3, Mrs.
last week, relieving Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, to Rockland and Camden on a business
over the hall as an armory
State
takes
Mary Casey, aged 86 years
the regular teacher. Miss Gilkey recent- trip; rather a roundabout way, imposed the
City of Belfast will assume the rental I JONES. In Bangor, March 2, Alfred
where she
ly returned from New 5ork,
by the ice embargo.
will be
Goodwin
of
the
Major
building.
liad been the guest of Capt. and Mrs. P.
| Jones, aged 80 years.
March 2,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Magoon left Tues- in the city again on Friday evening for I
In Searsport,
MERRILL.
B. Blanchard.
day for their home in Bridgeport, Conn. the purpose of giving the second night I George L. Merrill, aged 77 years, 2
of
The seventy third annual meeting
Mrs. Magoon and children had been for of instruction.
! months and 19 days.
Some sixty men have already been I
the town of Searsport was held Monday, some time the guest, of her parents, Mr.
MOODY. In Appleton, Feb. 24, Joseph
a
are
J.
SulH.
there
hall.
and
service
sworn into the
and Mrs. James Crocker.
March 4th, in the town
P. Moody, aged 79 years, 5 months and
William
have
and
who
others
of
moderator
good percentage
livan was chosen
13 days.
Miss Leila Bennett recently lost a highReports of selectpassed the examination and will be sworn 1
Parse town clerk.
Ip. Belfast, Feb. 27, Mrs.
ROBBINS.
side comb in Llenslow Hall at
yvere
ly-prized
still others
while
committee
school
in
on
and
evening,
Friday
auditor
formerly of Hope,
men,
Ames
Robbins,
in
the
Lucy
stones
top;
having
the
“movies,”
F.
have been re-called for re-examination
accepted. James P. Nichols, Myron
68 vears.
article
is
I
aged
the
requestfinding
and
anyone
reby reason of slight changes in the rules.
Parker and Fred E. Stinson were
In Belfast, March 1, Florence
SHAW.
ed to leave it at the post office.
j
elected to serve as selectmen, C. O. SawWinslow Shaw, aged 27 years, 3 months.
last
auditor;
\
Miss Mary Hichborn left by'train
yer treasurer; B. F. Colcord,
SWAZEY. In Bucksport, Feb. 25, Martha
Hindenburg said he would be in Paris
A.
Fred Small, K- N. Porter and E.
Thursday for visits in Bangor, Portland |
Elizabeth, widow of Capt. Joseph Swazey,
now only three weeks
He
has
first.
a
month
absent
The
be
April
will
appropriations
and Augusta. She
Buker, constables.
|
aged 79 years.
recommended by the budget committee or six weeks, spending the greater por- t and a half in which to make the journey
In Northport, March 1,
WATKINS.
of
her,
amount
being
>14,as
the
total
time
guest
the
the
for
Gertion
of
were made,
and the traveling is not good
Henry A. Watkins, formerly of Franklin,
760 an increase of 5625 over the amount voungest brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., aged 76 years.
mans, except as prisoners of war.
will be Geo. F.
Hichborn, in Portlan’d.
vot*d last year. The tax rate
Mrs. Emma t.
about 523.64 a thousand.
Last Saturday the foremast was stepin
Davis was nominated by the ladies
ped in the vessel now on the stocks in
the balcony to represent them as a memthe v illage shipyard, witnessed by a comber of the school hoard for the next
been
pany of interested spectators, as had
floor.
the
elected
by
and
and the
three years
is
when
Colds are
the placing of the other three masts.
The date of August first was set for the
will be completely rigged before
while
She
bronchitis or
payment of taxes.
taking the water, which will probably
should
follow and any cold
in April.
and
1'he much talKed oi automouiur aa> occur some time
local inUcnt on the bay lhursday is of
with
The Bangor papers announced the death
treatment
have
In the car operated by Albert of Mrs. Arthur A. Blair, in Livermore
terest.
Gray of Brooksville were Herman Con- Falls, last Thursday, after a long, tedious
•
and Calvin Stinson all
The Universalist society of
cry, his son, Lester
illness.
of this town who made the run toSunshine, Stockton extends deepest sympathy to
The
minutes.
55
a village on Deer Isle, in
the bereaved husband, in his irreparable
and
two older men remained and Lester
loss, as the deceased greatly endeared
Off
return
the
on
trip.
the driver started
herself to all parishioners during his re- i
wheels
forward
the
the Islesboro .ledges
cent pastorate in town. The interment!
of the car broke through thin ice. A line was in New Hampshire, the home of their
car out
was bent and in trying to pull the
rich
relatives.
up the forces
it was completely submerged, sinking in
warmth.
The residents of Stockton in the early
streams and creates real
eight feet of water. A rescue party conto the
sisting of Roscoe Davis and Alvin Stin- seventies will hear with regret of the
for
of
correcting
favorite
is
the
oil
liver
cod
Isle
Its
to
Deer
very sudden death of Lemuel S. Harding
son, bound Iroin Searsport
by ice boat, sighted the shipwrecked crew of Stoneham, Mass., on Sunday mornbronchial disorders and chest troubles.
fast.
the
line
make
Emaltion is now
to
help
and stopped
ing, Feb. 24th, in the 69th year of his
The Imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott’s
out
had
died
at
wind
born
free from impurities.
was
the
Prospect
Mr.
meantime
Harding
In the
age.
refined in our own American laboratories which guarantees it
17-19
and the ice boat was also abandoned, the Ferry, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Sears
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.
four men walking ten miles across the ice Harding, in 1849; and when seventeen
1 he car was res- years of age entered the employ of the
before reaching home.
cued the following day and towed to Bel- late Hon. N. G. Hichborn of Stockton,
fast for repairs.
becoming a member of his family, by
whom he was greatly respected for his
George L. Merrill died at his home unswerving fidelity, devotion to prinearly Saturday morning after a brief ill- ciple, business integrity and strong and
He was the son of George and lasting friendship. After five years’ resness.
born in
Abbie (Tobey) Merrill and was
idence in this village he went to StonePortland, November 11, 1840. The fol- ham, Mass., where he entered the shoe
moved
to
his
parents
lowing December
business, and after several years married
Like most boys of the period Miss Marietta Shapleigh, a most estimaSearsport.
and
after
attending
trade
a
he was taught
her
ble lady, and made his permanent home
and
ate the ar -creations of
in his
the town schools was employed
in that city, where he had held many
At the outbreak of the ofTices of trust and responsibility.
ish
For
Fi
and
Fit.
Fahric
father’s mill.
in
every demand
As soon as
to enlist.
war he was eager
the past eighteen years he had been night
he was
at waist
he had passed his 21st birthday
in even lineofTicer in the East Cambridge House of
I here is
enrolled in the 19th Maine. Before leav- Correction, being highly esteemed for
with
in
marriage
W.
Nuform
united
is to be rewas
B.
To wear a
his judgment, capability and excellent
bust and b ck.
ing home he
In June, 1802, he
of all prisoners. He is surMiss Abbie Nichols.
government
ired
and to possess the
entered Company E. of the 19th and re- vived by one son, Mr. Harry S. Harding,
the
a graduate of Brown University, and for
mained with that regiment until after
of
he was probattle of Gettysburg when
the past four years the Consulting Civil
14th Maine.
Engineer for the Board of Estimate of
moted to 2nd Lieut, in the
for W. B. Nuform Coasets.
Ask
Mr.
the
Army,
New York City under Mayor Mitchell.
After his discharge from
with
was for a time associated
Two grandchildren, several brothers and
business.
Also the W. B. Brassieres Sold Here
to
sisters and many nieces and nephews are
his father in the block and pump
to California,
left to mourn the decease of this excelIn 1807 he crossed the plains
Returning to lent man. His wife passed to the higher
remaining three years.
and operated a
life about twenty years ago, since which
Searsport he established
that
time he had boarded with acquaintances.
spool mill for fifteen years. During
affairs.
He
The funeral took place Feb. 27th at the
time he was active in town
1
church.
first Cong
home of friends in Malden, Mass. Prowas a member of the
for fourteen
round sympathy is extended to the
Supt. of the Sunday school
twenty-four
for
l-—and
consecutive years
mourning son in this inestimable loss of
He
was
choir.
with
the
the beloved and confidential parent.
years connected
Band,
also a member of the Searsport
to Dix(
In 1887 he moved his business
be allowed a “free
that town,
j Japan asks to
field and established a home in
hand” in Russia. We hope she will use
becoming one of its leading men.
to the
without gloves.
his residence there he was elected
schools
Maine Legislature; was supt. of
I
selectmen.
of
board
and chairman of the
to the
His membership was transferred
active
Union church of which he was an
from
member. Five years ago he retired
j
the mill business and again established ,
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
sen- |
himself in Searsport, becoming the
No. 13,606. issued by this bank, has
Book
grain
ior partner of the Merrill and Bailey
and application has been made for
lost
been
his
time/of
and provision store. At the
book according to laws regulatPast
a
oldetft
the
duplicate
was
death Mr. Merrill
M.
Master of Mariners Lodge, F. * A.
|
ing Issuing new books.
1.
He was also a member of Sears Lodge
WILMER J. DORMaN, Treasurer.
S.
O. O. F. and Anchor Chapter O. E.
March 4,1918-3wlO
Belfast,
He was the first commander of the Free-

j

broom straw.

No Wear With

5

__j

j

See that sharp point? How do
new look wl en you gouge
their
vou expect^your rugs to keep
them with those penetrating, rasping straws?
Imagine that delicate wooly surface—tho^e fine threads
—swept and swept and just think what happens. Rub your
hand over the broom and you can readily imagine >ow it
wears the fabric cf a rug or carpet,—how it takes off the fine

Just examine

to first

The next examinations in the number
or enrolled men for the Third Maine Regi-

to

Broom Wear

place at the City Building this, Thursday,
evening, and there is a good list yet to
be examined, including Donald R. Brownell, Lincolnville; Raymond W. Blazo,
Ervin F. Wade, William F. Pendleton,
Thomas E. Mank, Sidney E. Rnowlton,
Lewis C. Bumps, William H. Fletcher, |
Clarence Goodrich, Earle F. Hammons, |
Stacey J. Noyes, Clan|pce E. Nickerson,
;
Oscar H. Stiles, Arthur S. Robinson,
|
Rendell
Leaman W. Robinson,
Howard,
Clyde N. Shorey, George E. Sanborn.
son.
The examinations will be conducted by
Lieut. Carl H. Stevens assisted by ReMARRIED
cruiting Officer Orrin J. Dickey.
MISCELLANEOUS fees.
Major E. Goodwin of the quartermasDOW-CONNER. In North Brooksville,
less
For advice or consultation not
ter’s department in Augusta was in this Feb. 20, by Rev. John Carson, Harold H.
2-00
North
both
of
than.«
Inez
Miss
and
in
Dow
Conner,
week
last
assisting
city several days
j Brooksville.
3.00
a Will, not less than...
drafting
For
the organization of the local company
MARTIN-LaRRABEE. In Knox, Feb. 28,
Deeds of Conveyance
and a number of men were sworn in by I Edwin Clarence Martin of Liberty and For drafting
than.2
less
not
under
the
instruction
of
drill
first
The
Knox,
him.
Miss Emma Florence Larrabee
In Stockton For drafting a Mortgage Deed, or a
Moore BATCHEEDER.
of Major Goodwin took place on Friday
Rev
Hulley,
Feb.
Harry
27, by
Bond for a Deed and Notes, not
evening of last week at the Red Men’s Springs, E. Moore of Ellsworth Falls
Benjamin
than.2-00
less
inThe
hall with some fifty men in line.
and Miss Ada Batrhelder of Stockton
than 2.00
For drafting a Lease, not less
terest was very good and at the close of Springs.
Mortgage,
a Chattel
For
drafting
some
very
the drill, Major Goodwin paid
DIED
Holmes Note or Bill of Sale, not
fine compliments to the men for the ex-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mrs. J. W. Black is at home after several months spent in Everet', Mass.,
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Black and fam-

drowned.

#
•
W

His death oclieutenant of infantry.
curred at Camp Travis, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, from meningitis developing
from an attack of pneumonia. He was a
fine young man in every way, a good soldier and his untimely demise is much deplored. Besides his parents he is survived by a brother and sister, Miss Catharine Durham, a nurse in the Maine General Hospital in Portland and a brother,
Charles Durham, a student at Hebron
Academy. He was a grandson of Tolford
Durham who won fame from his exploits
; in the U. S. Navy during the Civil War,
being acting captain of the blockader
Quaker City and executive officer of the
gunboat Pemaquid, figuring in a number
of actions and being commended for

Time Recipes,” containing many other
Red White and Blue booklet, “Best War
free-address
fof making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed

man McGilvery Post and keenly interIn his
ested in all G. A. R. activities.
sudden passing the town has lost a valued
He is survived by
and respected citizen.
his wife, a brother, Frank Merrill of California and a sister, Mrs. Rufus Fowder of
New York, Eugenia and Lesnore Kidder,
children of his adopted daughter.

S

tenant and

of rye flour with equally Rood
Barley flour or oat flour may be used instead
add milk, beaten egg and melted
results. Sift dry ingredients into bowl;
allow to stand in warm place
Shortening. Stir well. Put into greased pan, 40 to 45 minutes.
oven
20 to 25 minutes and bake in moderate

;

narrow

vate his promotion was rapid, through
the non-commissioned offices and last
May he was commissioned assecond lieu-

Subject Your Rugs

*

J
S

escape from death at that time,
saving his life by being a strong swimmer, while four of his comrades were

Feed the Entire Allied Army

to

|

Don’t

Horsts. [Sound
Good Working
True Pulling
Good Driving
Good Colored
Horses.
Horses pri.ed
Horses.
right. Horses which go
will find just EXACTLY
oung

Horses.
Horses.
Horst s.

■

AS REPRESEMED.

W. L. WEST,
Spring

Street.

FOR SALE
e^il any part 100 shares Buy Stat«Commonotock, at $3,00 a shar«.
MALCOLM S. WINSLOW
Will

820 Steve;

s

Aventi'

Portland, Mail*4'

LOST
A black and white Shephard
Dog, curly hair, named Jack,
Owner. J. W. Chase, Waldo,
lei. 14-32.
lwlOp

LOST
A BLACK and WHITE HOUND with
black ears and big black spot on one
Finder please return to
KUtUS MAYO,

I

